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Chris Leppard 
Motoring Editor 
As a confirmed petrol head, it 
is Chris’ role to ensure that the 
magazine always includes a good 
selection of exotic motors. It is 
essential to have a passion  for all 
things related to cars and motor 

sport. Given the choice, Chris would rather spend his time travelling  
the globe following the Formula 1 and World Rally Championships. 
When he is not involved with cars and motor sport, Chris can 
normally be found attempting to play golf.

issue 12 vol 5 2009
Whilst every effort is made to maintain the accuracy of information and images portrayed  
with this publication, no responsibility whatsoever can be accepted for errors or ommisions.

  Roger Bishton – Golf Editor 
Roger is one of our more lively members of 
the team. His golf technique, unfortunately, 
is not as strong as his passion for the game. 
Roger’s other forté and second love to his 
family, is whisky. Fluent in several foreign 
languages, a qualified chartered accountant and 
general know-it-all, Roger’s contributions to 
The Player are not only invaluable, but also a

welcome addition to our content. Ever the joker, Roger will always 
manage to put a smile on your face, albeit on the golf course or 
propped up against a decent bar somewhere.

The Player, No.5 Aldford Street, Mayfair, London W1K 2AF                 www.theplayer.co.uk  

Chris Witty
Features Editor

  Chris Witty has been writing about  
cars and powerboats for nearly 40 
years. He was born in Nottingham, 
England in 1950 but grew up in 
Germany in the early ‘50s. A former 
child actor from the ‘50s and ‘60s,

Chris appeared in over 30 feature films, countless TV and radio 
productions and also on the West End stage. Having worked within 
the motorsports industry, including Formula1, Chris has a wealth of 
knowledge in all things racing. Currently, Chris entertains himself by 
running an Offshore Powerboat. 

Andie Jones 
Editor in Chief
From humble beginnings as a 
ski and rollerblade instructor, to 
current media guru, there aren’t 
many things Andrew hasn’t 
written about, photographed, 
branded or represented in one 
way or another, in the last  
25 years. As Editor in Chief and 

founder of The Player brand, as well as Managing Director of the 
publishing house, Andrew has accumulated a wealth of knowledge 
and a deep understanding of the luxury market.

Michael Donald
Editor in Chief - Russia
Before joining The Player Mike worked 
with American Express for many years 
excelling in corporate hospitality and 
event management including numerous 
card launches throughout the world. His 
experience is unrivalled when it comes to

membership and lifestyle events. Mike looks after all Player member events as 
well as Player lifestyle features and spends most of his time running the Russian 
office in Moscow.  The other passion in his life is his beloved Ferrari Dino.

Jason Plato 
Motor Sports Editor

  Jason is currently chasing his next British 
Touring car Championship win for Seat 
Cars. As a regular on TV in the Fifth Gear 
show as well as other numerous TV projects 
and a highly accomplished journalist, Jason 
knows his way around a track as well as 
any keyboard. As our resident Motor Sports 
Editor, he joins The Player to bring us news, 
views and reviews on all the latest in the 
motoring world.  

Simon Smith
Financial Editor 

   Simon started his career in financial 
services with GAN in 1988. In 1993 
he became a partner at J.Rothschilds 
Assurance. Simon headed up the 
distribution side of Campbell 
Montague & Co taxation specialists in

 in film partnerships and employment benefit trusts. Currently Simon 
is a director of The Spectrum Corporation, based in London’s Mayfair, 
who specialise in bespoke financial services. As Financial Editor of The 
Player, Simon is a great member of The Player team to have onboard.

Reece Clarke
Fine Wine Editor 

   Reece is an avid fine wine collector 
and participant at numerous tastings 
and events that are held throughout 
the year. He is an ex-on trade buyer 
as well as having many years of 
experience in hospitality and 

corporate event management. Reece can usually be found in his favourite 
local wine bar in Swiss Cottage, The Arches, enjoying something decent! 
Reece gained his knowledge of wine through years of tasting, reading 
and visiting many of the World’s famous wine regions.

Paul McKeown
Watch Editor

  Born in 1963, Paul’s spare time as 
a boy was spent hunting around 
antique shops. His obsession with 
horology took on a whole new 
role when his Grandfather passed 
away and left him a 1902 Omega fob 
watch. From that day he started to

collect and occasionally sell, fine timepieces. Paul says, “A watch tells me 
the kind of person you are! For instance, you can’t drive your Ferrari into a 
club or restaurant yet you can walk in with a watch of likewise value. This 
is the reason I am still fascinated at the way one is judged by one’s watch!”

ED’S BRIEF 
Far too much has gone on in the 
World since my last Ed’s brief, so 
I will try and keep things short 
and simple with the more relevant 
topics. Credit crunch or no credit 
crunch, we are all still surviving, 
just! It seemed like everyone who 
had any money has now either 
lost it all or headed off to deepest 
darkest ‘Bongaloo’ to put their 
feet up for a few years. Sadly I 
feel the term ‘credit crunch’ is 
far too mundane, sounds more 
like a breakfast cereal if you ask 
me. The term ‘global warming’ 
is the same too. It sounds quite 
appealing, almost welcoming 
if you live in a country in the 
Northern Hemisphere. I think 
we should give names far bigger 
impact titles that would make 
people sit up and listen. For 
instance, instead of credit crunch, 
let’s call it ‘desolately broke’ or 
‘suicidally brassic’, and instead 
of global warming, let’s go for 
something obvious like ‘solar 
catastrophe’ or ‘global meltdown’. 
That would shake a few people 
up wouldn’t it! 
It never ceases to amaze me 
how large corporations and 
governments are so quick to jump 
on the bandwagon when  
it comes to making money out  
of people’s naiveties. For instance, 
‘eco tax and carbon offsetting’, 
gimme a break will you. This 
is an amazingly clever answer 
to the world’s self fuelled greed 
and ongoing pollution problems. 
Companies have set up with 
government authority to help 
us citizens offset our ‘personal 
carbon footprint’. The average 
house apparently churns out a 
whopping 45 tonnes of carbon 
per year and you can clear your 

conscience by paying one of 
these companies £9 per tonne 
every year, who in turn pay 
£6 per tonne, every year to the 
government, to apparently fund 
projects like tree planting and 
building wind turbines. So to 
summarise, we pay £9 and the 
government gets six, we carry on 
churning out our 45 tonnes and 
everybody has a clear conscience. 
Face the facts, the earth as we 
know it has a natural cycle of 
warming and cooling itself over 
millions of years and the natural 
emissions from trees, plants etc are 
1000 times greater than the tiny 
little impact we have on it. Sadly 
it has been realised by the powers 
that be, a huge amount of cash can 
be made through our own naivety 
and guilt, so wisen up! 
We at the Player are doing our bit 
to recycle. For instance the paper 
that this book is printed on is 
recycled, so it is highly possible 
that at some point in its life, one 
of the buggers with all the money 
that fled to Bongaloo once wiped 
his backside on it! 
Finally, let’s remember the plight 
of the dinosaurs. They had the 
whole earth to themselves a few 
years ago and were happily going 
about their business, eating one 
another, munching vegetation, 
growing bigger and bigger, mating 
and generally leading a pretty 
decent life. Then one afternoon, 
just as Mrs. T-Rex was taking the 
baby raptors to school, a huge 
ball of fire appeared in the sky…
enough said!  
Enjoy your life and try not to 
worry too much about things!

Andie Jones
Editor in Chief 
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MEMBERSHIP of the newest, most exclusive, 
car club is now open for those with the desire to 
drive the fastest road & race cars, on the exclusive 
Ascari race circuit in Spain at speeds in excess of 
180mph.  This is not just another super car club 
or a fancy version of red letter days.... this is the 
ultimate driving experience!
The Player Race Club has teamed up with the 
privately owned Spanish ‘Ascari’ race circuit, two 
super car providers in the UK and a top Formula1 
members club, as well as one of the leading 
equipment suppliers, to produce an exclusive 
and totally unique, 100 members only, car club. 
With the fastest and most glamorous racing cars 
in the world available to drive both on and off 
the road, members will have the chance to be 
coached in their driving skills by fully licensed 
and experienced racing drivers, some of whom 
are very well known in their particular racing 
careers.  In addition, membership will entitle the 
member and a guest to spend amazing weekends 
attending some of the most famous International 
and UK racing circuits with five star hospitality, 
which includes; Formula 1, TOCA, BTCC, FPA 
and Formula Renault UK  
Have you got the nerve and ability to corner 
at seriously high speed?  Is there a slumbering 
Michael Schumacher or Jenson Button hidden 
inside you?  There’s only one way to find out! 
Kitted out in your own personalised driving suit, 
helmet and Hans device you will test yourself to 
the limits, just like the pros. Access to drive these 
types of specialist cars is often something even 

money can’t buy so membership of this new and 
exclusive Club is necessarily limited to only 100.  
Personal membership is priced at £20,000 for 
the first 25 members on a first come first served 
basis, then £25,000 for the next 25, £30,000 
for the next 25 and £35,000 for the final 25 
members. Membership will run per calendar year 
launching in December 2009 with availability on 
a first come, first served basis and will include 
the following:
1: Full team kit including: Radio Helmet, Hans 
Device, Race Gloves, race shoes, Race Suit, Bomber 
Jacket, polo Shirt, Cap and a race bag.
2: Full hospitality including paddock and pit 
lane passes at all featured races for members. 
Featured races are; The Spanish F1GP (Paddock 
Club, boat party and tickets to the drivers party), 
The Monaco F1GP (Paddock Club, boat party 
and tickets to the drivers party), The Abu Dhabi 
F1GP (Paddock Club, boat party and tickets to the 
drivers party), and all of the BTCC and Formula 
Renault UK events (members can bring a guest to 
UK events but there will be an additional charge 
for their guests at F1 venues).
3: Four feature track days per year at the exclusive 
Ascari race circuit in Spain. Members will attend 
with one guest and receive race tuition from 
our own instructors. In addition, members will 
be allowed to take their own as well as some of 
our super cars on track, with further tuition from 
Player instructors on how these cars can perform. 
Formula 1 experience will also be available to those 
who really do want the ‘Ultimate’ driver training!  

race club

race club

race club

race club

www.theplayer.co.uk
apply now...

On site all day hospitality plus our latest F1 
simulators, just to keep you on your toes. Please 
note this is not your usual track day, this is full 
race driver training and will count towards your 
full racing license (A.R.D.S) Accommodation, 
meals and transfers provided.
4: A limited edition Player Race Club watch, only 
100 manufactured each year. 
Manufactured by Edox, the fully automatic Swiss 
chronograph timepiece has been made exclusively 
for the Player Race Club, individually numbered 
and redesigned each year to keep its exclusivity.
5: A one year subscription to The Player 
Bookazine. Published quarterly, the publication 
represents the most exclusive men’s club in the 
World with 13,000 subscribers and 1000 private 
club  members globally.
6: Two complimentary invitations to The Player 
Race Club dinner and awards ceremony. Held 
in December, venue TBC, the event will be 
attended by all members and their guests, club 
race instructors, sponsors and well known motor 
racing drivers from around the world.
7:  12 months (limited) use of a choice of our 
supercars, which includes a Bugatti Veyron, a 
Gumper, a Zonda F and a Maserati MC12. We 
offer almost all of the most desirable marques 
that are available on an allocated points and 
availability basis. Additional days hire can be 
purchased with a 30% discount for members 
when points are depleted. (mimimum age 
requirement of 25 years for this part of the club, 
due to insurance reasons).
8: A personal Invitation for a member and a guest 
to attend the following additional events:
8a: January 6th -10th 2010 - NASCAR racing at the 
Las Vegas Oval in the USA. A three day/four night 
trip to learn to drive a NASCAR on the oval and 
banked circuit in Las Vegas, with speeds touching 
200mph. Includes accommodation, flights and all 
meals plus SPECIAL entertainment organised by 
The Player Club Prive.
8b: April 2010 - Panos Racing at Sebring circuit 
in Florida. The world famous Sebring race circuit 
opens its doors to members for three days to 
train our members in GT racing cars capable of 
180mph. Includes accommodation, flights and all 
meals, plus a Golf and poker competition.
8c: June 13th – 14th 2010 UK - A VIP day 
drag racing culminating in a ride in a top fuel 
dragster. Built by Richardson Brothers Motorsport 
in Nashville, Tennessee, this amazing two seater 
vehicle has been designed for the bravest of our 
members. The dragster has created huge interest in 
the USA where it has already performed at National 
drag racing events. This is a rare opportunity to 
experience the awesome acceleration produced in 
drag racing with our particular dragster capable of 
completing the quarter mile drag strip in around 
8 seconds at 170mph! You can feel the power of 
the engine and experience the G-forces as you take 
to the strip, sitting directly behind a professional 
driver, to accelerate faster than a fighter jet!
Drive the dream, if you dare………
For a private application form, please contact 
Andie Jones andie@theplayer.co.uk



mondays are now  
the new fridays...

CLASSIC JOHNNIE WALKER

WHISKY SOUR  

50ml Johnnie Walker 
Gold  

25ml Lem
on juice  

15ml Gomme  

Dot of bitters 

Or try 

JOHNNY HONEY  

50ml Johnnie Walker 
Gold         

    

25ml Pink grap
efruit juice    

   

10ml Honey    
       

       
    

PINEAPPLE AND GINGER MARTINI  

50ml Ketel One Vodka  
50ml Fresh Pineapple juice  
10ml Sugar Syrup  1 small slice of ginger 

Lightly muddle the ginger. Then shake 

the rest of the ingredients with ice and 

strain into a martini glass. Garnish with 

a pineapple leaf. A fantastic blend of 

pineapple and ginger. Well balanced 

and is fantastic over the rocks!

oh what a night!
THE invitation read; be prepared for a high 
octane night of cocktails and canapés at the 
exclusive private members club ‘Jalouse’ in 
association with Tempus Sport, Reserve Brands 
(Johnnie Walker Whisky and Ketel One Vodka) 
and The Player on the 23rd March 2009 at 17 
Hanover Square, London. W1S 1HU. Pack your 
glad rags for a fun filled evening with our race 
drivers and their cars! Our valued sponsors, 
Player members and celebrity petrol heads, from 
7.30pm till the chequered flag. 
The evening started slowly enough, however, 
before we all knew it, Jalouse was absolutely 
rammed to the gills. Everybody who was 
anybody and anybody who was nobody, 
hardly any of the latter, had turned up to let 
their hair down and enjoy a taste of The Player 
Club hospitality. Our friends at Reserve Brands 
had supplied enough drink to water an army, 
including two fabulous cocktails, which we have 
listed below so you can try them for yourself,  
in case you missed the event. In addition, the 
guys from Jalouse Club were making sure the 
canapés and the music were fit for a King!

The evening was primarily to celebrate the start 
of the British Touring Car season and the new 
privateer team, Tempus Sport, who have entered 
two cars in the Formula Renault Championship and 
a Chevrolet touring car driven by Harry Vaulkhard 
and their respective partnership with The Player. 
There were all of the drivers in attendance and 
two of the cars were neatly parked outside the 
entrance to Jalouse Club on Hanover Square. 
It was quite a spectacle to see a single seater 
Formula Renault parked next to a Touring Car 
on a side street in London’s West End. 
Team management including Richard Coleman, 
team director and a number of technical guys 
were on hand to talk about the cars and the 
forthcoming season. 
Andie Jones, Editor in chief /publisher of The 
Player and Richard Coleman, each gave a short 
speech to welcome guests and explain the 
aims of the team for the season. Numerous 
TV personalities, sports legends and footballers 
attended and the evening was a huge success. 
Our massive thanks to Melissa Payne from IMG, 
who helped immensely with the guest list.

Photos by Chris Hamilton



PremiAir, the leading executive helicopter 
charter operator, recently voted Best Executive 
Aviation Provider at Buying Business Travel’s 
Diamond Awards 2009, for the fourth year 
running have just announced a strategic 
partnership with AAG Global. 
PremiAir’s endorsement as an AAG Global Member 
Operator is a strong testimony to the high service 
standards it delivers as the largest Sikorsky S76 
operator in the UK. AAG Global operators are a 
carefully selected group of executive helicopter 
companies providing pre-eminent service and 
reliability for international travellers – services 
mirroring that of AAG members in the USA. 
Members are required to adhere to the AAG 
Global Standards of Excellence developed with 
and audited by Aviation Research Group/US 
(ARG/US), addressing all aspects of both safety 
and service. These standards include interior 
cabin presentation; ease of flight reservations 
and punctuality as well as, importantly, pilot 
qualifications and regular safety inspections.  
David McRobert said: “We are delighted to be 
selected as the first European Member Operator 
of AAG Global and proud to be associated with 
the reputable AAG brand that is synonymous 
with providing high quality executive helicopter 
services in the US. This is an important strategic 
partnership for PremiAir, and we look forward to 
building an excellent long term relationship with 
AAG. It is also great news for our customers who 
now have direct access to a growing first-class 
network of executive helicopter transportation, 
no matter where in the world their business 
takes them.”

London’s Vertical Gateway Adds Unique 
Shuttle Service
As the new look London Heliport is nearing 
completion PremiAir are delighted to announce 
The London Heliport Shuttle Service.
The new service offers dedicated flights 
to meet private jet arrivals from the UK’s 
key business aviation airports, whisking 
passengers to the London Heliport in Battersea.  
The launch recognises the fact that some 40% 
of PremiAir’s traffic now connects with private 
jet arrivals into UK airports. It comes as the 
Heliport prepares to show off a major facelift 
this summer, coinciding with 50 years of 
operations. The new London Heliport Shuttle 
Service will also complement the newly named 
five star ‘Hotel Verta’ that PremiAir’s parent 
company von Essen is building adjacent to the 
heliport, scheduled for opening later this year.  
PremiAir is making available - from 0700hrs to 
2100hrs Monday to Friday - an AS355 Twin 
Squirrel helicopter, which seats up to four 
passengers, or a Sikorsky 76 VIP helicopter, 
which can comfortably seat up to nine. The 
London Heliport Shuttle Service will provide 
quick and seamless transfers to and from the key 
business airports such as Luton, Farnborough, 
Biggin Hill and Oxford plus the London airports 
including London Stansted, Heathrow and 
Gatwick. Other airports are available on request.  
“We have introduced the London Heliport Shuttle 
Service in direct response to customers’ requests 
for a quicker link to central London from the 
regional business airports,” said David Langton, 
PremiAir’s Sales & Customer Service Manager. 

“Our dedicated executive helicopters will collect 
passengers from the steps of their jets and take 
them direct to central London, avoiding the 
time-wasting frustration of sitting in traffic when 
travelling in and around the city. No other 
mode of transport enables this flexibility. We 
are confident this will be a successful venture 
with business jet owners and operators alike.” 
PremiAir is targeting charter brokers, 
operators and regular business users who 
need to maximise their productivity.  
The London Heliport Shuttle Service operates with 
a fixed-price tariff, based on a one-way trip to or 
from the London Heliport at Battersea, the only 
commercial heliport in the capital. Charter rates 
start from just £1,695 plus VAT for a one way trip 
from Biggin Hill to The London Heliport.
Established more than 25 years ago, PremiAir 
operates the UK’s largest fleet of twin-engine 
executive helicopters which includes five Sikorsky 
76 VIP aircraft – making it the largest operator 
of Sikorsky 76 executive helicopters in Europe. 
In addition, PremiAir manages several other 
executive helicopters for third party corporate or 
individual owners, providing a complete turnkey 
service including crew provision, training, 
maintenance and full operational support.

www.premiair.co.uk 01252 890 089
www.londonheliport.co.uk 0207 228 0181

PREMIAIR
A leading UK provider of high quality aviation services



ben
flying spur

You have to tip your hat in acknowledgement and appreciation of 
Bentley. Despite being in the grips of the largest economic downturn 
in living memory, they have managed to carve a niche for themselves 
in an ultra-competitive market. This means they are clearly doing 
something right.  Words by Chris Leppard



h
ceramic brakes). The effect is dramatic, with the 
car (from the inside) moving near silently, until 
you press the accelerator hard when the entire 
character of the car changes.
Bentley has chosen to fit the latest version of 
the awesome W-12 engine – that is effectively, 
2 V6s bolted together. The ‘normal’ Flying Spur 
produces 552bhp and will run to 195mph. The 
behemoth that is the Flying Spur Speed (for those 
that feel that 552bhp simply isn’t enough) will 
hit 60mph in just 4.5 seconds and tops out at 
200mph. These are simply staggering figures for 
such a large and heavy car. The car also handles 
surprisingly well, feeling like a much smaller 
and nimble vehicle than it actually is.
I doubt that Bentley will be winning any awards 
from the Green lobby for this car (realistically 
you should factor in low single digit mpg if you 
drive this car at anywhere close to approaching 
its performance potential), but I guess this is 
missing the point of the car and if you’re in 
the market for a £150,000+ car, then I guess 

that fuel prices are less of a worry for you.
The car’s designers have also been busy with 
the interior of the car, making a number of 
improvements to the fit and finish. Bentley also 
now offers an electronic recline feature for the 
rear seats. The optional high-line audio package 
is phenomenal. Developed by Naim, one of the 
UK’s most exclusive audiophile manufacturers, 
it pumps 1100 watts into 15 channels. It sounds 
amazing. If you’ve never heard a Naim setup, 
go and find a high end audio dealer and have a 
listen (keep an eye on your wallet, though, their 
top end systems will cost you more than the 
Flying Spur!). 
The result is a car of supreme quality, rarely 
matched in the automotive world. Perhaps 
only Rolls Royce is able to compete and it is 
certainly better than anything produced by the 
likes of Mercedes or BMW. The ultimate irony 
is of course that both brands are now owned by 
German manufacturers! 
www.bentleymotors.com

HIGH-END executive cars are a curious sub-
breed of the £100,000+ market dominated 
by sports car producers such as Ferrari and 
Lamborghini. Clearly, this is not the clientele that 
Bentley is necessarily aiming at (although given 
the stupendous performance of both the Flying 
Spur and the Flying Spur Speed, you could be 
forgiven for thinking that it was!).

So what have Bentley given us in the 2009 
version of the Flying Speed? Well, in some ways 
it takes a very traditional (perhaps even, old 
fashioned) idea of a large, comfortable 4-door 
saloon, with conservative, understated styling 
and then adds in some thoroughly modern 
elements (such as laminated rear windows and 
undertray, to reduce noise and optional carbon 



BOMBAY BRASSERIE, one of the world’s 
most iconic restaurants, reopened on the 5th 
January 2009 after an extensive refurbishment 
programme. The result is a glorious new interior 
that retains the charm of the original whilst 
still being chic and contemporary. Meanwhile a 
delectable new menu, specially created by one 
of the sub-continent’s finest culinary talents, 
showcases gourmet fare from across the length 
and breadth of India.
Arriving on the London scene back in 1982, 
Bombay Brasserie ushered in a new era, instantly 
banishing the images of flock wallpaper and “one 
sauce fits all” that had hitherto characterised Indian 
restaurants. The groundbreaking menu, with its 
wide range of culinary influences, pioneered 
Indian regional cooking not only in Britain, but 
in the world.  
Over 25 years later, the restaurant still continues 
to attract a veritable who’s who of Hollywood 
glitterati and captains of industry, all of whom 
make a point of heading to SW7 for some of the 
finest food outside India.  
Charged with giving Bombay Brasserie its radical 
new look is Chhada Siembieda & Associates. One 
of the world’s most reputable and most lauded 
interior design and hospitality development firms, 
they have stayed faithful to the Bombay Colonial 
era but given it a chic and contemporary twist. 
Bombay Brasserie is now larger, airier and more 
drop dead gorgeous than ever before. A new 

bar area, provides the perfect spot to indulge in 
one of the restaurant’s renowned cocktails and a 
delicious light bite.
The lovely conservatory area has been transformed 
while an open show kitchen with counter seating 
now takes pride of place in the middle of the area. 
From here diners can experience at first hand the 
skill of the Bombay Brasserie’s culinary team as 
they toss the vegetables, grill the meats and add 
the spices and flavourings that have made Bombay 
Brasserie’s fare such a legend. The result is a truly 
memorable ambience that goes wonderfully well 
with Bombay Brasserie’s cuisine.
With regards to the culinary offering, the 
restaurant’s outstanding new menu has been 
overseen by none other than the legendary 
Hemant Oberoi. Corporate Chef for the Taj 
Group of Hotels, Chef Oberoi has had kings 
and queens, Hollywood stars, heads-of-state and 
society’s cream all eating out of his hands. He 
has accompanied top dignitaries in the capacity of 
personal chef, and been part of many extremely 
high-profile international events and promotions.
Widely credited with pioneering the trend of 
alternative Indian cuisine, Hemant has drawn 
on his vast experience and unrivalled creativity 
to create a new menu that blends tradition and 
authenticity with modern methods of cooking. 
The signature treats are truly one of a kind, 
featuring such delicacies as Lamb Kebabs on 
Sugarcane Candies and Paperwali Machchi – fish 
fillets drizzled with freshly ground peppercorns 
enveloped in parchment paper, char grilled in 
an open pit and served wrapped in a Bombay 
Brasserie newspaper. 
Chef Oberoi partners his own exotic creations 
with classical favourites and long-hidden recipes 
gleaned from old farming communities and 
families. The result is a menu that is a rich 
accumulation of Indian recipes evolved to a 
modern art form.
Not everything has changed at Bombay Brasserie 
however. Regulars will be delighted to hear 
that the restaurant’s perennially popular Sunday 
brunch buffet offering remains unchanged.
Washing down this glorious fare is a superb 
new selection of wines, including Indian wines, 
that have been hand-selected by the Taj Group’s 
Master Sommelier, Richard Dean.
Says Arun Harnal, Director of Operations for 
Bombay Brasserie: “We are delighted to reopen 
our doors and present these exciting changes. We 
are confident that what we have achieved what 
will please our regulars and new visitors alike and 
mark the start of another 25 glorious years.”

Bombay Brasserie, Courtfield Close,  
Courtfield Road, London, SW7 4QH
www.bombaybrasserielondon.com
Reservations: UK44 (0) 207 370 4040

the newbombaybrasserie



Tissot fuses Swiss innovation with sleek design 
to create the ultimate ’touch activated ‘watch for 
2009, the Tissot Sea-Touch. Created with the 
underwater in mind, the Sea-Touch is the latest 
addition to the Tissot tactile range and features 
innovative touch screen technology that transforms 
this watch into the ultimate adventure companion. 
Whether it’s for the active diver, gadget lover, or 
the polished city slicker with a taste for adventure, 
the Tissot Sea-Touch offers it all, combining high 
performance with stylish design. 
The Sea-Touch boasts a range of 10 functions, 
from specific dive features to those that can be 
used on dry land. Each feature is activated using 

the Tissot touch function on the crown and the 
touch sensitive glass on the watch face. 
Useful dive functions include Diver’s log book – 
divers are able to track their progress with a log 
book, which records and displays previous dives, 
dive function – the luminescent hands on the 
watch face indicate dive depth and speed in real 
time, thermometer – measurement of external 
temperature at both Degrees Centigrade and 
Degrees Fahrenheit and compass, whether deep 
under the ocean or on dry land, the watch will 
keep its user on the right track with an accurate 
reading of their position. Also activated by the 
unique touch screen technology is an alarm, a 

perpetual calendar, digital chronograph and two 
time zones. Suitable for depths of up to 200m, 
the Tissot Sea-Touch has been made to operate 
perfectly underwater, with shock resistance 
and rubber protected pushers. Boasting a super 
luminescent face and an effective backlight, the 
watch gives great visibility at the darkest depths. 
The Tissot Sea-Touch is priced from £610. Other 
watches in the Tissot tactile range include the Tissot 
T-Touch and the Tissot T-Touch Expert. 

For further details visit www.tissot.ch 
or call 0845 296 2446. 

THE TISSOT SEA-TOUCH
Dive into the latest watch technology

The world’s largest and most prestigious Polo 
Tournament on the beach, took place for the 
fifth consecutive year behind The Setai from 
May 1st to May 3rd. Top players from the U.S, 
England and Argentina, as well as 80 Argentine 
Polo ponies, participated in the three-day world 
class sporting event. A press conference and the 
Fifth Anniversary kick-off party was held on the 
Thursday, followed by three consecutive days of 
matches between the six participating teams.  
The Polo Life, LLC announced that in addition 
to the spectacular show of Sportsmanship, 
guests and spectators have enjoyed in the past 
years’ tournaments, the first ever South Beach 
Women’s Polo Cup will take place on the sand, 
in the same arena. This is as a result of the 
increasing number of elite female players that 
have emerged in the equestrian sport over the 
last years.  
“When you combine white sand, turquoise blue 
ocean, well-heeled socialites and celebrities, with 
world renowned Polo players and ponies, the 
South Beach scene becomes the even playing 
ground for all,” commented Bruce Orosz, 
President, The Polo Life, LLC. After the chukkers 
have been played and the sun goes down, the 
action continues all around town with events and 
dinners at The Setai, Louis, SET and at The Hotel 
Victor.  
Tourists and residents alike enjoyed this truly 
unique display of horsemanship, where the 
Polo, known as the Sport of Kings, is brought to 
the sands of South Beach for all to enjoy, with 
general admission complimentary.  
The V Miami Beach Polo World Cup concluded 
on the Sunday, with the presentation of the La 
Martina Cup to the winning team, immediately 
followed by the “Polo Rocks” beach bash at the 
VIP tent on the sand.
For more information on the upcoming 2010 
tournament and the events, or to purchase VIP 
tickets, visit www.miamipolo.com

BEACH LIFE 
ROCKS!
 
The 2009  
Miami Beach Polo  
World Cup



The Elms was built in 1710 during the reign of Queen Anne, expertly 
designed by architect Thomas White of Worcester. White was a pupil of the 
renowned Sir Christopher Wren. In 1946 following over two centuries of 
family ownership, The Elms was sold and turned into a country house hotel.  

the elms



MORE recently, 2003 saw The Elms purchased 
by von Essen hotels and then in August 
2007, The Elms became the fifth member 
of the Luxury Family Set of von Essen hotels.  
The Elms today provides families with stylish 
and desirable family breaks through a unique 
combination of superb ‘ofsted’ registered 
childcare, great family facilities, delicious food and 
wine, a beautiful Spa and understated yet attentive 
service in a seductive and luxurious setting. 
Together with a unique family friendly 
atmosphere, The Elms also provides the perfect 
setting for weddings, conferences and private 
dining parties. Our function rooms are beautifully 
appointed, with ornate plaster ceilings, carved 
fire places and stained glass window, creating a 

welcoming ambiance which stands the passage 
of time.
Family accommodation at The Elms is a wonderfully 
inspired mix of the contemporary and the historic.  
All 23 bedrooms and suites are individually 
designed with much style and comfort and with 
some interconnecting, a feature much appreciated 
by many families. All rooms vary in size and 
character, some with feature bathrooms but 
all with the cosiness of home. Sympathetically 
restored to their former glory, the rooms benefit 
from appealing ‘objects d’art’, fluffy bathrobes 
and individual luxury toiletries making The Elms 
the most idyllic hotel when looking for luxury 
family accommodation in Worcestershire.  
For families and younger guests, there is a 

provision for  additional z-beds and cots. Children 
sharing parents’ rooms are accommodated free 
of charge, with the only children’s meals extra. 
High Tea is served daily in the Pear Terrace at 
5pm. For those sunny summer days, alfresco 
dining is available in the Pear Garden – a real 
treat for the entire family.
The restaurant is led by acclaimed Head Chef, Daren 
Bale, who has built a reputation for fine dining at 
the hotel. Daren is passionate about food and has 
won many accolades, including 2 AA Rosettes. 
Parents love The Brooke Restaurant, with its 
high ceiling, carved fireplace and sweeping 
views over the elegant lawns, not forgetting its 
enviable reputation in the region. Complemented 
by an extensive wine list, dining at The Elms 

is an incredible experience and is the very best 
restaurant for family dining in Worcestershire. 
Country retreats, with indulgences galore. You’ll 
find it hard to tear yourself away. So, don’t. 
Stay for another treatment, teach the little ones 
to swim, or retreat to the ‘over 16s’ areas for 
some well earned ‘me time’. The superb range of 
facilities and childcare services mean that everyone 
can join in. Mum and dad can melt away, tiddlers 
can swim like fish, teenagers can be independent, 
and grandparents, deservedly indulgent.

The Elms Abberley, Worcester, WR6 6AT
Tel: +44 (0) 1299 896666
www.theelmshotel.co.uk W
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Aquae Sulis Spas – because life  
doesn’t have to be complicated!
 
The Aquae Sulis Spa at The Elms Hotel 
offers guests and non-residents a unique and 
contemporary spa experience in beautiful 
surroundings in the Worcestershire countryside. 
Aquae Sulis is a new concept in spas. Von Essen 
have rejected historical notions of the spa as the 
silent retreat of the adult  and a place where sticky 
fingers and cheeky giggles would elicit disapproving 
looks from strangers. They have  made the spa 
family-friendly. So, at Aquae Sulis there’s no 
need to keep quiet about the fun you are having. 
In fact, they positively want to know about it.  



I JOINED the owner, Peter Gladwin, for 
a classic English and whilst tucking into my 
scrambled eggs we looked out onto the dignified 
life of St James’s Street. 
Peter Gladwin sits in his chef’s whites under a grey 
tailored suit and comments, ‘‘faced with recession 
we have expanded our business laterally here at Just 
St James. We now open for breakfast, afternoon tea 
and weekend brunches, in addition to lunch and 
dinner.’’ We talked about how today’s eating habits 
have changed, ‘‘business people are now too busy 
for long lunches and dining out in the evenings is 
more concentrated on later in the week.’’
Just St James was once a bank, reputedly the 

most expensive one ever built when it opened 
in 1902. The conversion to a restaurant started 
10 years ago when Gladwin found his ideal West 
End site after already owning two successful City 
restaurants. Gladwin competed against a few big 
players to buy the lease and the result came in 
the form of keys to the grand but dilapidated, 
marble clad banking hall handed to him one 
afternoon in 1999. “It was a very exciting project 
and a good one to invest in at the time” explains 
Gladwin, who is no stranger to food. 
His food journey started back in 1975 when he set 
up what is now one of London’s most reputable 
event catering companies – Party Ingredients. 

ju
st There are one or two breakfast 

spots in Central London, which 
everyone refers to. However I 

discovered that just down the road 
from Piccadilly, the glamorous 
eatery Just St James is now 

open for breakfast too.

Here he became known as the master chef 
of everything from private parties, launches, 
weddings and more. His journey then took his 
culinary skills to the 1995 VE day celebrations, 
which he won the contract to cater at. Here he 
prepared a banquet for 1000 guests, including 
52 heads of states, all with high expectations 
and indeed higher appetites to sample British 
cuisine, which had for so long been regarded as 
somewhat mediocre on the world stage. 
Today Gladwin caters regularly for incoming 
Head of State visits to this country. He was the 
chef for the recent French state visit where Carla 
Bruni outshone the French President. Peter has 
just begun preparations for the forthcoming 
Mexican State visit, a rigorous process of trial 
meals, planning and diplomacy in the build up 
before the visit descends on London. Gladwin 
can safely be said to be an ambassador himself, 
his English politeness fused with his talent for 
the finest British dishes makes him far more 
appealing to put in front of international 
dignitaries than some of his contemporaries. He 
also catered for the Queen’s Golden Jubilee, a 
selection of other high profile royal events and 
countless other high profile corporate and private 
functions for all sorts of companies. His client 
list reads like a who’s who of global success. 
As my newly adopted British ambassador and expert 
on all things English, I move the conversation 
onto English wines, which for me have always 
been a mixed field. Peter Gladwin and his wife 
purchased Nutbourne Vineyards in the South East 
of England in 1991. Gladwin explains “English 
wine in the 80’s had a poor reputation which 
to start with we had to battle against. Now with 
better winemakers, a more professional approach 
and a touch of global warming demand for 
English wine exceeds production. His white, rosé 
and sparking wines are all served at Just St James 
where they have attracted a devoted following 
along with his food. 
With his charm and skills I imagine being a guest 
for dinner with Peter Gladwin would be a real 
experience and he explains that his ideal dinner 
guests would be “a mix of people with interest in 
food and art and co hosted with my wife Bridget”. 
His guests would include characters such as the 
Mayor of London Boris Johnson, Louise Bourgeors 
and even A.A. Gill who Gladwin says “would be 
fascinating to have a proper conversation with”. 
Peter’s sons are following in their father’s 
footsteps; all three are in the world of food in 
different corners of the world, New York, New 
Zealand and one in London, in the kitchens of 
none other than Just St James. 
Gladwin is waving the British culinary flag and to 
that I raise a glass of his Nutty Brut Sparkling. 

Just St James 
12 St James’s Street, London SW1 
www.juststjames.com 
Party Ingredients 
www.partyingredients.com 
Nutbourne Vineyards 
www.nutbournevineyards.com



Yacht Clubs of the Americas’ founder Steven Knight is a go fast aficionado and has owned several Nor-Tech 
powerboats, from 38’ to 50’ V-hulls to a 43’ 150 mph Super Cat. Although he still likes to go fast, he came 
to a point in his life when he longed for a little more comfort. And thus the Nor-Tech 80 Performance 
Yacht was born. Story by Marilyn DeMartini  Photos Chris Odom and Ryan Pinder

go fast turns go fancy



LOOKING to combine performance and luxury, 
Knight turned to his friends Trond Schou and 
Nils Johnsen, who have been building Nor-
Tech powerboats on Florida’s West coast for 
over 20 years. The Team had been planning an 
evolutionary model that combined some of these 
characteristics for a few years and with Knight 
onboard, they finalized the plans for what became 
the muscled and colourful Nor-Tech 80. I joined 
a small group of speed freaks for a sea trial with 
Knight proudly at the helm. The yacht felt like a 
waking giant as the twin Caterpillar C32 engines 
fired, sending gentle vibrations that filled all 
onboard with anticipatory chills. The anticipation 
was short lived; the twin 1,635 hp diesels, 
coupled with Arneson ASD 14 drives, allowed 
the yacht to virtually jump on plane—it took 10 
seconds to reach 40 knots and 1,840 rpm. The 
bow barely rose over the horizon, allowing for an 
optimal 360-degree visibility. Though gutsy, the 
engine noise remained surprisingly low inside and 
nearly inaudible from the aft deck. Knight wanted 
a speedy yacht, and the Nor-Tech 80 has a 60 
mph or about 52 knots top speed. He also wanted 
to be able to make quick jaunts to his company’s 
boats clubs, located along both Florida coasts and 
in the Bahamas. The 1,300-gallon fuel
capacity gives it a 400- to 520-mile range. Finally, 
he wanted a stylish, comfortable and luxurious 
yacht with the feel and look of the performance 
boats he previously owned.
Although the aerodynamic design gives the yacht a 
relatively low profile, the deep metallic blue paint 
with sparkling “Prismatique” gold accents makes 
it a standout. It takes a bit of an adventuresome 
sort to climb the non-skid step that leads along a 
narrow side deck to the forward deck. Graceful 
arched air intakes double as large grab handles, 
but it almost seems sacrilegious to leave prints on 
the deep blue, gold and stainless structure. The 
5’x13’ hydraulic swim platform is easily accessed 
by anyone and is spacious enough to hold a 12’ 
inflatable. From here, steps framing the garage, 
which houses a Yamaha 1300
WaveRunner, diving equipment, fishing poles 
and a storm anchor, lead to the aft deck where a 
large white ostrich and leather upholstered sunpad 
sits directly atop the garage. A matching bench 
faces a custom-built, two-piece mahogany table. 
Telescopic outriggers serve as supports for a custom 
awning that attaches to the Masthead electronic EQP 
tower. Standard big yacht equipment here includes 
KVH mini-M satellite phone and TV, Furuno 250 
KW 95nm ARPA radar, Airmar weather station, 
a 150-decibel twin trumpet air horn, Wi-Fi, cell 
phone and two VHF radio antennas. The entire 
aft deck floor lifts hydraulically for access to the 
engine room, which also houses two A/C cold 
water chillers, a 750-gallon-a-day water maker, 
a generator, a seastrainer, emergency stern/
bow thrusters and anchor and windlass controls. 
Computer and telephone connections facilitate 
engine maintenance and diagnostics.

“It has all the features of a large yacht, compressed 
into a high-performance boat,” said Capt. James 
Misiak, who acted as a consultant on the vessel. 
“It’s like travelling with a three-bedroom condo,” 
added Knight. Indeed the yacht includes many 
creature comforts. From the aft deck, sliding 
glass doors lead to the air conditioned salon 
where crimson red leather upholstered couches; 
surrounding a custom eight-top mahogany, drop-
leaf table, stand out on the varnished teak floors. 
Amenities include a bar, wine cooler, icemaker, 
a 42” TV and a 2,000-watt, 16-speaker Denon 
entertainment system with surround sound 
available inside and out. Removable Sunbrella 
black shades keep the salon cool, while electric 
windows and an 8’ x 8’retractable sunroof bring 
in sunlight or starlit nights. The space-age three-
person helm is the main deck’s focal point with 
its charcoal custom-built and decoratively drilled 
walk-around dashboard framing three dimmable 
KEP flat screen monitors that display all systems, 
including views from the underwater cameras. The 
very complete helm station includes all the latest 
in electronics and navigational equipment found 
on megayachts, including a Furuno Universal 
Automated Identification System.
Wide steps lead to the roomy lower-deck open 
galley and overnight accommodations. A 10’ x 6’ 
L-shaped, charcoal granite counter tops a variety 
of stainless appliances including a full stand-up GE 
Profile refrigerator, dishwasher, pull-out freezer, 
trash compactor and washer and dryer. The 
cabinets, finished with stainless blue auto paint 
contrasting with warm teak doors, are glassed to 
the walls for sturdiness and to prevent rattle.
A 4” thick high-gloss teak floor leads to a forward 
VIP and day head where marble floors, granite 
tops, glass bowl sinks and an etched-glass shower 
door add to the tasteful Nor-Tech branding. Each 

of three staterooms is outfitted similarly with 
teak-louvered doors, cedar-lined hanging closets, 
under-couch storage and a full electronic audio-
visual system. The full-beam master stateroom, 
located in the most stable part of the hull, is 
filled with natural light flowing from six large 
windows that look out to water level. Original 
sky-blue to deep-maroon leather upholstery gives 
each stateroom its own edgy personality. Thanks 
to its design and instruments such as a remote 
docking system, the Nor-Tech 80 Performance 
Yacht can be operated with just a few to handle 
lines at the dock. Knight is extremely at ease at 
the helm. “There is no comparison to any other 
performance boat; the handling is smooth as a 
baby’s bottom. As a designer and builder, Nils is 
fabulous,” he said.

LOA: 80’  Beam: 16’  Draft: 4’
Construction: Vinyl ester resins and Kevlar
Displacement: 90,000 lbs
Engines: 2 x 1,635 hp Caterpillar C32
Drives: 2 x Arneson ASD 14
Generators: Onan 32 KW
Fuel capacity: 1,300 Gal.
Water capacity: 200 Gal.
Speed (max/cruising): 60 mph/40 mph
Range @ 40 mph: about 520 miles
Range @ 50 mph: about 400 miles
Fuel consumption: 100 to120 gallons per hour

For any further information, please go to
www.nor-techboats.com
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LOCATED in the happening heart of the 
Downtown Burj Dubai, the hotel has the world’s 
tallest tower, Burj Dubai on its doorstep and is 
flanked by Dubai Mall, one of the world’s largest 
and most exciting shopping centres. The Address 
Downtown Burj Dubai reveals a new art in offering 
service and comfort, where every guest’s stay is 
treated as an individual experience. A combination 
of outstanding facilities and superlative attention 
to detail makes it the premier lifestyle destination 
for international travellers. 

The Address Downtown Burj Dubai, is a new destination where cool meets 
warmth, and style meets sophistication. This vibrant five star flagship is the 
first of several properties that will redefine luxury, hospitality and business travel.



The Address has 196 spacious and contemporary 
rooms, including 25 suites, with spectacular 
views of Burj Dubai, The Old Town and 
Burj Dubai Boulevard. All guestrooms are 
located between the seventh and 12th floor 
of the hotel. Luxury and comfort are taken 
to a new level, with only the finest quality 
designer furnishings, fabrics and bed linen in 
every room. Outstanding facilities range from 
wireless internet, flat screen televisions and 
i-Pod docking stations to luxuries such as an 
outdoor terrace baths in the Spa Suites.
The Address offers an extensive range of Gourmet 
experiences, which includes Hukama, for lovers 
of Chinese cuisine. The upbeat and sophisticated 
Hukama has astounding views of the Burj Dubai 

from the outdoor terrace and when it comes 
to dining, the chefs take you on a culinary 
adventure, delicately blending contemporary 
cooking trends while respecting the preparation 
styles of provincial China and offering a menu 
that is deliciously unique. Hukama is located 
on the 6th floor of The Address and is open 
every evening from 7:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m to 
residents and non-residents alike.
The Address also boasts ultra modern meeting 
and event venues, a signature Spa, a fully 
equipped Fitness Centre, chilled pools and 
indulgent amenities and services. 
The hotel is less than 15 minutes from Dubai 
International Airport and easily accessible to several 
of Dubai’s landmarks and key destinations.

Burj Dubai Boulevard
Downtown Burj Dubai 
PO Box 123234, Dubai, UAE  
T: +971 4 436 8888  
F: + 971 4 436 8880 
E: downtownburjdubai@theaddress.com



set in stone
Tough guy Terry Stone... the man who makes club 
promoting, script writing, film producing and being a 
successful actor look easy!



TERRY STONE’s considerable acting and film 
production success belies the notion that it takes 
years of training, endless theatre tours plus easy-
to-miss roles in short, low budget films before 
an actor can aspire to reach movie star status.
Terry didn’t even go into acting until 2003 and 
he has already made it – big time – to establish 
himself as one of the most familiar faces on TV 
and in movies. 
When he sold his business promoting some of 
the biggest club nights in the UK and Europe 
and announced he was going into acting it was 
against the advice of his friends.
“They thought I’d taken leave of my senses,” 
recalls Terry, “but I was determined. I’d built up 
my business from scratch and felt it was time to 
move on. Acting and film making was something 
I just had to do.” 
The offer of a part in celebrity gangster Dave 
Courtney’s film “Hell to Pay”, playing alongside 
established actors Billy Murray and Martin 
Hancock, was the spark that really fired Terry’s 
acting ambitions. 
After that he set out to make up for lost time 
by enrolling for acting lessons and soon he was 
being cast in sought after TV roles with fast 
action and mayhem very much part of the Terry 
Stone acting armoury.
He appeared as a Debt Collector in BBC TV’s “My 
Family”, frightening the life out of Robert Lyndsay, 
star of the popular series. Then, in “EastEnders” 
he beat up Shane Ritchie’s Alfie Moon character.
“In “The Bill” on ITV, I murdered my brother 
who was gay,” says Terry. “It’s a bit ironic really 
because my real brother is gay too. Mind you, I 
haven’t killed him, yet!”
By then Terry had really caught the movie bug 
and made his first film, “One Man and His Dog”, 
in which he played, appropriately enough, a 
character called GBH. “It wasn’t a potential Oscar 
winning film,” admits Terry, “but it certainly 
taught me how not to make a movie”.
It was the start of a runaway career ride of great 
acting success, particularly in the “Rise of the 
Footsoldier” in which he played the second lead, 
gangland legend Tony Tucker. 

“It is my biggest success so far.” says Terry. “It 
had a nationwide cinema release and it was the 
best selling British made and British financed film 
when it came out on DVD in the UK in 2008 – 
selling in excess of 400,000 units to date”.
With his instinctive perception for seeing trends 
well in advance, Terry is taking advantage of the 
Internet which he sees as the conduit through which 
all films will eventually end up being viewed. 
“The Film Lounge, my latest venture, is an 
exciting, innovative new concept through which 
a wide range of lads’ action movies can now be 
viewed,” he explains. “Fans can log on to www.
thefilmlounge.com where it costs just £1.99 to 
stream a movie and £2.99 to download. We 
already have 30 top class lads action movies 
available, at this highly competitive price, and 
the list is set to grow. 
“It may not be for everyone but fans of tough, 
high speed, lads action movies will find it 
addictive,” says Terry.
His acting career already boasts an impressive list 
of credits, including the controversial, BAFTA 

Award nominated “Rollin’ With the Nines” in 
which he played a corrupt cop. It won Best 
Feature at the Raindance Film Festival, the biggest 
independent film festival in Europe.
By way of a contrast Terry worked with Jake West 
and Dan Shaffer creating a comedy/horror film 
called “Doghouse”. “We developed the script for 
this ourselves,” he explains, “and we shot it in the 
Summer of 2008. I played a Special Forces soldier 
alongside BAFTA winner Noel Clarke, Danny Dyer 
and Stephen Graham. It had its nationwide cinema 
release on Friday 12 June, 2009”.
Another venture of Terry’s is a brand new Film 
Company and Animated Film Studio he has set 
up with top businessmen Tony Jimenez, Kevin 
Cash, Graeme Muir, Terry Byrne and James 
Oxley. The new company’s first animated film 
“Bob & The Lost Idols” goes into production this 
summer, directed by Noel Clarke.
It is yet another piece in the myriad of items that 
make up the colourful jigsaw of Terry Stone’s 
high speed path to the very pinnacle of the acting 
profession and movie production business.



The Lamborghini Reventón is a mid-engined sports car that debuted 
at the 2007 Frankfurt Auto Show. It ranks as the most powerful and 
expensive Lamborghini road car to date, costing one million Euros.  
Words by Chris Leppard

lambolayo!



Powered by a 6.5l (400 cu in) V12 received a 
power boost of approximately 20hp (15kW), 
but the output is officially stated to be 640hp 
(480kW). The Reventón accelerates to 100km/h 
(62mph) in the same time as the Murciélago 
LP640 (3.4 seconds), and is capable of reaching 
a maximum speed of over 340km/h (210mph). 
Using the internal speedometer, the recorded top 
speed has reached up to 356km/h (221mph). 
The instrument panel in the Reventón comprises 
of three TFT liquid crystal displays (LCDs) with 
two different display modes. The instruments 
are housed in a structure milled from a solid 
aluminium block, protected by a carbon fibre 
casing. The G-Force-Meter is completely new and 
it is one of the talking points of the Reventón. 
It displays the dynamic drive forces, longitudinal 
acceleration during acceleration and braking, as 
well as transversal acceleration around bends. 
These forces are represented by the movement of 
an indicator on a graduated 3D grid depending 
on the direction and intensity of the acceleration. 
Formula One teams also use a similar device to 
analyze dynamic forces. The seats of the Reventón 
are black leather and brown Alcantara.
By simply pressing a button, the driver can 
switch to the second, quasi-analogue display, 
where there are the usual circular instruments; 
speedometer and tachometer. The G-Force-Meter 
still remains at the centre of this display mode.
The Reventón features an all new carbon fibre 
exterior. All Reventón’s have the same exterior 
colour, described as “mid opaque grey without 
the usual shine”.
Lamborghini has also picked up some of 
parent company Audi’s design language. It’s is 
the first Lamborghini to incorporate daylight 
running lights into the headlamps. Seven Light 
Emitting Diodes (LEDs) at each headlamp flank 
the Bi-Xenon main beam and they stay lit 
whenever the car is in movement. Due to the 
high temperatures in the rear lower part of the 
car, special heatproof LEDs are used for the 
indicator and hazard lights, stoplights and rear 
lights with a triple arrow optical effect.
As the chances of actually purchasing or even 
spotting one of these beauties is probably highly 
unlikely, we thought you might like to at least 
feast your eyes on a this true supercar!

THE Reventón is named after a fighting bull 
in keeping with Lamborghini tradition. The 
bull, owned by the Don Rodríguez family, was 
best known for killing famed bullfighter Félix 
Guzmán in 1943. Reventón means “explosion” 
or “burst” in Spanish, when used as a noun. In 
the vernacular, it is also used to define a very 
large party or a night on the town. It’s commonly 
said “vámonos de reventón”, which means “let’s 
go party tonight.” In automotive terms, it means 
“blowout or a flat tire” when used as a noun. 
When it was used as the name of a bull, however, 
it was intended to be interpreted as an adjective, 
a quality or property of that bull in particular. In 
this last sense, Reventón means “he who seems to 

be about to burst “The official press release stated 
that only 20 vehicles would be released to the 
public, with one additional car (marked as 0/20) 
produced for the Lamborghini Museum. Although 
early rumours indicated the total number would 
actually be 100, each Reventón is clearly stamped 
with its number in the sequence of 20 between 
the drivers and passengers seats.
Although the exterior is all new, almost all the 
mechanical elements (including the engine) 
are taken directly from the Murciélago LP640. 
The exterior styling was inspired by “the fastest 
airplanes” and to emphasize this, Lamborghini 
staged a race between a Reventón and a Panavia 
Tornado fighter plane.



HAVE you ever wondered what it would be 
like to be a Special Forces Commando for a few 
days? Do you like playing commando or soldier 
games on your games consul? Ever fancied 
turning your fantasy into reality? Then this could 
be your unique opportunity. The Player and Special 
Forces Undercover Operatives have joined forces 
to offer readers of The Player and Player Club 
members the rare opportunity to experience 
what it is like to be a real life commando. There 
are four different scenarios including; Desert, 
Sea, Jungle and ultimately Arctic that you can 
experience over two days each. At the end of 
each training sector, you will be cleared to move 
on to the next adventure. Each experience is 
rewarded with a Special Forces certificate and 
unique medal of honour. Collect all four medals 
and you will be invited to join the exclusive 
S.A.P.I.E.N club. 
S.A.P.I.E.N will be running these experiences 
throughout the year in various locations around 
the World. For more information including; 
available dates, costs, individual availability and 
any personal queries you may have, send an email 
with your name and contact details to: subrosa@
intriskuk.com quoting this special code word: 
PLAYER04/01 and we will get back to you!
I recently met up with S.A.P.I.E.N and the 
following is a brief interview with the head of 
the Special Forces training team that organise 
the various missions for S.A.P.I.E.N recruits. His 
name and identity have naturally been hidden 
for security reasons.
AJ Can you explain a bit about your background 
to me as our readers will be interested?
NB I started my military career in the SAS TA in 
1987. After spending two years with this unit 
I then joined the Royal Marine Commandos. I 
spent the last five years of my military career with 
the Special Boat Service, specialising in Maritime 
Counter Terrorism and communications
AJ You must have seen and done some 
interesting things?
NB Yes, I really enjoyed my military career, there 
were some extremely challenging and tough 
times.  In addition to the adrenalin rush and 
excitement I got the opportunity to learn and 
develop my techniques.  There’s something about 
being operational in a variety of situations, be it 
desert, arctic, jungle, at sea or on land, that brings 
out a determination to succeed and be the best at 
everything you do.
AJ So what have you been doing since you left 
UK Special Forces?
NB I set up my own specialist security & 
investigations consultancy 12 years ago, a major 

part of which is providing close protection, 
surveillance and security consultancy to high net 
worth individuals on an international basis.
AJ That also seems interesting. How does it 
compare with your time in the military?
NB In some ways they are similar and in others 
completely different. For example, our VIP 
Service, ‘Sub Rosa’ uses all our specialist skills 
but at the same time is very different from a 
military experience. It is a personal problem 
solving service for any situation that clients can 
find themselves in, which is always handled with 
absolute discretion. It means that one day we can 
be undertaking surveillance in London and the 
next a bodyguard task in Dubai or Monaco.
AJ How did SAPIEN ‘Join’ the Special Forces 
Day come about?
NB It came about by pure chance really. I was 
talking to some clients about a Personal Security 
Awareness Training Course. They had quite a 
serious threat against them, so we designed a 
three day course which involved personal threat 
awareness, evasive driving, and weapon handling, 
anti surveillance, interrogation and self defence 
training. At the end of the course, although 
serious and quite intense, one of the clients said it 
was so much fun, why don’t we design a fun day 
with all the best elements of their course. Thus 
the S.A.P.I.E.N concept was born.
AJ What is S.A.P.I.E.N all about then?
NB It is about the client having the opportunity of 
training with former UK Special Forces soldiers. 
It is about excitement, adrenaline, the rush, fun; 
trying things you have only read about or seen 
in a movie, but in a totally safe and controlled 
environment.
AJ It sounds great but do you have to be super 
fit to do the experiences?
NB No, not at all, the emphasis is about fun 
and clients working within their comfort zone. 
If clients want to push things further, we can 
do that, but always with safety as a priority. 
The instructors have many years experience and 
have trained hundreds of recruits. They have a 
special way of teaching and they often relate to 
their real life SF experiences and normally with 
lot of jokes and dits (stories) thrown in along 
the way.
AJ If any of our readers have any security 
concerns can they contact you
NB Yes of course; they can contact me directly at 
subrosa@intriskuk.com I will personally handle 
their enquiry.
AJ Thanks NB and I look forward to spending 
a weekend on one of the SAPIEN experiences 
very soon.

S.A.P.I.E.N

dare to be



CREATORS, developers and visionaries, all 
were fired by a single objective: “Capturing the 
Heart of Cognac and revealing it to the world”.
In the heart of the prestigious vineyards of 
Grande Champagne in France, you will discover 
a unique, authentic place dedicated entirely 
to the crafting of fine cognacs. Secrets of the 
distillation will reveal how it is possible to 
extract and concentrate the elegant aromas 
from the grapes grown in the Grande and Petite 
Champagne areas. During your private stay you 
will have the opportunity to visit the ageing 
cellars which house the reserves of eaux-de-
vie, some of which are over one hundred years 
old. You will be welcomed into the heart of 
this historic house and the oldest cellars, as a 
distinguished guest. You will then embark on a 
voyage through time, to discover the House of 
Rémy Martin’s generations of pioneers. During 
this one day/one night event, in addition to 
discovering the house’s history, you will also be 
given access to some of the most coveted secrets 
and treasures. 
This is a truly unique experience focusing on 
Louis XIII, the King of Cognacs, in the company 
of experts. If you would like to offer the Louis 

XIII Experience as a gift (to friends, family or 
business partners), Remy Martin can send a 
box containing a unique key accompanied by 
an invitation card to your guest on your behalf. 
Alternatively, have the key delivered to yourself 
and use it to unlock the doors to the truly 
wonderful world of Cognac and Remy Martin.
This trip is for two nights and includes dinner, 
overnight accommodation and breakfast the 
following morning. Transfers are included, 
flights are not. However, for an additional fee, 
we do have a private aircraft at our disposal 
should you have a group consisting of no more 
than six persons.
For more information including dates, timings 
and prices please go to www.theplayer.co.uk 
and log in to the members section, alternatively, 
if you are not a Player member, please contact 
Andie Jones at andie@theplayer.co.uk

www.visitesremymartin.com
Remy martin
20, Rue de la Société Vinicole  
16100 Cognac – France  
Telephone: +33 (0)5 45 35 77 18  
Email: visites.remymartin@remy-cointreau.com 

rendez-vous!

les

The Louis XIII Experience



James Hewitt grew up in Kent and Devon and was educated at Millfield School and Sandhurst Military Academy. 
He served as a Major in the first gulf war and subsequently retired from the Life Guards in March 1994 after  
17 years of service. He has recently opened Polo House restaurant in the fashionable Golden Mile of Marbella, 
Spain this year, and I went to meet him to discuss his latest venture.  Words and photos by Andie Jones
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AFTER a short flight from London and only 
a thirty minute drive from Malaga airport, I 
arrived at The Polo House, James’s new venture 
in the area. James was very welcoming in his 
usual laid back style, and immediately offered 
me one of his favourite tipples, a Bloody Mary. 
We sat down on the terrace and I remarked how 
‘Polo Club’ style the restaurant was.
‘I wanted something different’ he explained. ‘A 
real old colonial style that ex pats and locals alike 
would feel comfortable with’ he continued.
‘So what made you want to set up a restaurant?’ 
I enquired.
‘I wasn’t happy in the UK and basically said to 
myself, what am I qualified to do? I decided I 
had to do something that would actually make 
money and at the same time feed my passion for 
good food and fine wine. I needed to create a 
brand that would easily translate internationally; I 
wanted a bar with a piano, like the Bogart film.



t all sounds a little selfish I must admit, I want 
and I want and all that, but the truth is, I had a 
feeling people would like my ideas and now the 
proof is in the fact we have only been open six 
months and we have never advertised and we 
are almost fully booked most lunchtimes and 
evenings’, he told me.
‘So, are you qualified to run a restaurant then?’ 
I asked.
‘Anyone who loves food and wine has the 
qualifications to run a restaurant’ he replied 
smiling. ‘Anyway, I employed Danny Lewis, a 
top English chef to help me and he is more than 
qualified’, he said.
‘What made you choose Marbella’? I asked.
‘I have lived here for the past two and a half 
years and I absolutely love it. I cannot imagine 
being able to do what I do here with my 
personal life in the UK. My day here starts with 
a game of tennis, a good strong coffee at my 
bar, a couple of meetings then usually I will have 
lunch here too. I feel it’s good to eat in one’s 
own restaurant, I can keep an eye on the food, 
service qualities as well as show the customers if 
it’s good enough for the owner, then it must be 
good enough for them,’ he exclaimed.
‘What about the menu, who came up with the 
dishes?’ I asked.
‘I work very closely with Danny and the team 
here. We are all primarily English and know 
what good English cuisine should be. It’s not 
about fry ups and bangers and mash, it’s kind 
of chic with a rustic side. Also, I didn’t want to 
be greedy with the prices. When the majority 
of your customers are ex-pats they certainly 
aren’t naive and know pretty much the price of 
a decent meal in the UK,’ he explained.
As I sat chatting with James, I must admit the 
whole place did feel like a home from home. The 
interior design was collaborated between James 
and a Czech guy called Milau who was educated 
in England and the Far East. The influences are 
obviously drawn from the old plantation clubs 
in the British colony’s from bygone days and 
have an appeal that it not only cool, but very 
contemporary too. 
James decided we should sit and have some 
lunch together, and feeling hungry, I politely 

accepted his kind offer. Every item on the menu 
was appealing and I eventually decided to start 
with the Cornish crab salad followed by a steak 
and frites. This was undeniably a test for the 
main course as I have never had a good steak 
in Spain. James told me he has the crab flown 
in daily from Cornwall, which I was most 
impressed with. 
‘I love cooking myself’ he mentioned ‘but I 
couldn’t cater for this many people, it would be 
pandemonium’ he chuckled.
I was pleasantly surprised not only with the 
steak, but in addition the house wine James had 
ordered for us, which was exceptional too!
The restaurant seemed to fill up very fast as 
lunchtime broke and James played the part of 
host and general manager to a tee. Ever the 
charmer, he greeted most of the guests personally 
and they all seemed very pleased to meet him. I 
then asked him his plans for the future.
‘I want to create the Polo House as an International 

brand’ he told me. ‘I feel we have something here, 
something that people crave when they are miles 
from home, a little piece of Great Britain as we 
remember it when it was truly great. Additionally, 
I want people from far afield to see what proper 
English food tastes like’ he said.
I had to admit, he definitely had a good thing 
going on, judging by the packed restaurant and 
the smiling faces all around, including mine as 
I finished up the super steak. We retired to the 
long bar for a coffee, which I loved, that and the 
shabby chicness that gave the place a very warm 
character, incorporating a charm that is distinctly 
and most uniquely, Major James Hewitt.

Polo House Marbella
Blvd. Principe Alfonso Von Hohenlohe 
29660, Marbella, Spain
Reservations: +34 952 900 380
email: contact@polohouse.net
www.polohouse.net

“ I wanted a bar with a piano, like the Bogart film ”i



Thanks to its robustness and dependability, the 
diver’s watch remains the sports watch of choice 
to this day and doubles as a reliable reserve as 
the indispensable underwater back up system, 
even if the dive computer now relieves the 
underwater sportsman of most of the necessary 
calculations and thanks also to their distinctive 
appearance, these perfect companions for diving 
also create a stir on land. 
The Aquatimer family include the following:

AQUATIMER DEEP TWO
The diver’s watch with a mechanical depth gauge 
makes a return after ten years in the form of the 
Aquatimer Deep Two, pressure-resistant to 12 bar. 
It shows not only the actual dive depth, but also 
the maximum depth reached during a particular 
dive. It thus doubles as a complete second safety 
system alongside the dive computer. It features a 
semi-circular indicator on the dial, which records 
depths down to 50 metres and its pressure 
measurement system is contained in a second 
large crown on the left side of the case. The water 
pressure acts directly on a membrane inside this 

crown and forces a pin into the interior of the 
case. This movement actuates a lever mechanism 
connected to the measurement hands. However, 
only the raised tips of the hands at the level of 
the dial can be seen to move over the indicator 
scale through a semi-circular slot in the dial. The 
hands in this case are led around the movement. 
This is an ingenious solution, which avoids the 
need for the path of the arbors to pass through 
the movement. The depth indicator (blue) moves 
over the white measuring field as the depth of 
water increases or decreases. The maximum depth 
indicator (red) always remains at the greatest 
depth reached. It can be released by a button 
underneath the depth-gauge sensor crown. The 
Aquatimer Deep Two is the only member of the 
family with a case diameter of 46mm.

AQUATIMER AUTOMATIC 2000
Its name is a watchword. In terms of water 
resistance, the Aquatimer Automatic 2000 with 
its tested pressure resistance of 200 bar still 
holds the record in the watch family. It features 
a black dial and a black external rotating bezel 

with the familiar luminous yellow 15-minute 
segment in stainless steel. The minute hand 
is also yellow, which indicates the dive time, 
to ensure a clear distinction. It is powered by 
the 30110 calibre automatic movement and is 
available with an optional stainless steel bracelet 
or a rubber strap.

AQUATIMER CHRONOGRAPH
Sporting the attributes of the new Aquatimer 
family, such as the external rotating bezel and 
the bracelet quickchange system, the Aquatimer 
Chronograph is available in stainless steel – with 
either a stainless steel bracelet or a rubber strap 
– in two different dial variants: in the Aquatimer 
signature colours of black and yellow, or in the 
striking colour combination of blue and coral 
red. The watch in its 44mm diameter case is 
pressure resistant to 12 bar. The 79320 calibre 
chronograph movement records aggregate times 
up to 12 hours on rhodium plated inner dials. 
In addition to the date, it also has a day display.

info@iwc.com

AQUATIMER
Fresh from the laboratory of progress

2358
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OK, I can admit it – I think I’m amongst friends here? I’m an Italian car 
fan. I don’t really care whether it is some knackered old Alfa rust bucket 
from the early 80s or the latest offering from Ferrari.  Words by Chris Leppard

maseratiSgran  turismo



I BLAME my father for starting the obsession 
when he bought a Fiat 131 SuperMirafiori – it’s 
the car I remember the most from my childhood. 
The car was finished in metallic blue and had a 
fabulous 4 cylinder 1.6 litre twin cam engine. I 
can still hear the engine note now and I think that 
is where the affair really comes from – nobody 
makes cars that sound as good as Italian ones.
This brings me nicely to Maserati. They have one 
of the most evocative names in Italian motoring 
history. It has not been without ups and downs 
and there have been many occasions when the 
company could have disappeared completely. 
It owes its continued existence to Fiat who 
bought the company in 1993 and since then has 
remodelled Maserati into the company we know 
today. For many years Maserati was closely 

tied in to its one-time arch rival Ferrari (who 
bought a 50% share in 1997) but it has now 
been realigned within the sports car division of 
the Fiat Group. 
There is a lot of shared mechanical and 
engineering componentry between Ferrari and 
Maserati and that is no bad thing as Ferrari is 
probably producing the best cars it has ever 
done. However, Maserati still wants to maintain 
a separate identity and if it continues to produce 
cars of the quality of the GranTurismo S, then I 
am in no doubt this is what they will achieve.
The first thing that strikes you about the GTS is 
the glorious looks. It is a gorgeous car from all 
angles. The sleek curving lines look particularly 
menacing in metallic black combined with the 
gun metal grey alloys. Maserati has produced a 

modern classic – it’s that good. It is also nice 
to see them reclaiming the much-maligned and 
misused ‘GT’ badge. This car is the epitome 
of what a grand tourer should be: epically fast 
(thanks to a 4.7 litre V8, producing 440bhp) and 
a beautifully appointed interior (with excellent 
seats for long distance driving), all combined 
with a superb chassis and suspension set up 
that treads a successful fine line between firm 
sports car ride and comfort. The term ‘continent 
crusher’ could have been invented for this car.
And did I mention the exhaust note? The whole 

system has been tuned to produce an unmistakable 
Italian car sound – not the high revving slightly 
manic note found in Lamborghini and Ferrari, but 
something closer to the Aston Martin Vantage (but 
still Italian!). The pops and bangs when changing 
gear combined with the glorious cackle on the 
over run are to die for. You will never close the 
windows when driving this car.
So if you want to a seriously cool car, that’s just 
a little bit different – look no further than the 
Maserati  GranTurismo S.
www.maserati.co.uk
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The von Essen collection of renowned luxury hotels, luxury country house 
hotels and luxury family hotels in England, Scotland, Wales and France, is 
unique and offers a variety of stunning historic properties, each of distinctive 
character – from the small and intimate to the grand and gracious.

time!



ONE such property is The Royal Crescent 
Hotel and Spa impressively located on the Royal 
Crescent in the magnificent City of Bath. The 
world’s most famous crescent is one of the great 
set-piece masterpieces of European architecture 
and the most breathtaking feature in one of 
the world’s most elegant and enchanting cities.  
It’s hard to imagine a more splendid setting for a 
supremely elegant hotel that harks back to a time 
of extravagant luxury and exemplary refinement…
and the stunning gardens are Bath’s best kept secret!  
The hotel occupies the two central buildings 
in the entire crescent. Both are Grade I listed, 
and were built by John Wood the Younger 
himself. Behind the crescent are the beautiful 
and completely secluded hidden, ‘secret’ 
gardens, perfect for sumptuous afternoon teas, 
leading to what would have been the coach 
houses, which are now occupied by individual 
bedrooms and suites as well as the exclusive spa 
and the new Dower House restaurant and bar. 
As you arrive at The Royal Crescent Hotel, you 
will see that the setting and architecture have 
remained completely unchanged since the 18th 
century. The hotel, however, is far more than a 
remarkable collection of buildings and beautiful 
gardens. It gives you an opportunity to experience 

a style of gracious living from the age when Bath 
was the very centre of the civilised world.
The Royal Crescent represents the ultimate in luxury 
accommodation. Each room has been lovingly 
restored to its original splendour with infinite 
care, recreating authentic period details – carpets, 
furnishings, colour schemes and fabrics are all as 
they would have been in the 18th century. These 
include an exceptional collection of paintings from 
such masters as Reynolds, Gainsborough and the 
satirical cartoonist Thomas Rowlandson and there 
are many contemporary portraits of famous people 
who visited Bath, or lived there – Lord Nelson, 
Charles Dickens, William Pitt, George III, and the 
celebrated actress Sarah Siddons.
There are 45 luxury bedrooms in all, arranged 
throughout the five elegant buildings. Every 
room has its own unique character, but each 
has certain items in common. All rooms have 
luxuriously appointed en suite bathrooms and 
are graced with seasonal displays of freshly cut 
flowers. In addition, most enjoy lovely views over 
the surrounding gardens, lawns and parkland.  
The suites are all named after historic 
personalities either connected to the Royal 
Crescent or to Bath in its heyday – Ralph Allen, 
William Beckford, Duke of York, Sir Percy 

Blakeney, Jane Austen and Sir Thomas Gainsborough, to name but a few. 
Each of the bedrooms and suites truly recreates the ambience and indulgence 
of Bath in its Georgian heyday, but with all the latest creature comforts the 
discerning guest could wish for.
The Dower House overlooks the leafy and secluded gardens. In the summer 
months, the sunny terrace and manicured lawns make the perfect setting 
for idyllic al fresco dining. In fact, there is nowhere else in Bath more 
pleasurable for morning coffee, lunch, afternoon tea or a quiet drink in the 
evening than the hotel’s stunning gardens. Children’s menus are provided 
and scrumptious picnics can be prepared for those guests looking to explore 
the attractions of Bath and the surrounding countryside. Non residents 
are welcome for lunch or dinner, but booking is essential. A number 
of individually designed rooms, such as The Library and The Pavilion 
Conservatory, are available for private dining and special occasions.
The spa focuses on the natural elements of Earth, Air, Fire and Water. 
The Bath House embraces both ancient and modern day spa culture. With 
an extensive range of both traditional and progressive holistic therapies 
using a bespoke range of products to soothe mind, body and spirit.  
The contemporary style of The Bath House was created from a converted 
coach house and stables, opening onto the beautiful gardens. There is a 
wonderful relaxation pool heated to 35°c, cool and tepid plunge tubs, sauna 
and steam Karahafus and a fully equipped gymnasium. Treatments range from 
soothing massages to full aromatherapy facials, as well as fruit enzyme wraps 
to holistic foot and nail treatments. The Bath House is open to non-residents 
for treatments and retreats and residents of the Hotel have use of the spa 
included in their rate. Children over 12 years of age are welcome in The Bath 
House when accompanied by an adult, however, to use the gym and take 
treatments children must be over 16 years of age.
It’s hard to imagine a more serene atmosphere in which to relax and 
unwind. Aside from the simple pleasures of sitting out on the heated 
patio, reading the newspaper in the Library or strolling around the 
gardens, house guests have a number of leisure options available to them. 
The air-conditioned gym contains the latest cardio-vascular and 
resistance equipment, and personal trainers are available upon request. 
For real style, why not enjoy a champagne cruise along the historic Kennet 
and Avon waterway in the hotel’s fine 1923 Thames river launch, the Lady 
Sophina. An immaculate mahogany and teak craft, she won best restored 
boat at Henley and is additionally available for private daytime charter. 
Lastly, for something very different and highly memorable, there’s the 
opportunity to take a trip in a hot air balloon. Weather permitting, passengers can 
experience breathtaking views of the City of Bath and surrounding countryside, 
with take-off during early morning or evening from nearby Victoria Park.
The Royal Crescent Hotel, 16 Royal Crescent, Bath, BA1 2LS 
Tel: +44 (0) 1225 823333  www.vonessenhotels.co.uk
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Now before starting this review of the new Alfa MiTo, 
I have to declare an interest. Regular readers of The Player 
will know that we are huge Alfa Romeo fans – indeed  
I drive one everyday.  Words by Chris Leppard

alfamito



AS Jeremy Clarkson has commented many times: 
you can’t be a petrol head until you have owned 
at least one Alfa. And I do agree with where he 
is coming from. Without wishing to stray too 
much into the cliché world of Italian car reviews, 
Alfa’s do have something special about them. This 
however, can be a double-edged sword. New 
Alfa’s have a huge amount of history to contend 
with and expectations are always high, that they 
will be excellent drivers, cars with real soul and 
passion in the design (the cliché count is rising).
So how successful is the MiTo? Well, first 
impressions appear to be very good. It is compact, 
looks fun to drive and exudes a cool Italian style. 

Its engines are small, which means economical, 
yet powerful thanks (in the best versions) to 
turbocharging. The MiTo should represent the 
future for sporty, fun cars – smaller and lighter 
vehicles must be the way forward. 
The MiTo’s name has also been a talking point. 
It is a departure from the usual numerical 
designations that Alfa uses and has been written 
in various ways since it was launched, but they 
seemed to have settled on MiTo. The word is 
made up of the Italian abbreviations for Milan 
and Turin. The MiTo was engineered and built 
in Turin – the home of the Fiat Group, but it was 
styled in Alfa’s spiritual home town – Milan.

In the modern world of car design, it is 
increasingly common for different models to 
share parts and the MiTo is no exception. The 
MiTo is based on Fiat’s Grande Punto, but with 
significant changes under the body to make them 
distinguishable separate cars. Clever electronics 
in the suspension and braking systems mean that 
this car handles well, the electrically controlled 
power steering provides plenty of feedback. The 
seating position of the Alfa is better than the 
Punto’s too – being much lower in the Alfa. 
In fact, the whole interior is very convincing. 
The padded carbon-fibre look dashboard is 
particularly successful and there is the option of 
contrasting tan leather seats which always make 
Italians cars look so good.

What really defines an Alfa though is the exterior 
styling – perhaps more so than any other marque. 
They have been quite brave with MiTo and there 
are hints of the fabulous Alfa 8C supercar with 
rounded, outlined headlights, similar tail-lights, 
a rising waistline and optional wheels with five 
huge horseshoe shaped holes.
The best model to go for is fitted with a version 
of Fiat’s T-jet 1.4, a turbo-charged unit which 
provides an impressive 155bhp (shared with the 
Fiat Abarth Grande Punto). The highly anticipated 
230bhp GTA 1750 arrives later this year and is 
sure to be worth a drive.
As a confirmed Alfa fan, it is very pleasing to 
report that the MiTo is a great little car, worthy 
of carrying the Alfa Romeo badge.

alfaromeo.co.uk/mito



Leaving the competition firmly in their tyre 
tracks, UK electric cycle experts Powabyke are 
following up the launch of their X-byke with a 
new product.
The new folding model is based on the same 
principles as the X-byke; a lightweight, robust, sleek 
design, with smaller, lighter batteries giving greater 
range and performance. 2008 saw the launch of 
the new generation of Powabykes from the creators 
of the world’s most innovative electric cycles. The 
X-byke X24 and X6 models were launched in 
August, and in the following months generated 
huge interest from people wanting to reap the 
benefits of a true 21st century mode of transport.
Environmentally conscious and cost-effective, the 
X-bykes have helped to lead a revolution in the 
attitudes of every day commuters, highlighting 
the various benefits cycling has over driving. 
The new folding model will complement the 
new X-byke range, offering commuters and 
leisure cyclists another reliable electric vehicle 
from Powabyke that can be easily transported and 
stored when necessary. 
The folding model will be ideal for anyone with 
limited storage space, for example caravan and 
boating enthusiasts, commuters using trains for 
part of their journey, and those living in flats 
and apartments.
Powabyke are also predicting a massive boost 
in the e-cycle market during 2009, due in part 
to a shift in attitudes towards electric cycling, 
improved battery technology and the obvious 
economic benefits. Changes in attitudes to 
the environment, coupled with the recent 
economic downturn, mean that people are 
more serious about their transport options, and 
many have turned to e-cycling as an alternative 
to the car for obvious reasons. Also with changes 
in cities around the UK to become more cycle-
friendly, it has never been easier to get on the 
saddle as opposed to getting in the drivers seat. 
In 2009 Powabyke are celebrating a decade at 
the forefront of the e-cycling industry. Since 
1999 they have helped to change attitudes to 
cycling, and pave the way for more sustainable 
forms of transport.
It’s hard to believe that 10 years ago e-cycling 
was a relatively new concept, and now it has truly 
come of age. The new generation of powabyke’s 
are setting the standard for the rest of the market! 
For more information on Powabyke visit
www.powabyke.com

POWABYKE
Electric Avenue is here!

ALERTME
Protect your home from anywhere around the world

AlertMe is an innovative home security and 
monitoring service that enables people to protect, 
control and monitor their homes by phone or 
via the Internet – anywhere around the world at 
any time. The instant alert system immediately 
notifies people via email, SMS or voice calls about 
problems at home, including burglary and fire.  
Using AlertMe, people no longer need to rely 
on security call centres or noisy sirens. Friends, 
family and neighbours can also receive instant 
alerts for added support.
With AlertMe, there’s no longer the need for 
unsightly boxes that blemish the outside of 
people’s homes. There’s no waiting for installation 
dates, no disruption and no workmen around the 
home. The system can be self-installed without 
the need of tools, technical know-how or drilling 
holes into walls.
It works from a stylishly compact hub and a variety 
of clever, discreet sensors that are strategically 
placed around the home. Being wireless, AlertMe 
is totally portable from one home to another, if 
people happen to move. Its clean design means it 
matches perfectly with any home interior.
AlertMe offers much more than traditional 
burglar alarms. Whilst being able to notify people 
when others come and go from the home, this 
intelligent service can also let them know when 
smoke or carbon monoxide alarms go off. People 
can personalise the system to suit their unique 
needs, whether to accommodate pets, visitors or 
a cleaner. If something does happen and a sensor 
is triggered, AlertMe will be able to instantly tell 
the homeowner what has happened and where 
within the home. Putting people in control takes 
the hassle out of home security as they know 
more about their home and routine than a stranger 
sitting in a monitoring station. AlertMe is designed 
for the way people live and cuts out all the fuss 
and time taken with the installation of traditional 
security systems.

The AlertMe security system is completely 
compatible with other AlertMe products, 
such as the Energy Saving range. The AlertMe 
SmartPlug appliance controllers extend the 
AlertMe home security system by automating 
the activation of appliances in the home – like 
turning on a radio or a lamp at certain times 
of the day. All of AlertMe’s current and future 
products communicate wirelessly using the same 
technology to ensure that they simply plug and 
play with the existing system. AlertMe Smart 
Plugs were launched at the end of last year (£25 
inc vat) with the heating control and clip on 
meter reader released early 2009.
AlertMe is also great value. The generous 12-
accessory house kit includes everything you’ll 
need to protect your home and costs just £399 
inc VAT, on average a 60% saving over traditional 
basic alarm systems. 

There is also the Standard kit (for smaller homes) 
at £249 inc vat and the Starter kit (perfect for 
renters and students) at £149 inc vat. With the 
Premium and Standard kits you also get GPRS 
and battery backup for your hub as well as the 
standard 24 hours a day, seven days a week 
monitoring, software updates and customer 
support – for only £9.99 per month inc VAT.
AlertMe.com is based in Cambridge and is a leader 
in the field of web connected home security, 
driving innovation in Internet and mobile 
communications for the consumer security and 
monitoring market. AlertMe.com provides an 
intelligent service that enables people to directly 
protect, control and monitor their homes from 
their mobile phones and the Internet.
For more information visit www.alertme.com 
email us at TellMeMore@alertme.com
or phone 08000 213 215.



toyota EVERY now and again though, a car comes 
along that is truly ground breaking in terms of its 
design and looks. It breaks the mould – regardless 
of price and you know that it will be widely 
imitated in the years to come. The Toyota iQ is 
one such car.
In many ways, designing high end cars is easier 
than designing small, affordable cars. To achieve 
that and come up with something that is genuinely 
different is a rare feat. First introduced as a concept 
car at the 2007 Frankfurt Motor Show, it has now 
moved into mainstream production (another very 
rare achievement, most concept cars remain just 
that – a concept). It is designed to be the ultimate 
urban car, promoting the virtues of low fuel 
consumption, manoeuvrability, environmental 
friendliness and maximised interior space.
Its ‘green’ credentials are impeccable, leading to 
the car being road tax free in the UK. It uses a 3 
cylinder 997cc engine (petrol and diesel versions 
are available) that produces just 67bhp, however, 
because it weighs only 860kg (not dissimilar to 
a Lotus Elise), it should be more than enough 
to produce reasonable performance. You should 
expect to see 60+mpg too while driving around 
town. Manufacturers are once again discovering 
that the way to improve efficiency is to remove 
weight (‘Simplify and add lightness’, Lotus 
founder Colin Chapman once famously said).
Despite its tiny size (the iQ is just 2985mm long 
and 1680mm wide), there is plenty of room to 
seat four adults. That in itself is a remarkable 
piece of engineering, the fact that the car has 
also been given a 5 star NCAP rating for safety 
is nothing short of amazing. Toyota has also 
managed to wrap all this into a great looking 
car. So often small cars are compromised in their 
styling and so-called ‘urban’ cars owe more to 
the disabled vehicles of the 1970s for their looks 
than the cutting edge vehicles of the 21st century 
that they are meant to be.
As is often the case with truly ground-breaking 
cars, much of the innovation is hidden from the 
owner. For instance, they will not notice the 
‘flat’ fuel tank, the redesigned rear suspension 
or the new smaller heating and air conditioning 
unit. The slimmer seats and interior design 
will be more noticeable though. It is the list of 
innovations and the attention to detail that make 
this car so significant. Reports suggest that the iQ 
could be the first model in a new series of cars. 
Given the investment made in producing the iQ, 
this seems entirely possible (and may indeed be 
necessary to recoup the initial costs). Either way, 
Toyota is to be congratulated on producing such 
a brilliant car.It is easy to get carried away when reviewing cars for a publication such as The Player. We get to drive some 

of the greatest cars in the world which are mostly sports and high end luxury vehicles. You can sometimes 
forget that there is more to the car market than the latest Ferrari!  Words by Chris Leppard



everythingtime is
THIS exciting new team, borne of highly 
experienced motorsport professionals, offers a 
unique opportunity for drivers, partners and 
team sponsors to grow, contesting the biggest, 
most exciting and most visible motorsport 
championships in the UK.
In 2009 Tempus Sport are running Chevrolet 
Lacettis in the HiQ MSA British Touring Car 
Championship as well as two cars in the Formula 
Renault UK championship. Both of these series run 
on the same TOCA race meetings, and as no other 
team is running cars in both the British Touring 
Car Championship and the Formula Renault UK 
Championship, Tempus and its partners will 
have unrivalled exposure over a race weekend. 
Last year, 85 hours of ITV coverage was beamed 
to an audience of over 11 million, meaning that 
no other race package compares. TOCA weekend 
crowd attendances have been increasing by at 
least 20% per annum over the last two seasons 
and an estimated 325,000 people attended the 
ten rounds which made up the 2008 season. 
Contesting two championships on the TOCA bill 
means all Tempus drivers, partners and sponsors 
get to be part of one of the biggest presences at 
the race meeting. Tempus cars will be on track 
throughout the course of the weekend, and there 
will be two paddocks and team set-ups to visit.
Tempus hospitality merges the two paddocks 
together, putting drivers, partners and sponsors 
into the same place, with fine food allowing 
networking and business-to-business opportunities 
to flourish.

HIQ MSA BRITISH TOURING CAR 
CHAMPIONSHIP
The premier motorsport category in the UK, the 
BTCC has been running for over 50 years. Drivers 
of the calibre of Stirling Moss and Nigel Mansell 
have both raced in the BTCC, whilst today some 
of the top touring car drivers in the world ply 
their trade at circuits all around the UK. Tempus 
have secured two former works Chevrolet 
Lacettis, to the same specification as campaigned 
by the works Chevrolet team last season in 
the FIA World Touring Car Championship. 
In addition to having the best cars available, 
Tempus also has a close association with RML 
who make the WTCC cars for Chevrolet.

FORMULA RENAULT UK
Formula Renault UK is the only single-seater 
category to run on the TOCA package. It’s also 
the series where a certain Lewis Hamilton learnt 
his trade, as well as Kimi Raikkonen, to mention 
but two drivers who have gone on to greater 
things after contesting this series.
For the drivers, partners & sponsors, Formula 
Renault UK also has an ace up its sleeve by 
way of the blue riband event at the Silverstone 
Grand Prix circuit, when the World Series by 
Renault visits the UK. In 2008 this event was the 
second biggest motorsport event in the UK, not 
far behind the British Grand Prix, with 110,000 
spectators in attendance. Such is its prestige 
that it receives television coverage all across 
Europe. Renault races are always action packed, 
with a few tenths of a second often separating 
the whole of the top ten in qualifying, so it is 
attention to every detail which ensures you have 
the opportunity to be leading the battle.

“THE BTCC REPEATEDLY DRAWS 
CROWDS ON A PAR WITH THOSE AT 
PREMIERSHIP FOOTBALL GROUNDS 
AND TEST MATCH CRICKET”
As Britain’s biggest motor racing championship, 
the BTCC commands enormous media coverage 
both throughout the UK and globally. No 
other motorsport arena in the UK provides 
such a wonderful marketing and sponsorship 
opportunity as the BTCC, hundreds of 
thousands of trackside spectators and millions 
of TV viewers.

TELEVISION
TV has always been the BTCC’s most powerful 
medium. In 2009, every BTCC round will be 
shown live on Sunday afternoons on ITV4 
each broadcast being around five hours long 
equating to 50 hours of live coverage during the 
season. In addition, hour-long highlights will 
be shown on ITV1, ITV4 and Men and Motors in 
the fortnight following each round. Simply put, 
this is by far the largest and most powerful TV 
broadcasting arrangement in UK motorsport, no 
other motorsport championship in Britain enjoys 
anything like the same level of TV exposure as 
the BTCC.

With Lewis Hamilton crowned as the first British Formula One World Champion since Damon Hill in 1996, 
motor racing has become the place to be in 2009. With the current economic climate certainly challenging, 
any investment has to be maximized to deliver the optimum return. Tempus Sport are in a fortunate 
position to be able to do just that.  Photography by Andie Jones, Chris Leppard and tomdymond/dmsp.co.uk 



Neil Riddiford – Formula Renault
Neil is one of the best driver coaches in the 
world, a bold statement backed up with the 
accolade of being instrumental in Danny Watts’ 
career and being head instructor at the world 
famous Ascari Race Resort. Neil is an asset for 
any young driver in getting the best from them 
in terms of driving, fitness, mental approach and 
sponsorship opportunities.

THE DRIVERS

Harry Vaulkhard – BTCC 
Harry is a former motocross competitor, who began 
circuit racing in cars in 2004, by racing in the 
Northern Sports & Saloon Championship. In 2005 
he switched to the SEAT Cupra Championship, 
with JS Motorsport and in 2006 he finished 9th 
overall, for the 2005 series winners Triple-R. The 
2006-spec cars were used for a special R-Class in 
2007, which he won by finishing on the class 
podium in 16 of the 20 races. His graduation to 
the British Touring Car Championship for 2008 
with Robert Shaw Racing was confirmed in 
December 2007 and he hasn’t looked back since.

Max Dmytrenko – Formula Renault
Aged 20 and in only his second season racing, 
Max currently residing in Geneva, commented;‘I 
really enjoyed Formula Palmer Audi in 2008, it 

UK TV AUDIENCE
ITV4 67 hours 26 mins, ITV1 8 hours 36 mins, 
Men and Motors 10 hours 5 mins with a combined 
viewership of 11,751,646 Elsewhere, the BTCC 
pops up on some of the top terrestrial TV shows. 
BBC’s Top Gear, watched by eight million viewers 
and BTCC driver Jason Plato is also a permanent 
presenter on Channel Five’s Fifth Gear Programme.
On track ITV viewers can watch the BTCC remotely 
by streaming each broadcast live on the itv.com 
website. The site also includes previews, race 
reports and video highlights. In the pit, hospitality 
and paddock areas Tempus Sport have a live link 
via Kyte on their website, www.tempusBTCC.com
Tempus Sport’s position as the only team with 
cars running in the BTCC and Formula Renault UK 
allows them to offer a unique corporate package 
with two paddock areas to visit and cars on track 
nine times during a single weekend. Networking 
and business-to-business opportunities increase 
exponentially by having access to both paddocks, 
whilst for a driver, getting their face seen by as many 
motor sport professionals and potential sponsors 
as possible pays highly rewarding dividends.
So whether you’re entertaining your sponsors’ 
clients or motivating your staff, there’s no better 
place to give your sponsors results than a race 
day at Silverstone, Brands Hatch, Oulton Park, 
Snetterton or any other track that the TOCA 
package visits. As some of the best attended events 
in the sporting calendar, your clients are assured 
of exhilarating and spectacular top flight motor 
sport entertainment. For a full day of VIP treatment 
and entertainment, Tempus Sport can offer your 
sponsors individually tailored hospitality packages 
with exclusive trackside access to the team and 
pit areas. An experienced and dedicated team 
will ensure the smooth planning and running of 
your event, leaving you free to spend quality time 
enhancing those important relationships.

BRANDING
Sponsors’ logos are placed on the cars ‘screen 
header’, front bumper corners and an area above 

the boot lid. Also sponsors’ branding will appear 
on team clothing, the banner system in both 
Formula Renault and BTCC garage/awning areas, 
also on both trucks/trailers. Tempus will also 
provide a link from both areas of our website, 
as well as promotional advertising slots on Kyte 
TV. Logos will also appear on the ‘Sidepods’ etc 
of the Formula Renault cars.

BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS
Tempus Sport have several key high profile 
networking events throughout the season with 
key figures from sport, media, business, and 
the automotive industry attending. With 300 
plus VIP guests, the sponsors’ brand will have 
prominent exposure here as well.

PROMOTIONAL GIRLS
Tempus sport have promotional grid girls 
circulating the 38,000 plus crowds wearing 
branded clothing and any promotional literature 
sponsors wish to provide – stickers, leaflets etc.

THE TEAM
Team Director – Richard Coleman
Richard is a co-founder of Tempus Sport and 
brings a wealth of experience, including World 
Rally, Formula Three and the World Touring Car 
series. Having worked at manufacturer level for 
nearly all his career, Richard ensures Tempus 
Sport continues to aspire to be the best in all 
of its activities, a view clearly shared by all in 
the company. Richard’s recent history with RML 
will see key links between Tempus and the works 
Chevrolet team, throughout the ‘09 campaign in 
the BTCC. Richard will also be overseeing both of 
Tempus Sport’s Formula Renault programmes.

Head Engineer – David Scott
David is no stranger to the BTCC having worked 
for teams such as HTML, Vic Lee Racing, and 
GR Asia. David also worked with the GR squad 
on the world stage with title successes in the 
ETC Cup and Independents world championship 

For more information please go to 
www.tempussport.co.uk

in ’06. 2008 also saw David helping Perfection 
Racing win the ETC cup with Michel Nykjaer in a 
Chevrolet Lacetti. David will assume engineering 
responsibility for mainly the BTCC programme 
but will oversee all programmes at Tempus Sport 
having also gained single seater experience with 
Formula BMW and Formula Renault.

Chief Mechanic – Alistair Titmus
Alistair is one of the best mechanics in the 
industry and a huge asset to Tempus Sport. Alistair 
worked at RML in the mighty super touring days 
with the multi-championship winning Nissan 
Primera, before going on to work for top teams 
such as MSD, Suzuki, Mitsubishi and Prodrive 
in the WRC. Alistair was then on Marko Asmers 
car in 2007 with Hi-Tech F3 giving Alistair top 
level single seater experience. Alistair comes to 
Tempus having just spent the year at RML with 
the works Chevy squad leaving him no stranger 
to the Lacettis Tempus will field in 2009.

Warren Hughes – BTCC
Warren is a proven race winner in the BTCC 
after driving for West Surrey Racing in the works 
MG, Warren comes with superb knowledge 
and know how in all aspects of racing and is 
an undoubted asset to Tempus in getting the 
best out of its package and driver line up. 
Warren won the 2005 Le Mans with RML, 
setting the lap record on his way to the victory. 

gave me the opportunity to learn new circuits and 
to be competitive with other racers in my class. 
This year so far has been a learning year for me; I 
am getting to grips with the dynamics of driving 
on different circuits and the various car setups that 
must be adapted for each race. I’m studying how 
to work with race data and mechanics, as well as 
team work through discussions with other racers. 
Our goal for the FPA season was to finish in the 
top 10, however I managed twelfth place overall, 
since other racers were racing in FPA for their 
second season and knew the circuits well, which I 
still had to learn. We came close enough, but with 
each race I could feel my confidence growing 
and my driving style becoming better and better. 
Our hard work paid off and I won a cup for the 
fastest rookie in the Brands Hatch Indy circuit and 
another one for the most improved position from 
qualifying to race finish at the Oulton Park Circuit. 
Now I am training hard to make the most in the 
Formula Renault Championship, with decent 
results this and next year, I hope to move on to 
F3, then GP2 and ultimately to F1'.

Sasha Radola
Sasha Radola was born 17th Feb 1989 in Pula, 
Croatia, the son of Ellio Radola, the  Famous 
Croatian Race Driver. At the tender age of three 
he started started karting in a kart built by his 
father. His first kart race was at eight years old 
and he competed successfully for  a further eight 
years. At 16 he moved into cars and contested the 
Honda Valvoline Yokohama cup in 2005, finishing 
10th in the championship. In 2006 he competed 
in the same championship finishing ninth overall 
and additionally in 2007 finishing fifth overall. 
In 2007 he also started hill climbing in a Honda 
Civic Type ‘R’ group N and became champion 
that year. Sasha is the youngest driver ever to 

win the championship! In 2008 he was tipped 
favourite again for the hill climb championship 
but had a huge motorbike crash at 270kmh and 
spent a long time in hospital with many broken 
bones. Sasha now has a 12 inch rod in his upper 
left leg. He was lucky to be alive and to be racing 
again. Finally in 2009 he has moved into Single 
Seaters with Tempus Sport racing in the British 
Formula Renault Championship. A huge change 
from front wheel drive to rear wheel drive and 
the season will be a big learning curve, but with 
his bravery and determination he should be at the 
sharp end in 2010.  Sasha has one desire, to be 
the first Croatian F1 racing star.

Carbon Offset Scheme
Tempus Sport will offset excess carbon dioxide 
emissions from its 2009 race programmes – 
including participation in the HiQ MSA British 
Touring Car Championship – by planting 5000 
trees through the Carbon Footprint Offsetting 
Partnership. This is a national community forests 
and woodlands tree planting project which has as 
its aim ‘Integrating Positive Eco-action into the 
Great British Landscape’. The most exciting new 
team in the BTCC made the announcement hot 
on the heels of the news that the championship 
organisers will be regularly testing the CO2 
figures of competing cars on a rolling road in 
order to reduce them to those of their showroom 
counterparts, a move endorsed by Energy Efficient 
Motorsport (EEMS), a Government sponsored 
sector initiative whose aim is to put energy 
efficiency at the heart of modern motor sport. 
The agreement between Tempus Sport and the 
Carbon Footprint Offsetting Partnership is just 
one of a number of innovative new initiatives 
that Tempus Sport hope to roll out during the 
course of its debut BTCC season.



EGO LAPTOP 
In partnership with  
Bentley Motors 
limited edition  
luxury notebook
Price £10,000 
www.egoforbentley.com

VERTU BOUCHERON 150 
from the pioneer of luxury mobile phones, 
a tribute to the renowned Parisian 
jewellery house on its 150th anniversary
www.vertu.com

MERIDIAN i80P IPOD DOCK  
iPod connectivity with almost any 
audio or home cinema system 
Price £195
www.meridian-audio.com

stuff
essential luxuries for this season

BEOSOUND 5 
From Bang & Olufsen  
incorporating MOTS,  
the intelligent playlist  
of the future
Price £4,000 
www.beosound5.com



stuff
essential luxuries for this season

DUNHILL BLACK 
Dunhill’s distinctive  
new fragrance for men
Price £42 100ml 
www.dunhillfragrances.com

LEICA D-LUX 4 
Compact system camera
Price £595 
www.en.leica-camera.com

ATOMIC FLOYD HEADPHONES 
Compatible with iPod, iPhone, 
mobile phones and MP3 players 
Price 
Titanium2™ ear loop AirJax £120
AcousticSteel™ HiDefDrum £85 
www.atomicfloyd@slice.co.uk

OPTOMA PICO  
POCKET PROJECTOR
Throw an amazing 60 inch 
screen from a device that’s 
small enough to fit in your 
pocket!  Price £249
www.nextgenhome.co.uk

BREVILLE HOT CUP 
Boil a cup of water within  
seconds at the touch of a button!
Price £59.99 
www.breville.co.uk



JALOUSE is an exclusive members club which 
opened its glamorous doors in October of 2008. 
It is a totally unique and entirely different space 
that can be tailored to any event. A sophisticated 
environment that is contemporary yet classic. 
The award winning designer Mark Humphrey 
has designed a beautiful and innovative space 
using handmade pieces from sustainable sources. 
There are many focal points of the design, 
including a glass staircase atrium, an onyx DJ 
booth, toilets with hand carved onyx basins, and 
la pièce de la resistance, a diamond LED moving 
chandelier ceiling, which is truly spectacular. 
The Player is proud to announce its association 
with the club, which we have already used for 
a major launch event earlier this year. Player 
Club Privé members can pre book tables at 
preferential rates using the private members 
section of the Player website and will be given 
various additional benefits subject to availability. 
For more information, please check the 
website at www.theplayer.co.uk or if having 
difficulty, please contact andie@theplayer.co.uk 
Jalouse is additionally and  ideally suited for 
private functions. With the ability to cater for up 
to 450 people, you can personalise your event 
with a creative cocktail menu, canapés or bowl 
food designed to suit your requirements.

17 Hanover Square 
Mayfair 
London 

W1S 1HU  
UK  

+44 (0) 207 629 8871



The Aqua Sculpture Day Spa in Chiswick is home 
to some of the leading spa equipment around. 
The futuristic and funky looking machinery is 
more than just eye candy, it works hard for your 
face and body making them look and feel better 
and younger.
Starting with the first Time Thermal Capsule 
in the UK. Time is the very latest in Thermal 
body treatments capsule range. It is simplicity 
at its best. You can have all sorts of beneficial 
wraps using everything from chocolate to spices 
to gold and pearls. You don’t need to leave the 
capsule to shower as this is built in and the 
therapist does all the work for you. Surrounded 
by your chosen wrap you are introduced to 
mist, steam and heat along with colour therapy 
all designed to enhance the benefits of the wrap. 
These benefits include slimming, hydrating and 
nourishing the skin and exfoliating the skin. Top 
off treatments in the Time Thermal Capsule with 
a mini facial followed by a deep tissue massage 
and you leave feeling relaxed, reenergised and 
smooth all over. Treatments in the capsule start 
from £75.00. 
Amongst the four treatment rooms at the Spa 
you will also find other leading equipment 

including an SK4 machine and a CACI machine. 
As the skin is affected by the ageing process, our 
diverse lifestyles and pollution, it loses elasticity 
and tone, the visible effects being creases, brow 
furrows and wrinkles. The SK4 machine provides 
non surgical face lifts which if used over a course 
of time will visibly reduce signs of ageing. 
Incorporating sonic peel exfoliation, galvanic to 
deep cleanse and hydrate, micro-current to lift 
and firm and ultrasound to soothe. Perfect for all 
skin types to give a natural “face lift” as a preventive 
or intensive treatment course. Single 90 minute 
treatments start from £95.00 with a course of 
10 treatments is priced from £855.00. A definite 
recommendation for anyone who has lived and 
loved life to the full and still wants to do so but 
just needs a little touch up; the natural way. 
For those who suffer from acne, blemishes, 
scar tissue, stretch marks and wrinkles the CACI 
Chroma-Oxy machine will remedy these issues. 
An exfoliation method takes place using perfectly 
round quartz silica microspheres, which instead of 
scraping the skin like the traditional aluminium 
oxide crystals, gently exfoliate. By producing a rapid 
tapping action as they are propelled onto the skin it 
produces very little redness or irritation. Treatments 

leave you looking different and improved. These 
sorts of remedy treatments are well worth it for 
confidence. Prices start from £75.00 and courses of 
12 and 15 treatments are available.
If you fancy a selection of traditional massages 
and facials the Spa offers these in a relaxing 
environment. If you fancy treating your other 
half at the same time, a couples room is available 
where treatments are applied simultaneously in 
a large treatment room with hydrotherapy bath 
and champagne on demand.
If you’re looking to cheat, the scientifically proven 
Universal Contour Wrap is an easy way to beat the 
gym. It is an inch loss treatment that guarantees 
you’ll lose at least six inches in just two hours, 
making it the perfect solution when you have to 
look your best for that special occasion, get into 
that suit or walk out on the beach for the first time 
since last summer! Treatments start from £75.00. 
The Spa is perfect for men and women and 
discretion is guaranteed. 
Never has looking so good been so easy! 
Aqua Sculpture Day Spa
www.aquasculpturespa.co.uk 
324 King Street, London W6 ORR
+44 208 741 0338

SO SPA SO GOOD
The Aqua Sculpture Day Spa
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Set in the heart of ‘New Dubai’, the Dubai Marina Yacht Club (DMYC) 
is one of the largest private yacht clubs in the world, with a stunning 
purpose-built clubhouse and four marinas spread over a manmade 3.5-
kilometre canal.

THE vision now realised of the Dubai 
Marina was to create an awe-inspiring city-
within-a city that delights residents with its 
cosmopolitan, free-spirited atmosphere and 
unique, invigorating lifestyle. Dubai Marina, 
owned a managed by Emaar, is an urban centre 
on the water, comparable to the most exclusive 
waterfront developments in the world’s leading 
cities. Dubai Marina is unlike anywhere else in 
Dubai, the Middle East and even the world. The 
man-made marina is strategically located near 
Interchange 5 on Sheikh Zayed Road close to 
Dubai’s well-known landmarks like the Dubai 
Internet City, The American University of Dubai 
and the Emirates Golf Club.
Marina living has become one of the most desirable 
and sought-after lifestyles in the world. Now you 
can enjoy it all, right in Dubai. The exclusivity, 
the status and the rewards of waterfront living 
are obvious in one of the world’s largest, most 
meticulously planned waterfront developments. 
Dubai Marina offers the exhilaration and vibrancy 
of a chic, urban lifestyle together with all the 
advantages of owning a home on the water. 
Unobstructed views across the marina, fresh sea 
breezes and the experience of a lifestyle most 
people can only dream about in one of the 
World’s leading cities.
The Dubai Marina Yacht Club is more than 
simply a club for those with yachts or a love of 
the ocean, conceived and designed to satisfy the 
finer things in life, with both the clubhouse and 
marina facilities ensuring a 5-star experience from 
the moment the member arrives at the clubhouse 
or marina, with fully-trained and knowledgeable 
staff on call to ensure all marine lifestyle needs are 
served immediately. Fine dining restaurants, quiet 
member lounges, cigar and billiards room and a 
fully licensed bar area ensure the DMYC clubhouse 
is an exclusive place of refuge throughout the 
week, not simply a weekend venue for the 
keen yachting enthusiast. A regular calendar of 
events, culinary promotions, nautical boutiques 

and experienced staff add to the yacht owning 
experience, ensuring owning a yacht berthed in 
DMYC is a pleasurable experience, and one to be 
shared with friends, family and colleagues.
Following an exhaustive day in the elements out 
on the Arabian Gulf, to relax after a stressful day 
in the office or to celebrate a successful business 
or personal proposition, where better to pamper 
yourself than with the stunning marina views and 
sumptuous cuisine offered by Dubai Marina Yacht 
Club? Two floors of dining options offer a variety 
of tastes and different views over the still canal 
waters, taking in the sights, sounds and flavours 
of the yachting lifestyle. Whether grabbing a 
light snack in either the Aquara or members’ 
lounges, indulging in some amazing seafood on 
the Aquara terrace, or lunching with friends at the 
25º55º café-bistro, the same standards of culinary 
excellence, service and personal attention pervade 
every aspect of the DMYC experience. For those 
planning special events, DMYC also caters for large 
parties and outside catering, making full use of 
its Al Dana banqueting room and outside grassed 
terraces. With the contemporary sophistication 
and timeless style of the clubhouse as a central 
rendezvous, DMYC is a place to entertain guests 
in a world apart; to impress business associates; 
to see and to be seen; to be greeted by name 
on arrival; and to relax and experience the finer 
things in life. Becoming a member of DMYC is 
more than simply finding a space to ‘park’ your 
yacht; it is joining a community of like-minded 
individuals with a love of getting out on the water 
and relishing the benefits of yacht ownership. 
With that in mind, every service, facility and 
event planned for DMYC members has one simple 
aim - to encourage owners to use their yachts by 
taking the hassles out of ownership.
For information on DMYC including membership 
application and special events agenda, please visit 
www.dubaimarinayachtclub.com 
For information on the Emaar luxury portfolio, 
please visit; www.emaar.com



Hot parties, hot people, hot spots! On South Beach, in Miami, no place has it 
all like Casa Casuarina. The once named ‘Versace mansion’ has opened its 
doors as one of the World’s ultra exclusive clubs.



CASA CASUARINA aka the Versace House 
was built in 1930 and modelled after the Alcázar 
de Colón in Santo Domingo, a residence built in 
1510 by the son of Christopher Columbus and 
reputedly the oldest existing house in the western 
hemisphere. Gianni Versace purchased the 
building in 1992 for $2.9 million. After receiving 
city approval, he demolished the hotel next door, 
and a two-story, 6,100-foot addition was built, 
transforming it into Versace’s Miami Beach house. 
Peter Loftin, a telecommunications billionaire, 
purchased the house from the Versace Estate in 
September 2000 for approximately $19 million 
and has since resided there from time to time. 
The City has allowed Mr. Loftin to convert Casa 
Casuarina – the scene of Versace’s tragic 1997 
murder, into a member’s only club. The house 
is also available for private events.
Managing director Retto Gaudenzzi recently said: 
“It’s a very international crowd that we have in 
here and all that combined with a beautiful place 
and the service we provide and concept makes 
it unique.” Think of your membership as an 
all access pass to the best of the best. Founding 
member Michael Miarecki commented: “Really 

there is no request that goes unanswered here. 
The staff take absolute incredible care of you.” 
From dining to dancing this place has got it all!
What makes Casa Casuarina so extraordinary? 
Well, take a look at these photos. Amazing 
architecture, a top of the line spa not to mention 
gourmet food prepared by top chefs. Whether 
it’s hosting a dinner for a large group of people 
or just coming with a friend and sitting by the 
pool and having cocktails, it’s just a great space 
to come and get away from it all and members 
can take advantage of any room in the house. 
They can even stay in one of the Casa’s 10 
super suites for an extended stay. So what’s the 
price tag for this one of a kind club? Well only 
$35,000 to be exact. If you think you would 
like to become a member here, sadly think 
again. At Casa Casuarina, you have to be invited. 
Once accepted, you never know who is going 
to be sitting across the pool from you, or who 
is going to be having lunch right next to you, 
but you do know they are gonna be interesting. 
Already celebrities like Jon Bon Jovi, Oliver 

Stone and designer Diane Von Furstenberg are 
lining up to join. Casa Casuarina is also a great 
place for networking as well, because this place 
is where you find corporate chiefs, athlete’s, 
artists all smack dab in the middle of South 
Beach, which as everybody knows who’s ever 
visited Miami, is party central. Guestrooms 
at Casa Casuarina are accessible via exterior 
corridors and offer DVD players, minibars, and 
complimentary newspapers. All feature satellite 
television with premium TV channel(s). Rooms 
also have refrigerators. The bathrooms include 
bathrobes, designer toiletries, and bidets. More 
business-friendly rooms are equipped with 
complimentary wireless Internet access and local 
calls. In addition, guestrooms provide remote 
lighting, drapery and curtain controls. Naturally, 
they all have air conditioning. Services include 
housekeeping and in-room massage.

1116 Ocean Drive, Miami Beach, Florida USA
Tel: 001.305.672.6604
www.casacasuarina.com



FOR many the SUV has come to symbolise all 
that is wrong in the automotive world. Whatever 
the rights or wrongs of that view, there is no 
denying the popularity of the Sports Utility 
Vehicle, especially in what will undoubtedly be 
this car’s biggest market – the United States.
In some respects, the launch is understandable – 
as the creators of the original ‘performance SUV’ 
(the ML55 AMG), Mercedes has always taken a 
lead in this class. As a car enthusiast, I’m always 
happy for a manufacturer to buck the trend and 
do something a little different, even if I am not 
a particularly big fan of the SUV class, I have to 
give Mercedes a nod of respect for having the guts 
to launch these cars. For a lesser manufacturer 
these models could have been a public relations 
disaster, but Mercedes is made of sterner stuff and 
they clearly know their target market well.
The new ML63 comes in two finishes: the ‘10th 
Anniversary’ and the ‘Performance Studio’. Both 
are essentially trim and equipment packages. 
AMG has not unreasonably assumed that the 
500+ bhp developed by the normally aspirated 
6.2 V8 engine is probably enough! The 
performance figures are staggering. There was a 
time, not that long ago, when 0-60 in 5 seconds 
and a (limited) top speed on 155mph were the 
preserve of serious super cars. The fact that AMG 
has managed to package this into an SUV and 
make the performance usable in the real world 
(with secure handling and decent ride quality) is 
nothing short of amazing.
Despite this, the whole car feels a little over-
the-top. This isn’t a car for shrinking violets. In 
the ‘Performance Studio’ everything from the 
excellent AMG sports seats and the 21” wheels 
through to the two-tone Nappa leather used all 
over the interior is top quality, if a little ‘bling’. 
There is also, if I’m honest, a little too much use 
of chrome for my liking. The 10th Anniversary 
edition is slightly less in-your-face, but it could 
never be described as subtle.
Clearly these cars are to be used to demonstrate 
AMG’s undoubted talents for not just making ‘go 
faster’ versions on Mercedes, but also to show off 
their ability to customise interiors using the finest 
materials and in that they have succeeded. For a 
price, I suspect they would be willing to consider 
almost anything to further ‘enhance’ the car.
Whatever your preference for the interior trim, be 
under no misapprehension: You will be driving 
the world’s most powerful SUV, with enough 
performance to humble established giants such as 
BMW’s superb M3.  Mercedes-Benz.co.uk

mercedes ml63

Well you have to hand it to Mercedes and AMG. Just as the global 
economic situation appears to be exploding all around us, they decide to 
launch an extreme performance version of probably the most vilified 
automotive category on the planet – the SUV.       Words by Chris Leppard 



CORUM TI BRIDGE
Titanium Soul!

In both its movement and case, the Ti-Bridge 
gives pride of place to titanium, a material known 
for its lightness and the difficulties involved in 
machining it. The bridges and plates of the Caliber 
CO 007 are cut from this ultra-modern material. 
The meticulous finishing on all movements is 
typified by the upper bridge engraved with the 
Corum brand name. The bridges are satin-finished, 
while the generously sized barrel features a snailed 
finish. Equipped with a balance oscillating at the 
speed of 4Hz, Caliber CO 007 is endowed with a 
72-hour power reserve.
Intimately linked to the movement in that it is also 

made from grade 5 titanium – the only kind that 
can be polish-finished – the curved tonneau-shaped 
case measures 42.5mm by 41.5mm. Topped on 
the upper part by a large convex sapphire crystal, 
the case has a satin-finished case-back enhanced by 
a central rectangular sapphire window revealing 
the movement. This black PVD-coated crystal 
subtly filters the view of the movement, offering 
tantalising glimpses of the interlacing pattern of 
its inner workings. Comfortably cambered and 
water-resistant to 50 metres, the case is graced 
with alternating surface finished – polished on top 
and satin-finished on the side.

The movement is secured inside the case by a set 
of two titanium ‘cross bars’. Screwed to the flange, 
which is itself integrated within the case, they 
contribute to consolidating the whole construction 
and to enhancing the aesthetic quality of this 
model. The openworked Superluminova coated 
hands guarantee optimal nocturnal visibility.
The Ti-Bridge is teamed with a crocodile strap 
equipped with a titanium-capped triple folding 
clasp. A truly precious and exclusive model, the 
Ti-Bridge will be issued in a limited production 
run of 750 only in 2009.
info@CORUM.ch

In the ancient village of Eze, high up in the hills 
above Monaco, the hotel and restaurant ‘Chateau 
De la Chevre D’Or’ is perched more than 1,300 
feet above the sea. Overlooking the Mediterranean 
with views as far as Cap Ferrat, the Cap d’Antibes 
and the Gulf of Saint Tropez, you will instantly fall 
in love with this little hillside setting reached only 
by walking through the quaint old streets of the 
village of Eze. The unique views of the area from 
the restaurant and the opportunity to enjoy drinks 
and appetizers on the well positioned outdoor sea 
facing terrace will leave you almost breathless. The 
staffs’ accommodating attitude and willingness to 
speak English are exemplary, and their attention to 
detail is second to none. Should you be celebrating 
a special occasion, the Chateau de la Chevre d’Or, 

in my opinion is ‘The’ place to be! 
On the foodie side, Chef Philippe Labbé’s dishes 
are nearly impossible to replicate. You have to 
admire the simple and magnificent creations, 
for example the scampi or the plate of shellfish 
with a surprise plate. In short, Labbé is one of the 
representatives of true haute cuisine today in France. 
The service speaks for itself, as you would expect 
from a fine dining establishment, and the wine 
cellar is brimming with an amazing selection. As 
far as choosing, I recommend the most humorous 
sommelier Philippe, who is the Wikipedia of all 
things quaffable who will advise expertly.
As night falls, the sky quite literally merges with 
the sea and the lights of St. Jean-Cap-Ferrat, 
Beaulieu and Villefranche begin to twinkle far 

below. The panoramic windows provide an 
uninterrupted view that evolves from course to 
course. Lunch or dinner, The Chevre D’Or will 
never disappoint!
Reservations are required at least a week in 
advance and the dining room is not very large, 
a very adequate 65 covers. If you cannot make 
it, please exercise courtesy and call to cancel as 
there may well be many people who would like 
the opportunity to enjoy the cuisine as well.

Restaurant “La Chèvre d’Or”
06360 Eze-Village, France. 
tel: 33-(0)4.92.10.66.66. 
e-mail:reservation@chevredor.com 
www.chevredor.com 

LA CHEVRE D’OR
The Midas touch



If there were ten people I would like to invite to a dinner party, then 
Salvatore Calabrese would most definitely be high on my guest list. This 
immaculately dressed Italian from the little town of Maiori, nestled on the Amalfi 
coast in Italy, oozes charm and confidence like no other person I have met. 
Words by Andie Jones  Photography by Phil Carpenter

The Maestro, occassionally shaken but never stirred!

HE affectionately refers to his birthplace, with 
a little glint in his eye, as “the place where God 
stopped and decided to make the World.”
As a young boy, Salvatore’s father ran a business in 
the town where he grew up. A true entrepreneur, 
he used to export lemons to Calabria in return for 
olives that he sold in the town. It was on one such 
trip that Calabrese senior met Salvatore’s mother, 
11 years his junior, who became his wife. Salvatore 
considers himself a bit of a fluke, as he probably 
wouldn’t have been born if it hadn’t been for a flash 

flood that hit the town and swept his father away. 
Luckily he was saved and from the celebration of 
his father’s safe return came baby Salvatore. 
Sadly, at the age of eleven, Salvatore lost his 
father. However, his mother had a dowry and 
they used the money to set up a supermarket 
in the town. Salavatore tells me it was a tough 
time in a family of four hungry mouths to feed. 
It didn’t help when the government refused to 
pay out on ration vouchers that had been used to 
purchase goods from his mothers shop. 



 he young Salvatore was a bit of a rogue, so 
he tells me with a smile. He was the youngest 
in the family and used to get away with a lot. 
He managed to find a job at a local hotel cutting 
the bread in the mornings. “I remember I had 
to be at work by 5am each morning and cut 
two hundred loaves of bread every day” he 
told me. “After cutting the bread I used to go 
down to the hotel bar and hang out with señor 
Raffaello, who taught me how to make coffee 
for the guests. I think in a way, he became a 
father figure to me and soon became my idol. 
He reminded me of Humphrey Bogart, who was 
very famous in those days,” Salvatore recalled. 
“Señor Raffaello was smooth and charming to 
the guests. He spoke many languages and took 
the time to teach me how to make the perfect 
coffee. The big test was when I made coffee for 
the Italian chefs in the hotel. The first time I took 
them coffee, they threw a large fish at me and it 
knocked me clean off my feet. I brushed myself 
down and held back the tears until I returned 
to señor Raffaello. He had no sympathy for me 
and said I should learn their moods and then 
I would know when to hang about and when 

to run” he told me with a knowledgeable nod. 
“This was my first and probably most valuable 
lesson in life, learning to read situations and 
understand body language”. 
The young Salvatore learned to make the perfect 
Americano coffee and worked his way up to a 
Negroni by the tender age of twelve. He also 
learned quickly the barman’s flare and getting the 
mix just right in the coffee machine. Failing this, 
a good kick in the heel would be forthcoming 
from his mentor and idol, señor Raffaello.
The fond memories of his old teacher brought 
Salvatore even more fruitful rewards as he 
confides in me that he lost his virginity, aged 
thirteen, thanks to the barman he so adored. 
Salvatore told me, “Under the bar there was a 
nightclub. During the day it was closed. One 
afternoon señor Raffaello and a young French 
girl who worked in the hotel, were in there 
playing the piano. I was naturally inquisitive 
and ventured down to watch.  Señor Raffaello 
thought it would be funny to get the girl to give 
me a kiss, which she did. However, she also 
stuck her tongue in my mouth and I shouted 
out, ‘What the hell is she doing?’ Señor Raffaello 

JOHNNIE WALKER  
GOLD SOUR 
 
INGREDIENTS:

  11/2 OZ JOHNNIE  
WALKER GOLD
 11/2 OZ LEMON JUICE
 3/4 OZ SUGAR SYRUP
  MARASCHINO CHERRY  
FOR GARNISH

PREPARATION:
1.  Pour the Johnnie Walker 

Gold, lemon juice, and sugar 
syrup into a cocktail shaker 
with ice cubes 

2. Shake well
3.  Strain into a chilled sour glass 
4.  Garnish with the cherry

‘liquid history’ and the customers loved it.  
“My philosophy in life is simple,” says Salvatore. 
“Wherever you are in the World, ask enough 
people which way is Rome and eventually 
someone will point you in the right direction.”
In his quest to entertain his clients, Salvatore 
managed to convince his boss to purchase a bottle 
of 1914 Hine Cognac, which he subsequently 
sold at £25 a shot and finished the bottle within 
a week, bringing in a healthy profit.  Not bad 
considering this was the 1980’s.
The bar became like a private club with people 
flocking to meet ‘ The Maestro’ because of his 
knowledge of drink and his flare behind the bar. 
He purchased bottles of drink with history and 
the public craved it. So much so, he took the 
bar revenue from £300 per week turnover to 
over £10,000 per week. He taught clients how 
to smell the drink, how to pour the drink and 
ultimately how to drink the drink.  They were in 
awe of him, including celebrities such as Mick 
Jagger and Ronnie Wood. Salvatore says, “when 
they walked in the bar I thought who are these 
scruffy guys, they can’t afford a drink in my bar. 
How wrong was I?” He laughed.
The bar evolved around the clients and soon 
became the most popular drinking place in 
London. Off the back of this, Salvatore published 
his first book entitled ‘The History of Cognac’. 
But it wasn’t this that would bring the already 
well-known Salvatore Calabrese to his current 
level of fame. As Salvatore explains, “I remember 
one morning around 11am an elderly gentlemen 
from America by the name of Stanton Delaplane 
came into the bar. He sat down and ordered a 
very dry Martini. I was quite surprised, given the 
time of day, but nevertheless went to make him 
the driest one I could. I returned with the drink 
and he promptly told me it wasn’t cold enough. 
So I went away and made it colder. He then 
told me it was not stirred enough and I went 
away again to re-stir the Martini for him. On my 
third attempt it wasn’t dry enough, not stirred 
enough and still not cold enough. Mr Delaplane 
came into the bar at the same time every day for 
the next five days and it became my obsession 
to create this so-called ‘perfect’ Martini. It was 
on the fifth day that it suddenly struck me. I 
could get the drink cold enough by putting the 
gin in the freezer.  Being forty percent or more 
by volume, meant it would not freeze. I then 
realised that overdoing the Angostura Bitters 
would make it too dry. Having seen one of the 
staff eating fish and chips the previous day and 

sprinkling vinegar from a Sarsons vinegar bottle 
on his food, so as to get exactly the right amount 
of vinegar, I struck on the idea of pouring the 
bitters from a  bottle, to allow me to add just 
the right amount. Finally, I froze the Martini 
glass itself and then served Mr Delaplane with 
my creation. Mr Delaplane sipped the drink and 
did not comment. He simply finished it and 
promptly asked for another. After two Martinis 
he paid his bill and strolled out of the bar.  A 
few hours later he reappeared and told me he 
was so impressed he had to go away and write 
an article about my Martini. It turned out he 
was a journalist for the San Francisco Chronicle, 
working with the famous Sam Cane.”
Kingsly Amis was also fond of a Salavatore 
Martini or two. He once wrote, “I have found 
a bar with a barman to match. He might have 
an equal or two around the World but no-one 
superior.”  Salvatore says laughing, ‘God made 
the World in Six days and I made the perfect 
Martini in Five.”
Salvatore remained at Dukes Hotel for twelve years 
and was then offered a job at the Lainsborough 
Hotel in London. Salvatore recollects’ I arrived at 
the Library bar in the Lanesborough and found it 
had no soul. It was an empty theatre awaiting an 
audience and my challenge was to bring in the 
crowds. I knew a great bar should have a heartbeat 
and I was the man to get the blood pumping”. 
The Lanesborough was Salvatore’s new stage and he 
started to perform. At the Lainsborough he invented 
another Martini known as the ‘Breakfast Martini’, a 
worldwide phenomenon using marmalade.
Salvatore now has his own bar at the world famous 
private members club and casino, No Fifty St James, 
in London’s West End. If you are lucky enough to 
visit, ask him to make you our signature ‘Player 
Martini’ and he’ll happily oblige.
Salvatore Calabrese has written ten best-selling 
books, the first of which sold over 900,000 
copies, with total sales achieving in excess of two 
million worldwide. 
He is considered a leading authority on vintage 
cognac is a consultant for Sotheby’s rare cognac 
sales and holds the grand accolade of ‘Chevalier 
de Cognac’. 
His parting words to me were, “By the way, I 
did get to be captain of my own ship. I bought 
a nine metre Aprea boat and I spend three weeks 
every year sailing her around the Italian coast.”  
He smiled and once again I saw that little glint 
in his eye.
www.salvatore-calabrese.com

with Salvatore  
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“ God made the World in 
six days and I made the 
perfect Martini in five”

laughed his socks off and left us. The rest is 
history.”  Salvatore smiled across at me and once 
again I saw that mischievous glint in his eye.
At fourteen years old, the young Salvatore was 
promoted to the restaurant where he worked his 
way up the ranks. At seventeen, he developed a 
natural ability to utilise space within a restaurant 
and organised lavish dinner parties for the 
management. With his skills taking shape, at 
twenty-one years old he became the youngest 
Maitre d’ on the entire Amalfi coast. Initially 
the staff referred to him as Salavatore, but after 
a few months he became ‘The Maitre’.  He had 
earned their respect; not only as a boss but also 
as a person they could trust and rely on and who 
they considered a friend. 
But secretly, Salvatore had a passion. He had 
always wanted to be the captain of a big ship. 
So he decided to return to studies to get the 
necessary qualifications. Unfortunately, when 
the time came, he failed the medical. Not 
deterred, he decided to join the Italian Navy 
but failed the physical tests. Travel was the only 
answer to get him motivated and it was during 
the winter months that he met the girl who was 
to become his wife. Salvatore recollects, “It was 
the seventies and it was all the fashion to wear 
high heels. When I met my wife she thought I 
was six inches taller than I really am. It wasn’t 
until I took my shoes off she realised but by 
then it was too late” he laughs.
The young Salvatore decided to venture further 
afield and came to England, where his best friend 
had already relocated. It was in 1980 that Salvatore 
landed the barman’s job at The Dukes Hotel, St 
James, London.  After only two weeks he was 
told he would have to leave, as the old barman 
wanted his job back. The disgruntled Salvatore 
left with his head held high.  A few weeks later 
however, he was offered the job back, on a full 
time basis, owing to the old barman having 
accidentally set fire to the bar whilst attempting 
to make a flaming Zambuca. 
Salvatore pondered long and hard with what he 
could do with such a small bar and eventually it 
came to him.  He would take the drinks to the 
customer and tell them where it had come from, 
how it was made and how it came to be served 
to them. His manager thought he was completely 
crazy and told him it would never work and 
they would lose their clients but Salvatore’s 
stubbornness paid off and he got his own way.  
Inevitably the bar became very popular. He 
created what became affectionately known as 

CLASSIC T10 MARTINI

INGREDIENTS:
 21/2 OZ TANQUERAY 10 GIN

 1/2 OZ DRY VERMOUTH
  1 GREEN OLIVE OR LEMON TWIST 

FOR GARNISH
  ORANGE OR ANGOSTURA BITTERS 

(OPTIONAL)

PREPARATION:
1. Pour the ingredients into a  

mixing glass filled with ice cubes
2. Stir for 30 seconds

3. Strain into a chilled cocktail glass
4.  Add a dash of orange or  
Angostura bitters if desired

5.  5. Garnish with the olive or lemon twist
 

NB. There are many variations on the classic 
martini that are a personal preference 

ZACAPA RUM OLD FASHIONED 
 

INGREDIENTS:
 1 SUGAR CUBE

 2-3 DASHES ANGOSTURA BITTERS
 2 ORANGE SLICES
 3 OZ ZACAPA RUM

 MARASCHINO CHERRY FOR GARNISH

PREPARATION:
1. Place the sugar cube at the bottom  

of an old-fashioned glass 
 2.  Saturate the cube with the bitters 

3. Add one orange slice 
4.  Muddle these ingredients

5. Fill the glass with ice cubes 
6.  Add the Zacapa Rum

7.  Stir well 
8. Garnish with a second  

orange slice and a  
maraschino cherry 



desert palm Amidst lush surrounds, green fields and palms emerge 24 chic suites 
and villas. The ultimate in privacy combining undeniable elegance 
and grace with simple, yet distinctive architecture and high tech luxuries 
with designer amenities.



HE vast sandscapes of the Arabian landscape 
versus the lush surrounds of green in an 
extensive polo property. The conventional opulence 
of Dubai luxury hotels versus signature Per 
Aquum chic subtly merged with the elegant 
forms of local architecture and design. Set 
amidst green fields and palm trees, Desert Palm 
offers sensually designed accommodation, quite 
literally, Arabia touched with the avant-garde. 
There are twenty-four ‘naturally modern’ guest 
suites and pool villas, each showcasing its own 
distinctive design embodying the simplicity and 
elegance of the estate’s graceful surrounds. The 
backdrop: Desert Palm polo estate, showcasing 
four championship polo fields, a riding school, 
stables, rare birds, endless sunshine and vast 
green landscapes.
Located on the top floor of the resort, the Palm 
Suites offer central air-conditioning, private bar, 
espresso machine, luxurious amenities, hidden 
safe, and a personal business and entertainment 

centre including IDD telephone, Wi-Fi internet 
access, 40” flat screen and “Bang & Olufsen” 
surround sound system with CD/DVD player 
and Apple iPod. The Palm Suites overlook the 
resort’s polo fields, manicured landscapes with 
the Dubai skyline on the horizon.
Pool Residences each offer total seclusion, with 
9ft privacy walls encircling the gardens, a large 
private swimming pool, outdoor dining area 
and sun-bathing deck. The two-bedroom villas 
are the ultimate ‘home away’, complete with 
spacious living areas that allow abundant natural 
light, air-conditioning, cooling high ceilings, a 
fully-equipped kitchen, three bathrooms with 
luxurious amenities, and the same amenities as 
the Palm Suites.
Finally, for the epitome in private luxury, “Villa 
Layali” with its own pool and encompassing 
585m! is an exclusive two-bedroom presidential 
villa, surrounded by lush grass and colossal palm 
trees. It is a walled sanctuary, capturing the 
beauty and simplicity of the Arabian landscape. 
Built from Jordanian stone, this villa is centred 
around an open-air courtyard with a large 
swimming pool and water features, perfect for 
private sunbathing or outdoor entertaining.  
Parallel to the swimming pool is a long and 
spacious living room incorporating the lounge, 
dining and surround sound theatre system. 
The two bedroom suites in this villa feature a 
private courtyard garden; king size bed, personal 
business and entertainment system with cd/
dvd player, Apple iPod, flat screen and sitting 
area. Behind a hidden doorway guests will 
discover an airy dressing room and bathroom.  
The private rooftop terrace is ideal for viewing the 
excitement of polo chukkas daily at sunset and for 
relaxing under the stars with friends.

The Gourmet Market is set alongside the beautiful 
infinity pool, which makes the most of the 
astounding setting with cool, air-conditioned 
seating, overlooking the pool, palms and vibrant 
green polo fields. A vast range of coffees, teas, 
juices, sandwiches, pastries, salads, pastas, and 
wood-fired pizzas. For take-away luxuries, Epicure’s 
market offers fresh baked breads and imported 
delicacies - cheeses, mustards, preserves, chocolates 
and organic and top range products, along with 
international newspapers and magazines. Offering 
á la carte breakfast, lunch and dinner.
By contrast, Imbibe restaurant offers wood-
fired steak and game exquisitely prepared by 
the Chef in his show kitchen. Rich aromas 
emanate from the dramatic Beech oven and 
grill. Beef steaks including; Kobe, Black Angus, 
Wagyu, Argentinean Chimichurri are in turn 
complemented by seasonal game and line-caught 
seafood, with fresh vegetables and fragrant herbs. 

Whether dining indoors or on the terrace, the 
views are spectacular.
Desert Palm just wouldn’t have it all if it didn’t 
have its own spa. The Lime Spa has designer 
journeys, exuding individuality. A sensual 
space brought to life through the creative use 
of texture, lighting and aromatherapy. Offering 
an integrated wellness approach: healing spa 
therapies, relaxation and fitness as well as 
healthy organic cuisine. Your sanctuary consists 
of six spa suites. Therapeutic water and heat 
experiences and a spa/wellness boutique. Your 
experience offers signature spa rituals for beauty 
and health. Body exotics, massages and facial 
therapies as well as wellness services. The Lime 
Spa is an iconic venue to encounter Per Aquum’s 
addictive, highly desired spa journeys.
Desert Palm 
Al Awir Road, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
For more info: www.desertpalm.ae



So where do you start with the Maybach? I’ve always found it a curious 
car and if I am honest, I have struggled to like it.  Is it a drivers car or is 
it more likely to be driven by a chauffeur with you, the owner, sitting in 
considerable luxury in the back?  Words by Chris Leppard

mercedes

As you will read elsewhere in this issue of The Player, AMG are very adept 
at building fast, flash vehicles. Putting that to one side for the moment 
and what they do best in my opinion is build exceptional sports cars.

Words by Chris Leppard

SL63amg



 here may be a Mercedes badge 
on the back, but in reality, these cars are far 
removed from the normal Mercedes range.
What you get with an AMG car is an attention 
to detail that is rarely seen anywhere else in 
the industry. This comes from a near obsessive 
desire to produce the best sports cars in the 
world: engines are hand built and interiors hand 
stitched. It is the mechanical engineering that I 
love the most. Indeed the SL63’s most striking 
element is the V8’s roar, passing relatively 
unfiltered through an exhaust system that sounds 
as if it were stolen from AMG’s race shop (did 
I mention that AMG have serious race pedigree 
too?). You will run up the revs and lift off the 
throttle just to revel in the exhaust’s deep burble 
on the overrun. It is immediately obvious that 
you are driving a very special car.
The new exterior styling of the car has divided 
opinion, but I like the near aggressive front end. 
It has certainly made the car more individual. 
When you’re spending close to six figures on 
a car, you don’t really want it to blend in to 
the background.
This car is packed with state-of-the-art equipment 
– the SL63 AMG makes exclusive use of  
Mercedes-Benz’s MCT seven-speed transmission. 
There are four shift modes: Comfort, Sport, Sport 
plus and Manual. Mercedes says that shifting 
times in Manual mode, at 100 milliseconds a 
shift, are a significant 50 percent quicker than in 
Comfort mode. A new start-up clutch that runs 
in an oil bath takes the place of a conventional 
torque converter, improving the transmission’s 
responsiveness. With seven gears, those drivers 
who actually take their roadsters off the boulevard 
on to a demanding road will appreciate the SL63 
AMG’s double-clutching function, which allows 
downshifts directly from seventh to fourth gear 
and from fifth to second gear. According to 
Mercedes-Benz, this set up will propel the car 
from 0-60 in just over 4 seconds.
Inside the SL63 AMG, owners will appreciate 
Nappa leather, large amounts of carbon fibre, 
AMG sport seats, an AMG steering wheel and a 
revised instrument cluster with tachometer and 
speedometer needles that swing to the maximum 
position and back when the car is turned on. 
There is also the option of the wonderful 
airscarf system that has three different speeds 
of heating your neck and also can be set on 
automatic, in which case the system will adjust 
based in temperature sensors and the speed of 
the car. Upgraded audio and navigation systems 
complete the car – it wants for very little.

“packed w
ith state-of-the-art equipm

ent”

The only real irony left is the name itself – SL 
stands for Super Light. The SL63 weighs nearly 
two tons. The fact that AMG manages to make 
this car perform and handle in the way that it 
does, is nothing short of a miracle. But perhaps, 
it is time for a new name. 
www.mercedes-benz.co.uk



Secluded on 300 tropical acres, this stunning Mediterranean-style 
resort begins a new era in luxury travel, following a $150 million 
recent transformation. 

ay or night!

the fairmont turnberry isle miami



RETREAT to this gorgeous oasis where you’ll 
find the essence of elegance and indulgence with 
392 spacious guest rooms and suites, two 18-
hole Raymond Floyd-redesigned championship 
golf courses, a private beach front Ocean Club, 
right on the Atlantic Ocean, the exclusive award-
winning Willow Stream Spa and fitness centre, a 
tennis facility with four clay Hydro Courts, three 
pools including a new lagoon-style pool featuring 
a waterslide, lazy river, private cabanas and 
poolside dining, a supervised children’s program 
and an array of recreational activities. 
With a diverse selection of restaurants ranging from 
American contemporary cuisine at nationally-
acclaimed Chef Michael Mina’s new Bourbon Steak 
restaurant to seaside casual and regional flavours 
at Cascata Grille, dining at the resort has won rave 
reviews from guests and food critics alike. Groups 
of all sizes enjoy the resort’s 40,000 square feet 

conference centre with a private valet entrance 
and wireless Internet access.  Spectacular outdoor 
venues provide picturesque backdrops for group 
functions, special events and weddings.
A private membership club featuring three 
distinguished categories presents guests with the 
ideal way to turn their stay into a permanent 
vacation. Spectacular shopping in the Aventura 
Mall is just steps away. Take a stroll or hop 
on one of the complimentary shuttles to and 
from the mall and dive into over 250 specialty 
shops and stores including Bloomingdale’s, 
Macy’s and Nordstrom’s. 
With all this and more, it’s no wonder The 
Fairmont Turnberry Isle Resort & Club was 
named one of the “World’s Best” in 2008 by 
Travel + Leisure magazine and received the 
Mobil Four Star Hotel & Mobil Four Star Spa 

Award, along with Meetings & Conventions 
Gold Key Award in 2007.
The resort is conveniently located between the 
two major international airports and seaports 
of Miami and Fort Lauderdale and nearby 
elite shopping venues, exciting nightlife and a 
multitude of cultural and sporting events.
The Fairmont Turnberry Isle Resort & Club, 
located just minutes from North Miami Beach, 
is a member of ‘Leading Hotels of the World’.

The Fairmont Turnberry Isle Resort & Club 
19999 West Country Club Drive, Miami, 
Florida, United States 33180
Tel: (305) 932-6200 Fax: (305) 933-6554 
e-mail: tir.reservations@fairmont.com
www.fairmont.com/Turnberryisle



In December 2008 Joel Robuchon, the World’s most starred chef 
(24 in total) launched Yoshi, his first ever Japanese restaurant in Monaco. 

oshi
Over the last 30 years, Robuchon has developed 
a real passion for Japan, where he currently has 
six restaurants serving French cuisine. Yoshi 
illustrates through its elegant interior and refined 
cuisine, Robuchon’s contemporary and poetic 
version of Japanese tradition.
Located in the heart of the Principality of Monaco, 
within the grounds of the Hotel Metropole and 
walking distance from your room if you are 
lucky enough to be staying there, Yoshi means 
‘Kindness’ in Japanese. The menu has been created 
by Japanese chef Takeo Yamazaki, under the helm 
of Robuchon and Christophe Cussac, executive 
chef. Incidentally, Takeo trained with Robuchon 
for five years when he launched the first of the 
six restaurants in Japan, Chateau Robuchon. He 
then moved on to various other establishments in 
Japan before deciding to come to Monaco. After 
a year in Monaco, Takeo travelled back to Tokyo 
and met up with Robuchon at L’Atelier and now 
he heads the kitchen brigade at Yoshi.

The Yoshi menu includes; sushi, sashimi, and 
Maki as well as à la carte dishes such as Ebi No 
Soup(langoustine with Kombu consommé) and 
Zeitaku Wakarne (seafood in jelly) accompanied 
by an amazing selection of Sake and a choice of 
glass with which to drink them from. I found the 
whole experience of choosing my glass to match 
my sake quite refreshing and totally unique, 
with a little help from Miss None Harada, the 
beautiful Japanese Sommelier.
The warm and very slick interior was designed 
by Didier Gomez using traditional Japanese 
influences. He is renowned for Japanese 
inspired restaurants such as Le Mood in Paris. 
He has also worked with designer names such 
as; Ferragamo, Gaultier, YSL and Armani. The 
dining room itself has 40 covers, which is fairly 
small but makes the whole experience a little 
more tailormade to the individual. It also opens 
up in fair weather into a Japanese style garden 
which creates a transition space between inside 

and out and a harmonious contrast to the busy 
city environment that surrounds the restaurant.
As far as the food, words simply cannot describe 
how good it is! We had the taster/sampler menu, 
which was very reasonably priced considering 
the 12 courses. A very nice little touch was the 
presentation of a little piece of paper with all 
the dishes we had eaten in Japanese and the 
chef’s signature. I couldn’t understand a word, 
however, each was numbered and it was a very 
nice keep sake.
Yoshi opens its doors Tuesday to Sunday between 
12.15pm and 14.00pm for lunch and 19.30pm 
to 22.30pm for dinner. I suggest you make a 
reservation well in advance!

Yoshi, 4 Avenue de la Madone
Monte Carlo 98000, Monaco 
Telephone: 00 377 93 15 13 13 
www.metropole.com

y



So what is your view of Lexus? Solid dependable cars? Always top of the 
J.D.Power survey for quality and reliability? Perhaps, just a little bit safe and 
boring? Well prepare to have your preconceptions of Toyota’s luxury brand  
well and truly shaken with the introduction of the Lexus ISF.
Words by Chris Leppard

lex
us

isf



exus has clearly mastered the art of building large 
luxury saloons – easily the equal of anything 
produced by BMW and Mercedes. The recent 
introduction of the new IS range demonstrates 
that they can even take on BMW’s iconic, class-
leading 3 Series. What has always been lacking 
is, for want of a better word, a bit of fun in 
the range. This is an area that both BMW and 
Mercedes have mastered with their respective 
M-Technik and AMG sub-brands. These cars have 
a ‘halo’ affect for the whole car range and are 
extremely important in raising brand awareness 
– something that Lexus must do to widen the 
potential list of buyers beyond the stereotypical 
middle aged businessman currently associated 
with their cars.
Lexus has now decreed that there will be ‘fun’ 
and to achieve this, the Company’s engineers  
have squeezed a monster 5.0-litre, 417bhp V8 
engine into the IS saloon. There are plenty of 
examples of manufacturers doing similar things 
with mixed results. Lexus, not surprisingly, has 
taken this very seriously and modified its chassis 
and made a huge number of improvements to 
the already impressive IS saloon. Performance 
figures are suitably impressive too. The run to 60 
takes a little over 4 seconds and the electronically 
limited top speed is 168mph. The BMW M3 and 
Mercedes-Benz C63AMG are firmly in its sights. 

If you’re going to aim high, you might as well 
aim for the best!
Further enhancements to the car include revised. 
lowered suspension, hugely effective brakes, 
developed with Brembo, new sports seats and 
a remarkable 8 speed direct-shift automatic 
gearbox that can also be controlled by steering 
wheel paddles. There are some visual changes 
to the outside too – the least successful of these 
changes are the dual stacked exhaust pipes, which 
look a little clumsy. And if you were wondering, 
the ‘F’ in the name stands for ‘Fuji Speedway’ – 
the legendary racetrack, owned by Toyota in the 
foothills of Mount Fuji. Clearly Lexus has taken 
development of this car very seriously. They 
have also achieved the rare feat of producing a 
high performance car that is as perfectly happy 
on track as it is on the road.
As a first attempt, Lexus can be extremely proud 
of the ISF. The initial impressions of the car are 
that it is a creditable alternative to the M3 and it 
is not far behind the latest offering from AMG. 
Can it take the fight to BMW and Mercedes? 
Time will tell and the limited numbers that 
Lexus is planning to import into the UK (around 
1500 units a year) will limit its impact, but it 
would be wrong to dismiss this car and I don’t 
think it will be the last performance model we 
will see from Lexus.  www.lexus.co.uk
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CREATED by Yamaha, the world’s most 
successful piano manufacturer, the award winning 
Disklavier range of pianos are truly extraordinary 
and beautiful instruments, representing the 
pinnacle of piano design and musical appreciation. 
In the Disklavier – a traditional Yamaha grand 
piano embodying over 100 years of piano making 
expertise and meticulous attention to detail 
partners some of the most powerful digital music 
technology available. 
Lying at the heart of this unique combination is 
a world class piano delivering a beautifully rich, 
powerful and expressive tone throughout the 

entire dynamic range – from delicate pianissimo 
through to the most resounding fortissimo. Each 
instrument is created by a team of the world’s 
most highly skilled and experienced piano 
craftsmen who share a passion for performance 
with a  thorough understanding of the demands 
of the pianist.
With a range of astonishing interactive capabilities, 
the Disklavier is no ordinary piano. State of the 
art technology allows the instrument to faithfully 
record and playback personal performances and 
provides access to a huge library of music and 
learning software covering all music genres. 

bringing 
     music to life



all personally recorded by him – and including 
vocal tracks. The Red Piano is no longer just for 
Elton John’s personal use; now a select few can 
own one of these highly acclaimed instruments 
and hear the musical genius of Sir Elton John at 
first hand in their living room!
Experience the Disklavier range of pianos 
at the luxurious surroundings of the piano 
department at Harrods, Knightsbridge where 
you’ll also find a team of expert staff who 
will inform and inspire you. Available in both 
Upright and Grand pianos, a Yamaha Disklavier 
will truly Bring Your Music to Life.

Yamaha Disklavier –  
the ultimate home entertainment system  
for the most discerning music lovers.

The Disklavier can convert any space into a 
concert hall and recreate live performances from 
some of the world’s most famous pianists. It’s 
like having your own, private concert anytime 
you like! You can even accompany top artists 
with the extensive disk library which offers 
vocal and fully orchestrated tracks. Some models 
also feature complete Wi-Fi control allowing 
operation of all the piano functions from 
anywhere in your home.
To musicians, songwriters and producers 
the world over, Yamaha are synonymous 
with uncompromised quality and creativity and 
Yamaha Disklaviers are selected by many of the 
most demanding and discerning artists, including 
Sir Elton John, Sir Paul McCartney, Jamie Cullum,  
Jools Holland and many more. 
Indeed, to celebrate Sir Elton’s critically acclaimed 
Las Vegas show, The Red Piano, Yamaha have 
created an exclusive collection of Elton John 
Signature Series Red Pianos. With only 50 of 
these iconic instruments produced worldwide, 
each piano is signed by Elton himself and contains 
a selection of his most famous songs including 
Rocket Man, Your Song and Candle in the Wind, 



Edox, the modern watchmaker with traditional 
roots from the Swiss Jura celebrates its 125th 
anniversary in 2009.
High-performance, luxury and exclusivity. Edox 
and Sea Dubai Sailing both place an absolute 
priority on perfection, uncompromising reliability 
and precision, prestige and performance.
A distinctive symbol of the partnership between 
Edox and Sea Dubai Sailing is the new limited 
edition dedicated to the successful sailing 
syndicate, restricted to only 500 models. The 
timepiece, which is waterproof down to 100 
metres and made of handpolished stainless steel, 
offers with its “jumping hour” display at 12 
o’clock an ingenious method for displaying the 
time. The production of the dial, a masterpiece of 

craftsmanship, bears witness to unique expertise.
It is in particular distinguished by two different
layers, with a clear separation between hours, 
minutes and seconds. As in all models of the 
new Edox Grand Ocean Collection, exceptional 
movement is also found in the Sea Dubai Limited 
Edition: the self-winding calibre Edox no.47.
Even the rear of the case of the handmade watch 
reflects the precision craftsmanship: Precisely above 
the balance wheel there is a viewing port that 
reveals the beating heart of the mechanical watch 
as well as the official royal “Sea Dubai Sailing” 
emblem. Edox and Sea Dubai, two partners with 
wind in their sails. 

www.edox.ched
ox The new Edox Sea Dubai Limited Edition

FUNCTIONS
Jumping hour, display of hours,  
minutes and seconds
Calibre Edox 47 (Basis ETA 2892/A2  
+ Dubois Dépraz 14400 Module)
Frequency 28,800 A/h
Number of jewels 27 (21 + 6)
Movement height 5.20 mm
Reserve 42 h
Case height 13.15 mm
Case diameter 45mm
Case Stainless steel case 316L,  
PVD two-colour blue and steel
Watertight: 10 ATM/100 Meters
Dial hand finished with applied
indexes
Cover 2.20 mm sapphire crystal,  
inside non-reflecting, almost  
completely scratchproof
Strap and fastening blue calf  
leather strap andstainless steel folding 
catch with screw-on viewing port
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Although The Montgomerie, Dubai has evolved into one of the Middle 
East’s most luxurious and desirable golfing destinations in recent 
times, the key to its success has always remained contingent upon the 
quality of the golf course that would become the focal point for one of 
Dubai’s most exclusive residential communities, Emirates Hills. 



of  a personalised butler service, LCD televisions 
offering CD and DVD capabilities, complimentary 
high-speed internet, airport transfers and courtesy 
shuttle services, four different dining options, 
including exclusive access to Monty Cristo’s cigar 
lounge, the gymnasium, plunge pool, steam room 
and outdoor pool as well as Private balconies 
with panoramic views of the golf course and the 
surrounding Emirates Hills estate.
Traditionally, the 19th hole has always referred to 
a golf clubhouse bar. Yet, at The Montgomerie, 
the concept of Nineteen is a far cry from the 
obligatory post-game venue for a quick bite and 
cool beverage. Instead, it is very much about 
sophisticated fusion cuisine combining ingredients 
from the farthest corners of the globe to produce 
sumptuous culinary delights, all served up in an 
impeccably chic and ambient setting. Dark wood-
panelled walls, tables and chocolate brown marble 
floors are contrasted by white ceilings and an 
abundance of natural light.  Splashes of red are seen 
in the dining chairs and smaller decorative pieces 
to punctuate the fusion element of the cuisine and 
to truly prepare diners for a contemporary and 
tantalizing feast, rather than the usual golf club 
grub. A show kitchen is the centre-piece for the 
restaurant, allowing patrons to witness the chefs 
lovingly put the final touches on the dishes before 
they make their way to the table.  Additionally, 

an outdoor terrace spanning half the length of the 
entire building façade and offering breathtaking 
views of the 18th hole allows for al fresco dining 
during cooler climates. Off to the right of the 
restaurant is an inviting lounge area in which one 
can order a variety snacks off the Tapas menu 
while enjoying a cocktail or two.
Angsana Spa at The Montgomerie, is a haven 
of indulgences and features six treatment rooms 
and a comprehensive menu of treatments and 
therapies, placing special emphasis on the use 
of natural ingredients such as native flowers, 
fruits, herbs, spices and plants. It is based on the 
use of aromatherapy, the therapeutic sense of 
touch, and a fusion of techniques from the East 
and West to refresh and rejuvenate the body, 
mind and spirit. The dedicated spa therapists 
undergo professional training at the Banyan Tree 
Spa Academy located in Phuket. Angsana Spa 
takes its name from the exotic Angsana Tree, a 
tall, tropical rainforest tree noted for its crown 
of golden, fragrant flowers, which burst into 
bloom unexpectedly. The Angsana teaches one 
to live life spontaneously, to sense the moment 
and savour time as it passes inexorably. 
The Montgomerie, Dubai, PO Box 36700 
Dubai, United Arab Emirates 
Tel: +9714 390 5600 
Email: info@themontgomerie.ae

THE Montgomerie, Dubai’s championship golf 
course was designed by Colin Montgomerie in 
association with Desmond Muirhead.  The course 
covers 265 acres which consist of 123 acres of 
turf, 49 acres of man-made lakes (a total of 
14 lakes), 93 acres of landscaped gardens and 
is scattered with 81 large bunkers.  The course 
provides the player with undulating “links 
land” style fairways with generous landing areas 
which challenge and intrigue all levels of player. 
Although large in size, the greens can be very 
misleading, especially as they are consistently 
rolling above 9.5ft. Plenty of shape throughout 

the greens can result in some very trying 
putts. One of the signature holes is the par 5 
fourth, dubbed the Snake hole for its saddleback 
fairway which doglegs towards the green, with 
two bunkers behind forming the eyes of the 
snake. Further on, the par 5 ninth, with water 
down the left, is a tough finish to the opening 
half.  The par 3 thirteenth, a hole designed 
in the shape of the UAE, boasts a 360 degree 
teeing area around an island fairway and green, 
allowing for a completely different golf hole to 
be played every time. However, it is the par 5 
eighteenth that offers a more classic test. At 656 

yards it is a monster and, with water protecting 
the front of the green, it defies even the best 
player to hit the green in two. The Montgomerie, 
Dubai offers two very different seasons of golf. 
During winter, the golf course is over-seeded 
whilst the summer season has the course back to 
a full stand of Bermuda grass.  The turf growth is 
vigorous during the summer resulting in a very 
challenging rough. 
There are 21 stylish boutique guest rooms in The 
Montgomerie, Dubai Clubhouse. Each room is 
generously sized, personifying minimalist design 
and contemporary chic. Hotel guests can avail 



As I’m sure you can appreciate, this article is not really going to require any 
hard selling – Monaco is one of those cities which sells itself with ease. 
Words by Melissa Payne



w

I would definitely suggest Yoshi. Yoshi is situated 
in the grounds of the Métropole, actually two 
metres away from the main entrance so easy 
staggering home distance! Now as a rule I’m 
not a lover of Japanese food but I went to Yoshi 
with an enthusiastic smile on my face ready to 
tuck into the 14 course taster menu which Takéo 
Yamazaki had prepared! Yoshi translated into 
English means “Goodness” and from the moment 
I sat down Takéo converted me, the food was 
simply delicious equal to that of the service.
And now for the fairytale girlie bit… no-one 
can resist the romantic Monaco love story of 
the beautiful and talented Hollywood legend, 
Grace Kelly who lived the classic fairytale dream, 
of rags to riches (well that’s not exactly true as 
she was born into wealth but you get the gist!) 
Boy meets girl, boy happens to be Prince Rainier 
of Monaco! But like most Hollywood films the 
fairytale had a wicked twist of fate and was struck 
by tragedy. There’s a tranquil Japanese garden 
in memory of Prince Grace of Monaco and is 
definitely worth a visit.
Monaco has a natural wow factor, whether you 
want to impress or simply want to escape. Monaco 
has a sense of achievement and self-worth without 
being too pretentious. So if you are looking for a 
destination where everyone gets treated with the 
upmost respect. I’d suggest you start planning a 
trip now!
www.metropole.com  Tel: +37793151515

 hen you think of Monaco you 
automatically start thinking: Formula One cars 
hurtling around the famous Grand Prix circuit 
which, of course, on a weekend during May that 
is exactly everyone’s main reason for visiting the 
region (as it’s simply too loud to be ignored). 
Beyond the F1 circuit, Monaco is all about: 
class, glamour and good old-fashioned romance. 
On a recent visit I stayed at the luxurious Hotel 
Métropole located within Monaco’s prime real-
estate in close proximity to any one of the city’s 
famous activities. The hotel is situated two minutes 
away from the F1 circuit, the famous Monte-Carlo 
casino, alongside cafes where you can wine away 
the hours people-watching as well as admiring the 
dazzling array of prestigious cars which parade 
by. And for your lady companion, the amazing 
scrumptious boutiques! From the instant you drive 
onto the forecourt of the Hotel Métropole you know 
that your holiday has truly begun. You are greeted 
by the warm friendly (and very knowledgeable) 
concierge staff. Check in is as swift and painless 
as you could imagine – always a plus for me. The 
hotel is very elegant and classically-designed and 

oozes home-from-home comforts. On a quirky 
note, the Hotel Métropole, throughout the year 
celebrates different themes which transform the 
look of the hotel. From the 19th June through to 
17th September will be the ‘Blue Mood’ theme. 
Inspired by artists: Paul Eluard (poet) ‘The earth is 
blue like an orange’ and Henri Matisse’s painting 
‘Goldfish & Sculpture’ the theme will be a vibrant 
tribute to blue and orange, the two colours 
featured in both these artistic works. Both perfectly 
illustrate a bright summer.  
Now I’m obviously not going to suggest that 
when in Monaco you should lock yourself away 
in the hotel (although it is rather tempting) and 
ignore the million and one must-do’s and must-
sees which such an amazing city has to offer but 
should you find yourself wanting a lazy indoor 
day then the hotel’s spa offers you plenty of self 
indulging treatments to choose from. You can use 
the daily spa (all hotel guests) or choose the VIP 
private spa area (for just you & your guest(s) to 
do relaxation the Monaco way. Or you can simply 
choose to sit back and relax in the outside dining 
and swimming pool area. For your evening meal 



Jamie Cullum was born in Romford Hospital, Essex in the UK. He was 
brought up in Hullavington, Wiltshire and was educated at the independent 
fee-paying Grittleton House School and the sixth form at Sheldon School. 

jamiecullum



HE then went on to study English Literature, and 
minored in Film Studies at Reading University 
where he graduated with First Class Honours. His 
mother, Yvonne, is a secretary of Anglo-Burmese 
origin, whose family settled in Wales after Burma’s 
independence; his father, John Cullum, worked in 
finance. Jamie’s grandfather was a British Army 
officer, while his grandmother was a Jewish refugee 
from Prussia, who sang in Berlin nightclubs. 
Jamie Cullum released his first album, Jamie 
Cullum Trio, Heard it All Before, in 1999, of which 
500 copies were made. Due to their rarity, original 
copies have sold for as much as £600 on eBay. The 
success of Heard It All Before resulted in him being 
invited to appear on Geoff Gascoyne’s album, 
Songs of the Summer. After graduating from Reading 
University, Jamie released a best-selling album, 
Pointless Nostalgic, which stirred interest from Michael 
Parkinson and Melvyn Bragg. It was Michael who 
instigated Jamie’s first television appearance on 
his BBC chat show in April 2003 and Jamie was 
subsequently the last musician to perform on 
the Michael Parkinson Show ‘Final Conversation’ 
recorded on 26 November and broadcast on 16 
December 2007.
Just after he appeared on Parkinson for the first 
time he signed a £1m contract for three albums 
with Universal, who beat Sony in a bidding war. 
His third album, Twentysomething, released in October 
2003, went platinum and became the No.1 
selling studio album by a jazz artist in the United 
Kingdom. Jamie ended 2003 on a real high, as the 
UK’s biggest selling jazz artist of all time. 

Although primarily a jazz musician, Jamie 
performs in a wide range of styles and is 
generally regarded as a “crossover” artist with 
his musical roots firmly based in jazz. He draws 
his inspiration from many different musicians 
and listens to a very eclectic mix of music from 
Miles Davis to Tom Waits and many more. He 
has belonged to several bands, ranging from 
banging drums in a hip hop group to playing 
guitar in rock bands such as Raw Sausage and 
The Mystery Machine, in his teenage youth. Jamie 
cites his elder brother, Ben Cullum, as his biggest 
musical influence, and the two have collaborated 
extensively over the years.
Jamie is well known not only for his abilities on 
the piano, but also for his unique entertainment 
style and charisma. One of the many things that 
feature in Jamie’s concerts is the “stompbox” 
(not to be confused with an effect pedal for 
guitars), made from a small wooden block. The 
stompbox is used to amplify a musician’s tapping 
foot. Jamie found this in Australia and uses it to 
enhance upbeat and fast-paced songs such as Seven 
Nation Army originally by the White Stripes and 
Gold Digger, originally by Kanye West. He is also 
often found using a looping machine. This plays a 
heavy part in his versions of Seven Nation Army and 
Teardrop by Massive Attack. He is also often found 
beatboxing at most gigs. As well as the White 
Stripes and Kanye West, Jamie has performed 
work by Massive Attack, Rihanna, Pussycat Dolls, 
Radiohead, Gnarls Barkley, Elton John, Justin 
Timberlake, John Legend, Joy Division and many 

others. He has also recently collaborated with 
Kylie Minogue, Sugababes, Will.i.am and Burt 
Bacharach. Jamie rarely works to a set list and 
on average his gigs last just over two hours. The 
gigs are largely improvised, rooted in jazz but not 
solely consisting of jazz music.
Jamie has played at many large music festivals, 
including Glastonbury Festival 2004, Coachella 
2005, 2006 South by Southwest, North Sea 
Jazz Festival, the Hollywood Bowl (performing 
with the Count Basie Orchestra) and the 2006 
Playboy Jazz Festival. On the April 29, 2006, he 
played his biggest ever crowd on Queensday in 
The Netherlands.
The British Jazz Awards first recognised his growing 
success by awarding him the “Rising Star” award, 
at the 2003 ceremony in July. At the 2004 BRIT 
Awards, Jamie was nominated in the “British 
Breakthrough Act” category. He performed live 
in the ceremony at Earl’s Court in a duet with 
Katie Melua. In the 2005 BRIT Awards, Jamie was 
again nominated, this time for two awards: “Best 
Male Artist” and “Best Live Act”. In 2005 he was 
nominated for a Grammy while taking BBC Radio 
2 “Artist of the Year” honours at the BBC Jazz 
Awards (as voted for by listeners of Radio 2). In 
2007 Jamie won the Ronnie Scott’s Jazz Award for 
“Best British Male” and was also nominated for a 
Golden Globe Award for Best Original Song for his 
composition, “Gran Torino” a film directed and 
starring Clint Eastwood.
Jamie is currently engaged to British supermodel 
Sophie Dahl and is due to get married in 2010. 
He is putting the finishing touches to his much 
anticipated new album, which will be released 
later this year.
Jamie has a long standing partnership with 
piano manufacturer Yamaha which includes 
a programme of inspirational educational 
activities aimed at encouraging young people 
to take up music making and lapsed players to 
return to the piano.
For more info please visit;
www.jamiecullum.com and www.yamaha.com



lochlomond It is a truth universally acknowledged that a man in possession of a small 
fortune, a decent set of clubs and a full day pass must be in want of a 
game of golf. Well, nearly...                             Words by Roger Bishton



SPARKS & THE PLAYER are proud to announce 
details of the inaugural charity golf day at the world 
renowned Loch Lomond Golf Club on Monday 12th 
October 2009. This strictly “members only” Golf club will 
be opening its doors for one day only, allowing Sparks 
supporters and Player readers the opportunity to experience 
the outstanding golf facilities. The day will incorporate 
accommodation if required, 18 hole golf competition, 
caddies for all players and the finest hospitality all in aid 
of Sparks. Teams are available in either fours or pairs and 
vary in price depending on content. Please see package 
details below and booking details.

Don’t miss out, act now! For more details please 
call 0207 7799 2111 or email david @sparks.org.uk  
and don’t forget to mention The Player!

Sparks © 2007, 2008 All Rights Reserved 
Heron House, 10 Dean Farrar Street, London, SW1H 0DX 
Tel: 020 7799 2111, Fax: 020 7222 2701 
Sparks is registered in England No. 2634037. Company limited by Guarantee. 
Registered Charity No. 1003825 (England and Wales) and SC039482 (Scotland)

EAGLE PACKAGE: FROM £2500
 Breakfast
  18-Holes of Golf at Loch Lomond  
Golf Club for a team of Four
 Caddies for all
 Use of the practice facilities
 Use of Loch Lomond Spa
  Evening Gala Dinner in the  
Drawing Room, Rossdhu House
  Four Double rooms within the  
Loch Lomond Estate on Monday  
12th October 2009*

* Guests are welcome to share the  
 accommodation at no extra cost.

PAR PACKAGE: FROM £1500

 Breakfast
  18-Holes of Golf at Loch Lomond  
Golf Club for a team of Four
 Caddies for all
 Use of the practice facilities
 Use of Loch Lomond Spa
  Evening Gala Dinner in the  
Drawing Room, Rossdhu House
 Excludes Accommodation

BIRDIE PACKAGE: FROM £2000

 Breakfast
  18-Holes of Golf at Loch Lomond Golf Club for a  
team of Four

 Caddies for all players
 Use of the practice facilities
 Use of Loch Lomond Spa
  Evening Gala Dinner in the Drawing Room, Rossdhu House
  2 Twin Rooms within the Loch Lomond Estate on 
Monday 12th October 2009

... IN FACT, he wants a damn fine game of 
golf. He wants a stunner of a course, a glorious 
setting and above all to be treated like royalty 
while he’s there. But then he wants that little 
something else too. What he really, really wants 
– even if he doesn’t know it - is that subtle hint 
of the unattainable.
Welcome to the world that is Loch Lomond.
It has been described as taking Augusta National 
and relocating it next to the most beautiful lake in 
Scotland. The reality is just breathtaking. This is the 
story of the day I got to experience that reality.
We arrive early in the morning, an easy drive 
from Glasgow airport in one of the club’s 
private fleet of Range Rovers decked out in 
more leather than a Jilly Cooper novel. Ours was 
expertly driven by Mike – Loch Lomond’s head 
chauffeur. If even the chauffeur can beam about 
a place the way Mike did, you know you’re 
headed somewhere special.
Stepping out of the car in front of Rossdhu, 
the magnificent 18th century Georgian manor 
which is Loch Lomond’s clubhouse, I feel like a 
little boy again who’s just been given the keys 
to the school tuck-shop.
The sky was moody, the loch a little intimidating 
and the mountains menacing in their beauty. The 
whole scene stretched away before me like some 
landscape masterpiece. Picture-postcard perfect. 
Except that pictures of this place – like the one by 
Scotland’s most famous artist John Knox that sold 
for a plum at Christie’s last October – go for a 
good deal more than postcards. And rightly so.
There’s just time for a quick sarnie and a cup 
of coffee in the snug clubhouse bar while the 
attentive pro-shop staff sort us out with clubs.
We meet John, Loch Lomond’s Director of Golf 
who walks us out to the first tee and our bags 
of pristine Pings. They may be all that Ping have 
left after Kylie’s shopping spree, but here the 
‘rentals’ are the latest and updated every year. 
We’d chosen shaft type and stiffness too. What’s 
more, no-one had sniggered. 
Yes, I did say walk. It is strangely refreshing 
to walk after the ubiquitous golf buggy on so 
many golf courses now. At Loch Lomond it is 
more usual to have a caddy on your bag. A 
caddy makes you feel like a pro, is better than 
Rangefinder for yardages and is damn handy for 
the subtle breaks on the greens here. 
We let John tee off first to ‘show us the way’ 
and he doesn’t disappoint. We try to keep up 
but, before the end of the first hole, realise 
that we’re fighting a losing battle. He’s playing 
scratch golf. We are weekend hackers who need 
a following wind and a shot a hole to boot. So 
we decide just to enjoy the scenery. Often quite 
close-up and personally.
By the third green, the end of the first of the 
fabulous par 5s at Loch Lomond, we’re down 
to the water’s edge and the whole spectacle 
takes our breath away once more. John’s blazé 
about the view so pops in an unfeasibly long 

in through the club’s gates. It looked stunning 
from the seat of a Range Rover in the early 
morning. It’s intimidating and yet exhilarating to 
step on to the tee and play it. Predictably, the 
weekender in me makes a hash of it. My playing 
companions are very indulgent.
The final hole is a brilliant long par 4 curving 
away left around the bay of an inlet. The tee shot 
is daunting. I can just picture the Ken Brown 
shot to camera. “How much do you dare? Play 
too safe to the right and you may well never 
make it to the green in two. Try and bite off too 
much from the tee and you’ll end up in a watery 
grave.” To cap it off I feel the wind in my face 
and off the loch. Something I am assured “hardly 
ever happens”. I watch my two companions use 
their local knowledge and play safe up the right. 
After my disastrous 17th I decide there’s only 
one way to bow-out… in a blaze of glory. I do 
my best John Daly impersonation and take on 
the wind. The three of us stare as my ball looks 
certain for a dunking. Somehow the magic of 
Loch Lomond seems to carry it just over the 
reeds at the other side of the bay and onto 
dry(ish) land. I end up half the distance from 
the green of my playing companions. For me it 
doesn’t get better than this. 

High road or low, I’m looking forward to the 
next chance I get to meet up with my true love 
of golf again at Loch Lomond very soon.

By yon bonnie banks
And by yon bonnie braes,
Where the sun shines bright
On Loch Lomond
Oh we twa ha’e pass’d
sae mony blithesome days,
On the bonnie, bonnie banks
O’ Loch Lomond

Oh, ye’ll tak’ the high road,  
and I’ll tak’ the low road,
And I’ll be in Scotland afore ye;
But me and my true love

will never meet again
On the bonnie, bonnie banks

o’ Loch Lomond...

putt for his first birdie. We start developing 
serious job-envy.
The par 3 5th brings you beautifully back to 
the water’s edge again and the Loch Lomond 
Monster that is the par 5 6th (625 yards from 
the back!). This spectacularly runs along the 
loch for every single majestic inch. Not to be 
outdone, so too does the equally impressive par 
4 7th in one long shore-hugging line. 
Since we’re down there, it’s time for a little loch 
factoid. Loch Lomond has the largest surface area 
of all the Scottish Lochs, being twenty-four miles 
long, five miles wide and, at its deepest point, 
600 feet deep. It can hold a lot of golf balls. 
I only include that here for John’s benefit. He 
couldn’t remember at the time, and since he’d 
just birdied the Monster too I need something to 
redress the inferiority complex setting in.
John departs after the 8th which brings us back 
right in front of the clubhouse and my tuck-
shop moment, but I soldier on bravely. I head 
out away to the mountains and before I know 
it I catch up with a couple of members playing 
their regular weekly board meeting. So civilised. 
Given Loch Lomond’s renowned ‘exclusiveness’ I 
am pleasantly surprised to be invited to join them 
for the journey in. They make the last few holes 
infinitely more enjoyable and of these, the last 
two are for me the most beguiling golf. The 17th, 
a short par 3 is the first hole you spy as you drive 

Just time for a quick shower and change in the 
sumptuous locker rooms, a bit like a club within 
a club. I leave my companions enjoying a beer 
in the deep leather chairs in there and head for 
home elated.



With 2008 marking his sixth season racing the fiercely competitive, international 
Moto GP series, Tissot ambassador Nicky Hayden is one of motorcycle racing’s 
true standouts. In just his fourth year competing within the world renowned Moto 
GP race series, the charismatic 25 year old made motorcycle racing history 
winning the overall series and title of Moto GP champion for the 2006 season.

JORDY Cobelens knows watches. As CEO of 
TW Steel, not only is the 26-year-old engaged in 
the development of a burgeoning global watch 
brand, he also learned his trade from the ground 
up with over a decade’s worth of experience in 
the business dating back to his mid-teens.
Born and raised in Amsterdam, it was Jordy’s 
father, Ton Cobelens, who first forged his 
son’s interest in watches as a Raymond Weil 
distributor in The Netherlands before going on 
to run a successful advertising agency. With Ton 
then starting his own watch brand, Jordy soon 
found himself honing his entrepreneurial skills at 
school, selling watches to the fathers and relatives 
of his friends.
Ton and Jordy first began working in earnest 
together with the start of the ‘Swiss’ watch brand.  
It was during this period Jordy learned the trade, 
including spending a year working in Germany, 
dealing with jewelers and distributors, gaining 
first-hand experience of the watch business on 
every platform. The company enjoyed strong 
sales in Holland, Germany and Spain.
Running parallel to his on-going commitments in 
the watch industry Jordy founded his own record 
company – JC Records. An accomplished deejay, 
Cobelens turned his passion for music into a 

business while continuing to play at several major 
festivals in Holland throughout this time.
The concept of TW Steel was enough to lure 
Jordy back into the watch business on a full-
time basis and once again work with his father 
in 2005. Believing in the potential of the brand, 
Jordy seized the opportunity to head up TW Steel 
and front its development as it quickly became a 
leader in the field of oversized watches, its name 
meaning ‘The Watch in Steel’.  
With Ton focusing on the design of these 
highly individual watches, which now boasts 
115 models, Jordy has successfully led TW Steel 
from the front with sales in 2007 rising by 
300 percent. Armed with an expanding global 
distribution network, TW Steel is also now the 
‘Official Watch and Timing Partner’ of the 2008-
09 A1GP World Cup of Motorsport – a global 
car racing championship pitching nation against 
nation, a move which has seen the company 
produce six stunning TW Steel A1GP watches to 
celebrate the three-year partnership.
TW Steel continues to go from strength to 
strength with Jordy Cobelens’ unrivalled passion 
for the brand driving its continued success.

www.twsteel.com

Words by Marcus Braybrook



 kind of place
Positioned on the city’s 
regenerated Jubilee Street in the 
North Laine area, this unique 
80 guestroom property, spread 
over four floors with seven 
inspiring event spaces, 
destination restaurant and bar, 
is the shared aesthetic ideal of 
Andy Thrasyvoulou and New 
York designer Karim Rashid.  



myhotel Brighton, 17 Jubilee Street Brighton, East Sussex BN1 1GE United Kingdom 
t +44 (0)1273 900 300  e brighton@myhotels.com 
For all your reservations enquiries please call +44 (0)20 7637 2000

recipes. In addition, only premium spirits and 
bottled beers are served with fine wines and 
Champagnes. A finger friendly all-day menu offers 
dishes suitable for late breakfast, lunch, afternoon 
pick-me-ups and evening light bites. With 
seductively sexy surroundings, creative cocktails 
and an electric atmosphere, Merkaba is destined 
to be Brighton’s hottest spot, a place to see and be 
seen. The restaurant at myhotel Brighton, ‘Table’, 
features modern British cuisine and eclectic dishes 
specialising in bespoke food concepts that feature 
simplicity, seasonality, and quality. The 120 
cover space is ideal for drop in lunches, client 
meetings or some quality time with the family.  
Starters include delicacies such as Cumbrian 
air dried ham, endive, apple & grain mustard 
coleslaw. Fish main courses include whole sea 
bass, marinated fennel salad & saffron, while 
meat dishes include slow roast Sussex lamb, mint, 
garlic, parsley and crushed Jersey Royals and 
rare grilled skirt steak, Roquefort butter & chips 
A wide range of pasta dishes are available, including 
Tagliatelle, clams, chilli & garlic and ricotta ravioli 
with tomato sauce & rocket. Diners are invited to 
round off their meal with a delicious selection 
of desserts including Gooseberry & elderflower 
cheesecake. Table features a stunning al fresco 
terrace with up to 120 covers. The stunning 
restaurant also has cosy, plush banquettes that 
can be partitioned into private areas providing an 
ideal spot for informal gatherings, casual lunches 
or business conferences.  
 

and steam room are, awe-inspiring. A timeless 
leather Chesterfield sofa allows guests to unwind 
and relax with the cutting edge media facilities.
Merkaba at myhotel is a sumptuous lounge 
and cocktail bar. A destination lair of edgy 
design and aspirational cocktail concoctions.  
A media bank of plasma screens showcasing 
art and film, commissioned from a range 
of local visual artists, can be found behind 
an indulgent 10-metre long gold leaf bar, 
whilst two large aquariums restore serenity to 
the energetic atmosphere. Complete with DJ 
booth and exceptional bespoke sound system. 
A signature cocktail list designed by mixologists, 
‘Soulshakers’ working alongside Steph Thrasyvoulou, 
features 15 unique drinks. Using super fruits to 
give a twist to classic and contemporary cocktail 

DESCRIBED by Andy as ‘a hotel where 
Freddie Mercury might have met the Maharishi’, 
myhotel Brighton is an exhilarating destination 
hotel. Juxtaposing sexy cutting-edge design 
and state-of-the-art technology with serene 
spirituality and the principles of feng shui, the 
property’s distinctive individuality invites guests 
to explore their surroundings. The exterior of 
the hotel has a brilliant white facade with floor 
to ceiling windows reflecting the vibrancy of the 
city back at itself. Utilising carefully considered 
lighting, the building’s personality changes 
throughout the day, acting as a welcoming 
beacon as the sun sets over the cosmopolitan city.  
On entering through the glass sliding doors, 
guests will immediately become aware of 
myhotel Brighton’s distinct individuality.
Karim Rashid’s signature curves and free-flowing 
lines are evident throughout the guestrooms 
and bathrooms. With beautiful curved walls, 
a unique design feature, and a bed that is as 
aesthetically pleasing as it is inviting, the hotel 
is an exciting fusion of comfort, design and 
progressive style. An integrated sound system 
that is compatible with MP3 players allows you 
to play your favourite music through the flush 
mount speakers set in the ceilings of each of the 
rooms. In addition suspended flat screen TVs and 
laptop stations sit alongside funky artwork. There 
are also minibars with a great selection of treats 
and drinks in all room types except standard 
rooms. The jewel in the crown however, is the 
carousel suite, an integration of ultra modern 
minimalist design from local artisans creating a 
convergence of spiritual icons. The four-poster 
crystal laden bed mimics the motion and magic of 
a carousel and the 300-year old Spanish carousel 
wooden horse in a frozen leap, is truly stunning.   
The openness of the space invites guests to 
explore different areas of the suite from wool 
carpets, mahogany wooden floors to sheepskin 
textures. Silk and velvet wallpapers perfectly 
compliment the semi-precious gemstone mosaics, 
which exude a rich and warm ambiance.  
The fluid energy in carousel, offers guests the 
spaciousness to relax, to bathe, to steam in a 
personal steam room, to engage with technology 
and to entertain guests with life’s luxuries. The 
opulent freestanding bathtub and the shower 



THE 911 is the seminal sports car and the 
yardstick by which other manufacturers measure 
their own achievements. For others, the rear 
engine design of the 911 is too compromised 
and has required many years of tweaking to be 
an effective performance car.
It would require many more column inches to 
explore both schools of thought properly. What 
is certainly true is that Porsche has subtly changed 
its cars (especially the 911). For many, the change 
was most noticeable when the air cooled 993 was 
replaced by the water cooled 996. The resulting 
car was softer and designed to appeal to a wider 
audience. It probably was not to everyone’s taste. 
Porsche however undoubtedly returned to form 
with the introduction of the latest 997 911. The 
mainstream Carrera and Carrera 4 are fine cars 
that provide all the real world performance you 
will ever need.
Despite this, there has always been a demand for 
a harder, more focussed 911 – aimed squarely 
at the enthusiast driver. To satisfy this, Porsche 
has its GT range – the turbo-charged GT2 and 
the normally aspirated GT3. The GT3 is in my 
opinion, the finest car in the entire range. It is 
neither the most expensive or the most powerful, 
but it embodies the spirit of the 911. The GT3 is 
the car that Porsche likes to make to remind the 
rest of the car industry that it builds the most 
capable and most usable sports car in the world.
This new car is a thoroughly revised version on 
the 2008 GT3 (in fact Porsche refers to this as a 
generation II car, rather than just a face lift) and 
when Porsche mentions motor sport heritage, 
you know it is not just marketing talk – it is 
backed up by more than 20,000 class wins and 
outright victories.
The GT3’s dry-sump naturally aspirated 3.8-litre 
flat-six traces its lineage back to the 1996 Porsche 
911 GT1 racer. It produces 435 bhp at 7600 rpm 
and 317 lb.-ft. at 6250 rpm. This is up 20 bhp 
and 17 lb.-ft. over last year’s 3.6-litre version of 
the same power plant. It spins all the way to an 
incredible 8500 rpm redline and powers the rear 
wheels via a six-speed manual transmission with 
interchangeable gear ratios.
Also remember that this is a purists car, so no 
all-wheel-drive or PDK twin-clutch transmission, 
which would have added another 30 kg. Visually, 
you won’t mistake a GT3 for a ‘normal’ Carrera 
either. The body is lowered 30 mm over the new 
centre-lock 19-inch ultra light alloys (down three 
kg a piece). You get the idea? Porsche is very 
serious about this car. So if you want a ‘proper’ 
911, the GT3 is the car for you.
www.porsche.com

No name in the car industry probably divides opinion quite like the 
Porsche 911. To its supporters (of which I would include myself),  
it has redefined and enhanced the concept of the modern sports car with 
many decades of continual development.  Words by Chris Leppard

porsche



Because it has the setting for it, and also because 
it pays constant attention to new lifestyles and 
the expectations of its international clientele, the 
Monte-Carlo SBM resort offers an appealing new 
interpretation of the spa at Les Thermes Marins 
and its prestigious amenities. 
At the heart of this magical, avant-garde city, 
another world of exquisite calm and refinement 
awaits you, the most prestigious spa in Europe! 
In an atmosphere of luxury and serenity, born of 
antiquity and where the wisdom of the Orient 
and state-of-the-art technology come together, 
you will be transported on a revitalising voyage 
to that most sublime of destinations, the heart 
of yourself.
If you dream of a day dedicated to finding yourself, 
place your trust in one of their day programs 
which combine all the exclusive treatments at 
the Thermes Marins with the benefits of the 
Aquafitness center: sea-water pool, gym with the 
latest equipment, sauna, hammam and solarium.

FOR MEN ONLY COMBO – 235€
Based on a selection of natural, noble and 
powerful products, this soothing and notifying 

treatment consists of four phases: 
–  hydromassage bath in sea-water with seaweed 

and ginger
–  regenerating body peel with spices, cocoa 

bark, orange and sea salts
–  warm, relaxing mask with cocoa beans
–  massage for the muscles in the back and legs 

with “sense awakening” oil, which target the 
back and the legs

MONTECARLO SPA STAY
Accommodation: 2-nights stay in double 
seaview room with breakfast at Hotel de Paris or 
Hotel Hermitage. Treatments include two one-
hour treatments per person, plus ‘Carte d’Or’ 
complimentary access to the Casino de Monte-Carlo 
also free access to shuttles for transportation within 
the resort, a 50% discount on fees at the Monte-
Carlo Golf Club and the Monte-Carlo Country Club, 
privileged access to the Monte-Carlo Beach Club 
with its olympic size seawater heated swimming 
pool and private beach, including sun lounger and 
towel and the Aqua-fitness complex at the seawater 
spa, with its large heated seawater pool, Turkish 
bath, sauna and cardio training centre.

Hôtel de Paris 
From 890€/night at the Hotel de Paris  
for 2 people (2 nights minimum) 
Hôtel Hermitage 
From 756€/night at the Hotel Hermitage  
for 2 people (2 nights minimum)  

Upon availability – Black out dates may apply – 
Rate per person available upon request.  
(1) Treatments: choice among the following: 
Monte-Carlo Massage, Californian massage, 
Monte-Carlo Etoile, ayurvedic massage, shiatsu.
(2) Treatments: choice among the following: 
Heremoana facial treatment, Monte-Carlo Massage, 
Mirabeau sportive massage, Californian massage.
(3) Except during the Tennis Masters from 
April 11th to 19th 2009. 
(4) Open from April to October 2009.  
(5) Annual closure from December 14th to 
December 21st 2009.
 
Les Thermes Marins de Monte-Carlo 
2 avenue de Monte-Carlo, MC 98000 Monaco 
For Reservations please call: +377 98 06 69 
00  or visit: www.montecarlospa.com 

LES THERMES MARINS SPA
A world of exquisite calm and refinement

VIP
MESSAGES
Greetings just  
got personal!

Have you ever wondered how you can give the 
ultimate surprise to a loved one or friend by 
sending them a personalised video greeting from 
their favourite celebrity? Well stop wondering…
VIP Messages launches this Summer and is set 
to take the technological world by storm. The 
service will allow consumers to choose from a 
library of high profile sports and entertainment 
celebrities and download personalised video 
greetings messages from them to send directly to 
the phones and computers of their loved ones.
This is a unique service that very much takes 
sending greetings to the next level. If your son 
is a die hard Hammers fan you will now be 
able to send a message to his mobile from West 
Ham and England player Carlton Cole personally 
wishing him Happy Birthday or good luck in an 
exam or simply telling him to keep his chin up 
if he is feeling a bit down.
Unlike so many other MMS services, there is no 
contract to sign up to, no weekly fee and most 
importantly no premium prices to pay. You can 
send as few or as many messages as you want and 
all for the bargain price of £3 per message. 
VIP Messages has been all round the world 
researching and indentifying niche markets and 
signing up celebrities to the service that there is 
clearly a demand for. Meetings have been held 
with leading global talent agencies in the world 
of sport, music, film and TV who are all very 
much on board in wanting to get their talent 
signed up for this unique service. 
The patented technology that goes into creating 
a VIP Message is such that the quality of the end 
of product is second to none and no issues that 
are usually associated with video streaming on 
mobile phones or computers are a factor with 
this high quality but low-cost service. 
As stated before, work has begun on putting 
together a substantial library of personalities 
across all genres including Hip Hop legend 
Vanilla Ice and Premier League, international 
football stars, Louis Saha and Carlton Cole.
So what are you waiting for? Go and check out 
the service for yourself and download a VIP 
Message for your best mate or other half from 
their favourite celebrity, simply visit www.
vipmessages.com and get creating your message.

If you would like to know more about  
VIP Messages as a service and would like  
to get involved or even be recorded,  
please contact Kevin Neale, Head of Operations 
for The Spectrum Corporation at  
kevin@thespectrumcoroporation.co.uk.   



the
dorchester

Looking across the soft green swathes 
of Hyde Park, The Dorchester is  
one of the most desirable places 
in the world to stay. 

Giuliano Morandin has been the Bar Manager of 
The Bar at The Dorchester for nearly 30 years 
and is something of an institution at the hotel. 
He was recently named Bar Manager of the 
Year in the Class Bar Awards (the bar industry’s 
main trade title in the UK). He was also chosen 
by Tanqueray as one of 10 leading bartenders 
around the world to feature in a new campaign 
to promote Tanqueray 10. In February 2009 he 
was named the best barmen in London by Travel 
+ Leisure in their selection of the best barmen in 
the world, an accolade cemented by London’s 
Evening Standard newspaper. Giuliano’s Cocktail 
List at The Dorchester Bar has something to suit 
every taste from timeless Martinis and Mojitos 
to forgotten classics such as The Martinez and 
The Vesper – created by Ian Fleming himself, 
when writing the book, Casino Royale – and 
new creations such as the Hibiscus Royale, a 
refreshing blend of rose vodka, cranberry juice, 
hibiscus syrup and Champagne. There are even 
recipes from Harry Craddock, widely regarded as 
the original cocktail authority in the UK, and the 
original Head Bartender at The Dorchester when 
the bar opened in the 1930s. The Dorchester 
reintroduced London to the delights of cocktail 

hour with the re-opening of The Bar in June 
2006. Giuliano oversaw the refurbishment of 
The Dorchester Bar in 2006, designed by the 
world-famous Thierry Despont to create an 
opulent, glamorous interior, creating a hot spot 
for hotel guests and “in the know” local clientele 
alike. Despont gave The Bar at The Dorchester a 
complete makeover using a rich palette of black, 
browns and aubergine with luxurious materials 
such as lacquered mahogany, mirrored glass and 
velvet, and dramatic signature features such as 
red glass spears. A long, sexy, curved bar boasts 
one of the finest selections of spirits, Champagnes 
and wines in London.
The Dorchester, The Player and Reserve Brands UK 
have teamed up with Giuliano to offer private 
cocktail ‘master classes’ which can be booked for 
individuals or private parties of up to five guests 
subject to availability. Each master class lasts for 
two hours and costs £200 for a minimum of 
two people, and a further £50 per additional 
group member. 
Please call 020 7629 8888 and ask for 
Restaurants at The Dorchester or email: 
restaurants@thedorchester.com for further 
information and to discuss availability.

Martini Masterclass
at the Dorchester with Reserve Brands



THE DORCHESTER SPA DEBUT
Be one of the first to experience the highly 
anticipated new Dorchester Spa from 1st 
June this year with the debut package created 
for guests to enjoy the ultimate in luxury 
accommodation and pampering. £415.00 
This rate includes a night for two people in 
one of our Deluxe Double Rooms, full English 
breakfast and a 55 minute aromatherapy 
massage each at The Dorchester Spa The rate 
is valid from 1st June until 31st August 2009 
Rates are exclusive of VAT and are subject 
to availability.

A LUXURY Mayfair hotel of great repute, it 
embodies the highest of traditional values, with 
spacious rooms and suites of great charm, glorious 
dining and entertaining, and a spa of exquisite 
indulgence. For over half a century the hotel has 
remained a pinnacle of luxury and ease.
Superbly located in the heart of London’s 
Mayfair on Park Lane, between Marble Arch 
and Hyde Park Corner, The Dorchester is close 
to exclusive London shopping in Bond Street 
and Knightsbridge and is within easy access of 
many London attractions including Buckingham 
Palace, West End theatres, the Royal Albert Hall 
and the National Gallery.

The Dorchester 
Park Lane, London W1K 1QA, England
To make a reservation phone 0207 7629 
8888 or visit: reservations@thedorchester.com



ORIS
Rectangular Titan Chronograph

In the Oris world of culture, 2009 is a year of firsts – and many of them 
appear on this model. The second collection of Oris Rectangular watches 
includes this attractive chronograph: the first ever Oris Rectangular 
chronograph, and the first Rectangular with a titanium case. Unusually 
for the Oris world of culture, the overall look is technical, not classical. 
The skeleton hands with luminous inlay – usually seen in the fast moving 
Oris world of motor sport – also make an appearance here. The bold 
luminous numerals are a world away from the usual Oris culture look.
The cut out view of the date function allows a glimpse of the circular 
movement. As the dial turns, the central horizontal stripe indicates the 
current date although the full range remains visible. The multi piece case 
is big and chunky rather than slim and delicate, but the curved profile 
of the lightweight titanium construction ensures a snug fit on the wrist. 
The pushers are another special design feature.  Moulded to fit the 
shape of the case they underline the angular, technical look of this back 
to basics stopwatch.   www.oris.ch

Sitting out the year due to lack of finance is every 
racing driver’s nightmare, and one that Fulvio 
Mussi thought would keep him away from the 
track this year. Corporate sponsors are gently 
nurtured and relationships held close by teams 
and drivers, but it‘s all in vain when an economic 
downturn means many of those who choose to 
spend their marketing budget in motorsport, have 
to be publically cautious with their cashflow or 
genuinely have to cut costs to stay afloat. The 
marketing pot is often the first to be hit in many 
businesses despite the need to increase customer 
numbers and maximise buyer spend.
At a time when the popularity of British motorsport 
is on the rise, with increasing numbers of fans 
attending races and watching them on television, 
Fulvio was really happy when he became aware of 
a new team who decided to make the most of the 
corporate sponsors’ withdrawal. YourRacingCar.
com is fuelling it’s race car on fan power – that is 
those who are passionate about their motorsport 
– not a wind machine!
Fulvio was asked if he wanted to drive the 
YourRacingCar.com car for the fans, and as he’s 
always been keen to see them getting a great deal 
for their loyalty to motorsport, jumped at the 
chance to be in the driving seat. The big question 
was which race series would be the best to join? 
The team decided that the economics of running 

a touring car was going to be too big a stretch for 
the fans, who had never seen this type of thing 
before, and with only ten weeks to season start, 
not easy to bridge with another source of funding 
until all the fans were on board.
Part of Fulvio’s team role is to seek partners who 
provide benefits or perks to the YourRacingCar.
com members so that they get a return on their 
investment in the team. Fulvio is not paying for 
the drive so all monies that he can bring to the 
team assist.
The YourRacingCar.com team have gleaned 
most of their experience in and around the 
BTCC paddock with manufacturer teams or in 
the support races. Fulvio drove the Ginetta GT4 
version of the current cup car last year so it 
made sense to take advantage of the knowledge 
gained there and move into the single-make 
Michelin Ginetta G50 Cup. Competing on a 
level playing field always sorts the men from 
the boys! The championship is new to the 
BTCC calendar so has had incredible coverage 
already. Fulvio has stayed with Total Control 
Racing engineering the car who are a highly 
skilled race outfit. Having the confidence of a 
great team behind you always gives the driver 
an edge on the track.
However, life is never that straightforward and 
whilst the 300 bhp, front-mid mounted Ford 

3.5 litre engine, Leeds-built Ginetta G50 has the 
same look as the car Fulvio drove last year, it’s 
handling is not. The team have spent a little time 
testing and during the first races are getting on 
top of these differences. Ginetta introduced an 
aero package including a wing which creates 
down-force on a rear-wheel drive car, so there 
is a lot of under steer to get to grips with. A 
different tyre sponsor means new compounds to 
get a handle on for grip and degradation rates at 
the various circuits in the series. 
The first two weekends saw Fulvio ending in 
fifth position in the championship and with the 
car showing a number of scars from the often 
close contact racing. 
The reason the YourRacingCar.com members’ 
club works for funding the racing team is three-
fold. Motorsport fans, be they individuals or 
businesses, get access to their team, they really 
are a part of the car as it goes round the track 
(the livery is decorated with their names and 
pictures), and they get something relevant to 
their lifestyles back with a number of offers on 
track days and solar-travel products, cheaper 
race-day tickets and motorsport merchandise. 
Keeping it simple on track and off with the focus 
on giving value to the fans makes Fulvio Mussi 
and YourRacingCar.com an innovative team to 
keep an eye on.

FULVIO MUSSI
Necessity is the mother of invention



Arriving in Kerry, Ireland, after only one hour on a flight from London, 
was quite simply refreshing! We had left the females of the family 
behind and myself and my son, who is only six, were on a couple of 
days adventuring together.
Words by Andie Jones  Photos by Dunloe Castle and Andie Jonesdunloe castle

the big boy’s break!



w e were collected from 
the airport by one of the super Dunloe Castle 
drivers and less than twenty minutes later we 
had checked in, been introduced to our host 
Jason, the general manager, and I was downing 
my first, of many hopefully, pints of Guinness. 
I must admit, my son is very used to travelling 
as my job does entail a huge amount of it and he 
enjoys all the things we get to do , which makes 
mine and his mums life a lot easier, however, 
the one hour flight is so fast and painless, even 
the most unruly child would not be phased.
We both tucked into two beefy steaks with 
chips and discussed our following day activities 
together. Finally, at a rather later than earlier 
time, we eventually retired to our room. The 
rooms are extremely spacious, well appointed 
with the usual little refinements and naturally 
have flat screen TV’s which Sam was most 
impressed about. The staff had set him up his 
own bed in the lounge area and he was out like 
a light within minutes. 
The following morning we were both awake 
at a reasonable time surprisingly. The reason 
was simple, the fresh air wafting down from 
the stunning mountains and the bright sunshine 
had aroused us, and now we were eager to get 
started with the day’s events.
After a formidable Irish cooked breakfast, we 
were met by Gordon the Ghillie and escorted 
down to the river which runs through the 
Dunloe estate and forms part of the private 
salmon and trout run. Sam, having never cast a 
line in his life, was given a lesson from Gordon 
in the finer art of casting and reeling in slowly 
so as to attract the waiting fish. He took to it 
immediately and silence befelled the three of us 

as we sought our quarry. Luckily for me, dad 
was the first to pull out a super little rainbow 
trout and thus my hero status remained intact 
for another day. Having spent three or so hours 
with Gordon, we packed up and headed back 
to Dunloe, a mere five minute stroll, and made 
our way to the stables that are a few yards walk 
from the front door. Tacked up and ready to 
ride, we mounted our ponies and headed off 
around the estate for a casual ride of discovery. 
Sam’s horse was rather unruly and kept trying 
to eat everything and anything he could grasp. 
However, with a little coaxing from yours 
truly, namely a slap on the behind, his mount 
started to move on a little quicker. The ride was 
about 45 minutes and although Sam has ridden 
before, it would have been perfect for a couple 
of complete novices as these horses are virtually 
bomb proof.
We headed back over to the hotel and munched 
a couple of sandwiches and a drank the perfect 
cup of tea. The driver then called us and we 
jumped in and headed down to a laser shooting 
soldier experience a few miles away. The 
guys at ......... were amazing! Kitted up in our 
helmets, with huge laser guns (actually used 
by the British Army for training) that can fire 
grenades as well as shoot a 1000’s of rounds 
a minute, we headed out into the woods and 
hills to capture the flag from our enemy. Sam, 
completely camouflaged, looked brilliant as he 
snuck through the undergrowth and covered 
me as we attacked the outpost on the hill. Our 
two competitors were 12 years old respectfully 
and had obviously done this before, as we lost 
our 30 lives within minutes. However, on the 
second attempt, Sam managed to shoot the pair 

of them, as well as me, and declare himself the 
winner. We spent two hours running around 
like soldiers with many different scenarios and 
it was the most fun I have had in years. The 
organisers take groups of up to 50, so I can 
imagine how much fun you could have with a 
bunch of mates.
We headed back to Dunloe and jumped in the 
massive swimming pool, had a sauna and a 
steam room and Sam headed up to the room to 
watch DVD’s while I had a well earned massage. 
That evening, Sam and I discussed the day 
over a poached salmon and some very special 
banoffee pie that restaurant manager Duncan 
had recommended. Finally Sam agreed he could 
eat no more and couldn’t keep his eyes open 
so I popped him into bed and made my way 
downstairs to the cosy little bar, to enjoy a little 
whisky tasting with resident barman Michael.
Our final day broke as the previous, except yours 
truly had a tiny bit of a hangover and the Irish 
fry up was just the tonic. Today was the day we 
went on an experience with Con Moriarty or 
‘Bear Gryllis’ as me and Sam nicknamed him. 
Con is one of those characters you never forget. 
He looks like he is part of the mountains and 
you instantly feel a bond with him as he is very 
down to earth and probably one of the most 
learned people I know. His love of the local 
area is immense and his devil may care attitude 
is truly exciting. Jason drove us all to a small 
bridge quite near to the Gap of Dunloe and right 
at the foot of the towering mountains. With 
stout boots on our feet and bottles of water 
in our pockets, we commenced our ascent. It 
didn’t take long to climb the smaller of the 
two mountains, but wow was it worth it when 

we reached the summit. Con explained every 
question Sam fired at him, fortunately for me, 
as I would have been breathless if he had been 
asking me in his usual way. The view across the 
county was stunning. You could see for 20 miles 
and both me and Sam agreed it was a super cool 
thing to do. But that wasn’t the end. Con then 
marched us down to the edge of the lake and 
produced a four man kayak. Sam was ecstatically 
excited and we all jumped in, grabbing a paddle 
each. We paddled out across the lake and then 
let the current whisk us along the very river 
we had fished the day before ending up at the 
bottom of the Dunloe castle grounds, where 
Jason was waiting to meet us. Have dragged the 
kayak out of the water, it was back to the hotel 
for a well deserved Guinness and a final farewell 
to all the wonderful people at Dunloe.
I have travelled extensively throughout the World 
with my family and can say with authority that 
Dunloe Castle was one of the most fabulous 
experiences to have with my son. This is truly 
a place where memories are made for everyone 
and I can assure you it won’t be the last time we 
will be going there.

A typical ‘bigger’ boys package  
at Dunloe as follows:

Price includes: Transfers, individual rooms, 
breakfast and three course meals, plus all events 
listed below:

Day One
On arrival at Dunloe Castle you will have time to 
settle in to your room, stroll through the grounds 
or enjoy a pint or five in the bar. Dinner in the 
evening is in the Oak Room restaurant, a wonderful 

dining room with views over the Gap of Dunloe 
serving the finest local seafood and steaks. After 
dinner, Irish whisky tasting with Michael, then a 
deserved overnight in a superior room
 
Day Two
Following morning after a hearty Irish breakfast, 
fishing on the River Laune which runs through 
the estate, rich in salmon and brown trout, a 
Ghillie will be on hand to show you the best spots.  
After lunch, hopefully trout, head for Faha Court, 
a local country club to spend a few hours’ clay 
pigeon shooting. Back to Dunloe for a swim 
in the pool and use of the spa (not including 
treatments, which can be booked separately). 
Evening, after dinner visit Killarney town, home 
to many great bars where we can experience the 
Irish ‘craic’, then overnight in superior room

Day Three
This morning you will be collected after breakfast 
by Con Moriarty (AKA Bear Gryllis), a passionate 
and knowledgeable local guide who will take 
you on a journey into the heart of the incredible 
landscape which lies just outside the doors of 
the hotel.  A short transfer from Hotel Dunloe 
Castle will take you to the Black Stream Bridge 
in the heart of the Gap of Dunloe. From here, 
overlooking the dramatic lake strewn glen, you 
will begin a moderate hill walk along the eastern 
flanks of the pass, following glacial moraine and 
heather slopes culminating in a mountain peak 
ascent. The walk is spectacular and will allow you 
to explore the incredible story that is the natural 
and cultural history of this place set amidst the 
wildest mountain landscape in Ireland. To start 
the descent, you will ZIP line across the Dunloe 

gap from a height of 1,800ft dropping to 600ft 
reaching speeds in excess of 70mph. After a short 
walk down, you will arrive at the shores of Lough 
Lein, Killarney’s Lower Lake and paddle open 
Kayaks into the mouth of the River Laune and 
descend this historic waterway to bring you all 
the way home to the castle gardens of the hotel. 
*NB: For an extra cost of £600 per person, we 
can ascend to the summit of Ireland’s highest 
mountain by helicopter and then walk done to 
the Zip line. Lazy mans way; however, your pilot 
will fly over the surrounding coast line first at 
300ft then soar to the 2,800m mountain peak. 
15.00pm Transfers to Kerry Airport 

Total Cost per person £650
(prices may vary according to season)

Please contact andie@theplayer.co.uk  
for more information. Any other enquiries 
please contact: Jason.Clifford@thedunloe.com 
alternatively visit www.thedunloe.com



The Fontainebleau Miami Beach or the Fontainebleau Hotel is one of 
the most historically and architecturally significant hotels on Miami 
Beach. Built in 1954 and designed by Morris Lapidus, it is considered 
the most luxurious hotel on Miami Beach, and is thought to be the 
most significant building of Lepidus’s career.

fontainebleau
miami beach

choreograph your experiences



 ituated on the oceanfront ‘Collins Avenue’ in 
the heart of Millionaire’s Row, currently owned 
by Fontainebleau Resorts, it fronts the Atlantic 
Ocean with 1504 rooms with most distinguishing 
features. There are 846 rooms and suites in the 
two original Fontainebleau buildings and 658 
suites in two new all-suite towers, which offer 
luxurious comfort and privacy. Many guestrooms 
and suites have breathtaking views of the Atlantic 
Ocean, as well as the twinkling necklace of lights 
that reveals Miami Beach at night. Rooms and 
suites are fully equipped with high definition flat 
screen TVs, advanced sound systems, 20” iMac and 
ultra-luxurious amenities. Modern, sophisticated 
interior designs create an atmosphere of quiet and 
calm for effortless relaxation. There are eleven 
restaurants and lounges, most notably Gotham 
Steak, a real must for steak lovers, Scarpetta, and 
Hakkasan, as well as a 40,000-square-foot spa 
with mineral-rich water therapies and swimming 
pools. The dramatic oceanfront poolscape features 
a free-form pool shaped as a re-interpretation 
of Lapidus’ signature bow-tie design. The two-
level Lapis spa harnesses the natural qualities of 
water to create a shared experience that is both 

restorative and renewing. Mineral-rich water in 
many forms , including mist, rain and steam, are 
used throughout the 40,000-square-foot spa that 
features 30 private treatment rooms as well as a 
jetted pool and lounge area. Lapis draws upon 
thermal therapies, the oldest spa treatments that 
transfer energy from heated elements of earth, 
water and air. Merging these age old techniques 
with the latest contemporary technology and 
design, Lapis provides guests with stress-relief, 
anti-aging and wellness solutions, each a sensory 
experience designed to energize and rejuvenate.
The Fontainebleau has featured in the James 
Bond film Goldfinger, most notably in the sweeping 
aerial shot that follows the opening credits and 
accompanies composer John Barry’s big-band 
track ‘Into Miami’. The swimming pool is shown 
in Frank Sinatra’s 1959 A Hole in the Head, where 
Sinatra who plays Tony Manetta, comes to a 
party for businessman and friend Keenan Wynn, 
played by Jerry Marks. The hotel was also the 
setting for Jerry Lewis’s comedy film, The Bellboy. 
It gained a second round of architectural fame by 
its inclusion in critic and novelist Tom Wolfe’s 
From Bauhaus to Our House, published in 1981, which 
referred to the condescending way that Lapidus 
was treated by the architectural profession and 
critics. The hotel, predominantly the pool area, 
was featured in the 1983 film Scarface and other 
movies filmed there include Police Academy 5, 
Assignment Miami Beach, The Specialist, Go for it (Bud 
Spencer and Terence Hill) and The Bodyguard.

s LIV
Miami’s hottest nightclub, LIV at Fontainebleau 
Miami Beach has an 18,000sq.ft.  high energy, 
celebrity and dj driven atmosphere. With three 
full-service bars, main room playing a variety 
of hip hop, house and rock music, and state-of-
the-art audio and lighting systems, LIV attracts 
celebrities and Miami’s local party crowd.  
For guests seeking ultra-VIP treatment, the 
nightclub offers six private skyboxes, each 
featuring European bottle service, a mini-bar 
and banquettes with secured purse drawers. A 
voyeuristic design throughout the nightclub 
allows people to see the entire venue from 
almost every point in the room, while edgy 
performance vignettes heat up the night with 
the nightclub scene’s sexiest dancers.

7 nights in Miami
Seven nights in Miami with Virgin Holidays, 
including scheduled flights with Virgin Atlantic 
from London Heathrow to Miami, accommodation 
at the 5V Fontainebleau Miami Beach on a room 
only basis with transfers included starts from 
£839. Prices are per person based on 2 adults 
travelling and sharing a standard room price 
includes all applicable taxes and fuel surcharges 
which are subject to change. 
Prices are based on departures between 05-30 Jun 
2009. Virgin Holidays is a member of ABTA and 
is ATOL protected www.virginholidays.co.uk or 
call 0844 557 3859

Or alternatively choose from the following:

7 nights in Miami from £1,260
Seven nights in Miami, including scheduled flights 
with Virgin Atlantic from London Heathrow 
direct to Miami, accommodation at the Shore 
Club on a room only basis, with private transfers 
starts from £1,260. Prices are per person based 
on 2 adults travelling and sharing a standard 
room. Price includes all applicable taxes and fuel 
surcharges which are subject to change. Prices 
are based on departures in November 2009.
www.vhiphotels.co.uk or call 0844 573 2460

7 nights in Miami from £1,165
Seven nights in Miami, including scheduled flights 
with Virgin Atlantic from London Heathrow direct 
to Miami, accommodation at the Gansevoort South 
on a room only basis, with private transfers starts 
from £1,165. Prices are per person based on 2 
adults travelling and sharing a deluxe room. Price 
includes all applicable taxes and fuel surcharges 
which are subject to change. Prices are based on 
departures in November 2009. 
www.vhiphotels.co.uk or call 0844 573 2460

 



Dubai last December was the 
setting for the ultimate 
showdown in powerboat races. 
With temperatures in the mid 
80’s and not a cloud in the sky, 
there were high spirits amongst 
all the teams looking for  
end of season results during  
the penultimate power boat  
Grand Prix of the 2008 season.

pure class

the season with a win, rounding off another 
frustrating race to cap a highly disappointing year 
for Sheikh Hassan and Englishman Steve Curtis. 
There was also huge frustration for Jotun’s Jorn 
Tanberg and Inge Brigt Aarbakke, who, after 
moving from fifth place into second spot to mount 
a challenge on the race leaders, saw any hopes 
of a race win disappear after losing a propeller. 
A good weekend for Roscioli Hotels Roma, 
was topped off with a top four finish as the 
pairing of Sergio Mora Carrasco and Giovanni 
Carpitella improved on their fifth place grid 
placing to take a season best fourth place. 
Foresti & Suardi enjoyed a race-long fight 
with Negotiator, and held them off to take fifth 
place and finish the season with their highest-
ever points tally, with the new pairing of 
Ahmed Al Suwaidi and Nicola Giorgi coming 
home in seventh ahead of Spirit of Spain. 
The young Maritimo crew saw their race end in 
a dramatic fashion after a big spin in the latter 

stages of the race, and although the boat was 
badly damaged, the crew came away with just a 
few bruises.
On the Sunday evening, after the final race of 
the season, Victory 1’s Mohammed Al Marri and 
Nadir Bin Hindi received a standing ovation from 
over 500 guests and teams at the glittering Gala 
Dinner held in the Dubai International Marine 
Club in Dubai, as the 2008 World, Middle East 
and Pole Position Champions held aloft the Sam 
Griffith Memorial Trophy. The dinner, hosted by 
Emirates Airline and Dubai Duty Free, brought 
the curtain down on a simply outstanding season 
for Dubai’s Victory Team, which saw them win 
five races from eight starts to retain their World 
title, with Victory 7’s Jean-Marc Sanchez guiding 
Abdullah Al-Mehairbi to the runners-up slot in 
his ‘rookie’ season.
For more information on Class 1 2009 
Grand Prix dates and venues please visit:
www.class-1.com

AND what a result there was indeed! Abdullah Al-
Sulaiti and Matteo Nicolini in the Qatar 95 boat, 
come from fourth place on the start grid to stun the 
newly crowned World Champions, Mohammed 
Al Marri and Nadir Bin Hendi, in the Emirates & 
Dubai Duty Free Grand Prix, to take their first win 
of the season, albeit the last race of the season. 
Qatar 95, who had been fast all weekend, flew out 
of the blocks and were able to catch and overtake 
both Victory boats in a show of power and speed, 
within the first lap and a half of the race. 
“It was important that we ended the season 
with something to show for all our efforts,” 
said Al-Sulaiti. “We expected it to be rough and 
the conditions really suited us and the boat.” 
Victory 1, who led from the flag, had to watch 
as both Qatar boats and then Jotun passed 
them, but had the reliability to finish second 
and complete a highly successful year, ending 
the season as World, Middle East and Edox 
Pole Position Champions, and they will remain 
the team to beat during the 2009 season. 
Abdullah Al Mehairbi and Jean-Marc Sanchez in 
Victory 7, started well but had to settle for third 
place as they once again finished on the podium. 
For the third successive race in a row Qatar 96 were 
forced to retire from a leading position. A damaged 
propeller on lap four ended their hopes of ending 
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Relaxed, elegant, light and breezy but chic and refined, this collection 
continues the Zilli trademark style, made by hand in the finest craft 
tradition and savoir-faire.  www.zilli.fr
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Other Forms of Travel Are Beneath You

von Essen’s aviation company

www.premiair-aviation.com

CHARTER  .   AIRCRAFT SALES

MANAGEMENT  .   MAINTENANCE

Telephone: +44 (0) 1895 830900

Email: info@premiair-aviation.com

THE von Essen fleet of executive helicopters and classic cars turns a special occasion
into a spectacular experience, while our executive jets provide the perfect antidote

to the tedium of longer journeys. Enjoy the ride.

Telephone: +44 (0) 1761 301001
Email: info@vonessenhotels.com

THE most desirable collection of exclusive hotels in the UK and on the 
Continent. Pampering spas and award-winning cuisine. Travel by helicopter 
or private jet. Drive in your choice of premium marque cars. Float in an 
Edwardian Thames river launch or one of our hot air balloons.

Live the Dream  


